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Abstract

As a cost-effective model for solving problems, crowdsourcing has been widely ap-

plied in various human intelligence tasks, such as data labeling, data translation, and

prediction. However, without adequate trust management, a large number of untrust-

worthy workers submit low-quality or even junk answers in the tasks to benefit them-

selves or sabotage their competitors’ crowdsourcing processes. The disturbance or

attacks not only significantly increase the cost of solving a task, but also drastically

reduce the effectiveness of crowdsourcing processes. Therefore, selecting trustworthy

workers to participate in tasks has become a top-priority demand in crowdsourcing

environments. To achieve an effective trustworthy worker selection, three challeng-

ing sub-problems including context-aware trust evaluation, spam worker defense, and

trustworthy worker recommendation have to be tackled. As such, in this thesis, we sys-

tematically propose our solutions for the three sub-challenges. The main contributions

are summarized as follows:

• In a crowdsourcing platform, a worker’s trustworthiness varies in different con-

texts, complicating the trust evaluation of a crowdsourcing worker. Thus, we

propose a new context-aware trust model that evaluates a worker’s trust in two

primary crowdsourcing contexts, i.e., the context of task type and the context

of reward amount, respectively. In particular, we first propose a task type tax-

onomy and a task reward amount taxonomy. Based on them, we devise two

novel context-aware trust metrics: Task Type-aware Trust (TaTrust) and Reward

Amount-aware Trust (RaTrust). Finally, we devise a multi-objective combinato-

rial optimization algorithm to effectively select trustworthy workers.

• To defend against the threats from the spam workers who masquerade them-

selves as “trustworthy” workers with “good” reputations by colluding with their

iv
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accomplices, we propose a new spam worker defense model based on our pro-

posed Worker Trust Vector (WTV). A WTV consisting of the trust opinions

from different requesters can indicate a worker’s global trust level. Based on

the workers’ WTVs, we then propose an algorithm to effectively defend against

spam workers.

• Moreover, to effectively and proactively identify spam workers, we propose a

novel spam worker identification model. In this model, we first devise a nov-

el worker trust representation called Worker Trust Matrix (WTM). A worker’s

WTM is essentially a global trust feature set where each element is a local trust

indicator called trust trace. A trust trace measures the extent to which a re-

quester trusts a worker in a trust subnetwork centering on the requester. Taking

the WTMs as input, we then devise a learning-based algorithm to predict each

worker’s identity. With our proposed WTM-based model, spam workers are

precisely identified and then prohibited from participating in the tasks.

• Furthermore, we propose a novel trust-aware model to recommend trustworthy

workers to participate in tasks. In this model, we tackle the homogeneous work-

er, dishonest behaviours, data sparsity, and cold start problems in generating

worker recommendations. In particular, we first propose two similarity metric-

s to measure two requesters’ similarities in transacting with the workers they

commonly trust and the workers they commonly distrust, respectively. Target-

ing the data sparsity problem, we propose a new trust sub-network extraction

algorithm (TSE) to effectively discover requesters who can provide trustworthy

recommendation suggestions. Finally, we suggest two strategies for solving the

cold start problem.

All the models proposed in this thesis have been validated and evaluated through

extensive experiments on real datasets or real scenarios. The results have demonstrat-

ed that the proposed models significantly outperform the comparable models in the

existing studies in terms of effectively selecting trustworthy workers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Crowdsourcing is a novel problem-solving model that utilizes human intelligence to

cost-effectively complete complex tasks in the form of an open call [125]. In recent

years, the considerable success of crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., CrowdFlower1, Free-

Lancer2, and Amazon Mechanical Turk3, has demonstrated the superior effectiveness

and the immense potential of crowdsourcing in solving various tasks. In particular,

CrowdFlower mainly focuses on tasks from the domain of data processing, such as

collecting data, cleaning data, and labelling data. In 2011, CrowdFlower had managed

its one-millionth worker and had successfully organized workers to accomplish more

than 100 million tasks 4. FreeLancer is a popular crowdsourcing platform in Australi-

a, which focuses on more comprehensive tasks, such as software development, data

collection, and article writing. By 2017, the number of employers who had ever par-

ticipated in the tasks at FreeLancer has exceeded 25,483,234 5. Amazon Mechanical

Turk is one of the most well-known crowdsourcing platforms around the world. It

engages a diverse, on-demand and scalable workforce to tackle more than ten thou-

sands of tasks every day. By 2015, there are over 500,000 workers who had signed up

at Amazon Mechanical Turk [145]. Moreover, according to the analysis in [78], the

crowdsourcing market is projected to be gross in the range of $15 billion to $25 billion

by 2020.

1https://www.crowdflower.com/
2https://www.freelancer.com/
3https://www.mturk.com/
4http://venturebeat.com/2011/05/17/crowdflower-100-million-tasks/
5https://www.freelancer.com/about

1

https://www.crowdflower.com/
https://www.freelancer.com/
https://www.mturk.com/
http://venturebeat.com/2011/05/17/crowdflower-100-million-tasks/
https://www.freelancer.com/about
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With the rapid development of the crowdsourcing market, not only the trustwor-

thy workers but also the untrustworthy workers such as low-quality workers and even

attackers, are being attracted to participate in crowdsourcing. These untrustworthy

workers submit valueless and even malicious answers to the crowdsourcing tasks pub-

lished by honest requesters to maximize their benefits or sabotage others’ crowdsourc-

ing processes. First, a low-quality worker may participate in as many tasks as possi-

ble for increasing its opportunities for earning the reward from a task. In general, a

low-quality worker submits a valueless answer in a task, which undermines the effec-

tiveness of crowdsourcing. Second, an attacker may either submit junk answers to a

task for cheating the reward with a small probability or collude with its accomplices

to uniformly submit the same answer in a task to manipulate the crowdsourcing out-

come of the task. The existence of these untrustworthy workers significantly increases

the cost of solving a crowdsourcing task and drastically reduces the effectiveness of

crowdsourcing processes, which will finally lead crowdsourcing to a failure. In order

to eliminate the negative impacts of the untrustworthy workers, selecting trustworthy

workers to participate in tasks has become a top-priority demand in crowdsourcing en-

vironments. However, in the literature, few studies focusing on the trustworthy worker

selection problem have been proposed in crowdsourcing environments.

In this thesis, we leverage trust management techniques to select trustworthy work-

ers to participate in crowdsourcing tasks. In order to thoroughly understand the nature

and the necessity of selecting trustworthy worker in crowdsourcing environments, we

first present what crowdsourcing exactly is, who are trustworthy workers in crowd-

sourcing environments, and the motivations for studying on the trustworthy worker

selection issue in crowdsourcing environments. Based on them, we then present three

particular challenging problems that are needed to be tackled for achieving an effec-

tive trust management. The three challenges are (1) context-aware trust evaluation, (2)

spam worker defense, and (3) trustworthy worker recommendation, respectively. They

will be correspondingly solved in this thesis.
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1.1 Problem Statement

1.1.1 What is Crowdsourcing?

The term of Crowdsourcing is first coined by Jeff Howe in a Wired Magazine article in

June 2006 [58], which is defined as “an act of outsourcing a function once performed

by traditional task performers (such as an employee or a contractor) to an undefined

(and generally large) network of people in the form of an open call” [57]. Considering

the specific applications of crowdsourcing, Daren C. Brabham describes crowdsourc-

ing as a process: a company posts problems online, then a vast number of individuals

offer solutions to the problem and finally the winning ideas are awarded in some form

of a bounty [17]. Essentially, the comprehension of crowdsourcing is that everyone

has the potential to provide valuable information for solving a problem [50]. In addi-

tion, among the early definitions of crowdsourcing, competition is commonly regarded

as the core of crowdsourcing [38]. However, with the more complex crowdsourcing

tasks appearing, the collaboration becomes a new keyword in defining crowdsourcing

[33]. For example, regarding the crowdsourcing tasks like reconstructing shredded

documents and jigsaw puzzles, the collaboration-based working pattern is a unique

identifier that differentiates the crowdsourcing model for solving these crowdsourcing

tasks from the others. Moreover, in the study of Estells-Arolas and Gonzlez-Ladrn-

deGuevara [40], 40 definitions of crowdsourcing are listed from various perspectives.

Though the existing definitions of crowdsourcing have many differences due to

different concerns, we can conclude six commonly essential elements of crowdsourc-

ing. They are (1) requester (service demander), (2) human intelligence task, (3) worker

(service provider), (4) the form of an open call, (5) answer approval mechanism, and

(6) reward mechanism, respectively. Accordingly, in this thesis, we define crowd-

sourcing as a problem-solving model where a requester (service demander) publishes

a group of tasks to be available for all the undefined workers (service providers) in

the form of an open call, then a worker whose answer is approved in a task by the an-

swer approval mechanism (such as a voting-based mechanism or a verification-based
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Tasks

Answers

Undefined Workers in a Crowd

Answer Approval

Mechanisms

Reward Mechanisms

Crowdsourcing Process Mechanisms

Figure 1.1: A Typical Crowdsourcing Process

mechanism) will be awarded based on the reward mechanism.

Based on our proposed definition of crowdsourcing, we can further decompose a

typical crowdsourcing process into four procedures: (1) publishing task, (2) submit-

ting answer, (3) approving answer, and (4) granting reward. As shown in Fig. 1.1, at

the beginning of a crowdsourcing process, a requester first publishes tasks to all the

workers in the form of an open call. Then, any worker who is interested in a pub-

lished task can submit its answer to the task. Afterwards, a preset answer approval

mechanism is executed to judge which answer or answers should be approved. If a

worker’s answer is approved in a task, the worker is granted the reward of the task ac-

cording to the deployed reward mechanism. In general, when facing different types of

tasks, different answer approval mechanisms and reward mechanisms will be applied

for adapting the specific tasks. For example, the voting-based consensus mechanisms

and the verification-based consensus mechanisms are two types of the typical answer

approval mechanisms in crowdsourcing environments. In addition, the one winner-

oriented reward mechanisms and the multiple winners-oriented reward mechanisms

are two types of the commonly applied reward mechanisms.
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1.1.2 Who are Trustworthy Crowdsourcing Workers?

In different environments, the trust may be very differently defined to precisely explain

the specific changes of both the relation between a trustor and a trustee and the corre-

sponding behaviours of them. Thus, when we discuss the trustworthiness of workers

in crowdsourcing environments, one of the most important things is to exactly define

who is a trustworthy worker. Referring to the most classic trust definition in the Ox-

ford Dictionary, trust is a “firm belief in the reliability, truth, or ability of someone

or something” 6. Based on this definition, we suggest that a trustworthy worker in

crowdsourcing environments should be a worker who is reliable, truthful, and capa-

ble. Accordingly, we below present the basic criteria for judging if a worker is reliable,

truthful or capable.

• A reliable worker should be the one who responsibly works in any task and thus

will not lightly submit an uncertain answer or a low-quality answer in a task.

• A truthful worker should be the one who honestly participates in any crowd-

sourcing activity and never takes any fraud actions to make itself be more com-

petitive than other workers.

• A capable worker should be the one who possesses the skills for solving a task

and thus will submit a reliable and nearly correct answer in the task with a very

high probability.

In this thesis, we mainly focus on discussing the solutions for effectively selecting

the workers who can satisfy the above three criteria. In the following subsection, by

introducing the specific examples of different workers, we will explain the reasons why

selecting the trustworthy workers (i.e., the reliable, truthful, and capable workers) is

the key to guarantee the cost-effectiveness of crowdsourcing.

6http://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/trust

http://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/trust
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1.1.3 Motivations for Selecting Trustworthy Workers

In most of the crowdsourcing tasks, e.g., data transcribing tasks and image tagging

tasks, we cannot directly verify if a submitted answer is correct due to the lack of the

ground truth. As such, crowdsourcing is applied to estimate the ground truth with a

low cost. In fact, a crowdsourcing process takes an answer or answers approved by

the majority of participants as the approximate ground truth. The essence of a crowd-

sourcing process determines that a worker is preferred to participate in a task if he/she

is most likely to submit an answer closing to the ground truth. In general, the proba-

bility that a worker provides such an accurate answer positively relates to the worker’s

trustworthiness. In other words, the trustworthiness of all the workers who participate

in a task jointly determine if the task can be successfully solved. Selecting trustwor-

thy workers to participate in tasks can significantly improve the cost-effectiveness of

crowdsourcing in solving various tasks. Therefore, we need to find an effective way to

make an accurate judgement on a worker’s trustworthiness.

As we have discussed in the last subsection, a trustworthy worker is not a simple

concept in crowdsourcing environments. In particular, we suggest that a trustworthy

worker should be reliable, truthful, and capable. Below, by taking a data transcribing

task as an example, we introduce three typical scenarios to clarify the meanings of a

trustworthy worker, and reasons why selecting trustworthy workers is necessary. As

depicted in Fig. 1.2, the data transcribing task requires each participating worker to

transcribe the text from the given picture to the text box. In this task, there are five

workers Aaron, Bob, Clark, Daniel, and Eden who have submitted their answers. To

clarify the three scenarios S1-S3 that motivate our work, here, we first state the ground

truth of the textual content in the picture, i.e., V. Hhicast Broken Arrow 74012 Tuls.

S1: As shown in Fig. 1.2, Aaron is a worker who does not lie but submits an am-

biguous answer to a task that cannot be solved by him easily. In particular, in

the data transcribing task, Aaron gives out the answer: V. Hhicast Abcde Arow

T4012 Turk. Naturally, Aaron correctly transcribes some parts of the picture.
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Transcribe data
Requester: p9r

Qualification Required: Answer approval rate (%) is greater than 90

· Copy the text from the picture into the box below it according to the Special Instruction at the top of the page.

· If there are no Special Instructions, copy all text exactly as it appears the picture.

· Copy only what appears inside the pink box.

Aaron

V. Hhicast Abcde Arow T4012 Turk 

Reward: $0.01 per task

Bob

V.Hhicast Brotcn Arrow T4012  Tuls

Eden

V.Hhicast Broken Arrow 74012  Tuls

Clark

V. Hhicast Broken Arrow 14012 Tuls

Daniel

V. Hhicast Broken Arrow 14012 Tuls

Figure 1.2: A Typical Example of a Crowdsourcing Task

But, he randomly answers “Abcde Arow” in the blurred part that is difficult to be

recognized. Aaron is not dishonest, however, he is unreliable because his answer

is ambiguous. By contrast, Bob is more reliable than Aaron because he consci-

entiously works in the task though he also does not correctly solve the task. In

addition, given some pictures that are difficult for the vast majority of workers to

transcribe, workers like Aaron will quickly and irresponsibly submit ambiguous

answers based on their knowledge. In such a case, it is more likely for these

workers to form a consensus on an ambiguous answer than to find out the cor-

rect answer. As a result, workers may find that they can maximize their profits

by submitting ambiguous answers in as many tasks as possible [153, 137]. On

the other side, requesters will believe that crowdsourcing is cheap but can only

return the low-quality solutions, which will severely dampen their participating

enthusiasm. Without an effective trustworthy worker selection, a large number

of ambiguous answers will be submitted to a crowdosurcing task, which finally

undermines the interest of both requesters and workers. Therefore, when facing

workers who are not dishonest, how to judge who are reliable is the first task of
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selecting trustworthy workers in crowdsourcing environments.

S2: As shown in Fig. 1.2, Clark and Daniel are two workers who aim to mislead

the requester to adopt an incorrect answer, i.e., V. Hhicast Broken Arrow 14012

Tuls, as the correct answer. In particular, they uniformly give a wrong zip code:

“14012”. Based on our given ground truth, we know that the “74012” is a cor-

rect zip code and also is the most critical information of the picture. However,

the “14012” is very confusing for the workers who do not well know the zip

codes in America. In common sense, a zip code starts with a small integer, and

thus the “14012” may mislead other workers to vote for it, e.g., worker Bob in

the task. In addition, Clark and Daniel will vote for their answers to get two

votes of the total five votes in this example. As a result, it is most likely for

Clark and Daniel to manipulate the crowdsourcing result of such a task under

the voting based consensus mechanisms. In recent years, though crowdsourcing

platforms tend to organize the irrelevant workers or the specified verifiers to vote

for answers, the availability of high-degree anonymity still enables an attacker

to create many worker accounts and let them behave like Clark and Daniel to

manipulate the voting results. A well-known attack mounted by anonymous s-

pam workers was reported in the DARPA Shredder Challenge 2013 where the

team that completed five jigsaw puzzles first would win the prize of US $50,000.

In this attack, anonymous spam workers sabotaged the crowdsourcing processes

of a team from University of California San Diego who had reached the second

place [126]. In particular, no other jigsaw puzzle was successfully assembled

after their crowdsourcing processes underwent the attack from numerous spam

workers. Thus, it is vital to judge if a worker is truthful. In other words, we need

to defend against the threats of the spam workers who are created by someone

else.

S3: As shown in Fig. 1.2, Bob submits an answer: “V. Hhicast Brotcn Arrow T4012

Tuls”, while Eden submits an answer “V. Hhicast Broken Arrow 74012 Tuls”.
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Based on our given ground truth “V. Hhicast Broken Arrow 74012 Tuls”, it is

evident that the quality of the answer submitted by Eden is much better than

that of Bob . However, in crowdsourcing environments, there lacks an effec-

tive method to differentiate the workers like Bob from the workers like Eden

because all workers participate in a task based on the “first-come-first-serve”

[53]. Though Bob and Eden are both reliable and truthful, recommending more

workers like Eden to the task can significantly improve the probability of finally

obtaining a correct answer. As such, a demand arises here is that we need to se-

lect those most capable workers to participate in a particular task. Moreover, in

complicated crowdsourcing tasks like video annotating tasks, most crowdsourc-

ing workers have poor performance [135]. Without a mandating control on the

capability of workers, these crowdsourcing tasks cannot be effectively solved.

Based on the scenarios S1-S3, we can conclude that an adequate trust management

needs to ensure trustworthy workers can be selected to participate in tasks for guar-

anteeing the correctness of the outcome in a crowdsourcing process. Regarding how

to judge if a worker is trustworthy, three aspects of trust has to be considered. They

are the reliability, truthfulness, and capacity, respectively. However, in the literature,

there are very few studies that systematically investigate the impacts of the reliability,

the truthfulness, and the capacity on selecting trustworthy workers in crowdsourcing

environments. Therefore, in this thesis, we bridge the gap between the demand of

selecting trustworthy workers and the existing works in crowdsourcing environments.

1.2 Challenges of Selecting Trustworthy Workers

Considering the significance of the reliability, truthfulness, and capacity in select-

ing trustworthy workers, three particular challenging problems are discussed in this

section. They are Context-aware Trust Evaluation, Spam Worker Defense, and Trust-

worthy Worker Recommendation, respectively.
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1.2.1 Context-aware Trust Evaluation

As we have discussed in the scenario S1, a worker can irresponsibly and quickly sub-

mit ambiguous answers in as many tasks as possible to maximize its profit if there is

no effective mechanism to prevent it from participating in tasks [109, 137]. The suc-

cess of these untrustworthy workers drastically reduces the participating enthusiasm of

both the trustworthy workers and requesters, leading the reliability of a crowdsourcing

platform to be severely damaged [55]. As such, we need to build a model to effectively

evaluate a worker’s trust and accordingly permit trustworthy workers to participate in

tasks. However, it is very challenging because the trustworthiness of a worker varies

in different contexts in crowdsourcing environments. For example, in a programming

task, a software engineer is commonly more trustworthy than a constructing engineer.

In addition, a worker may more considerably work in a task with a solid reward than in

a task with a low-amount reward. Thus, the basis of an effective trust evaluation is to

model the impacts of the new crowdsourcing contexts on the reliability and capability

of a worker.

To date, many of crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk and

CrowdFlower, apply a worker’s overall answer approval rate in the historical tasks

or an overall answer approval rate-based trust level to indicate a worker’s trust degree

in future tasks [90]. In particular, a worker’s overall answer approval rate is the per-

centage of the accepted answers in all the answers submitted by the worker. Using

this rate to measure a worker’s trust is intuitive and thus can easily accepted by par-

ticipants. However, it neglects the influences of the contextual factors in a worker’s

reliability and capacity, leading the trust evaluation to become ineffective. For exam-

ple, given two workers who have the same overall answer approval rate, while one of

them has significantly better performance in translating German literature to English

version than the other one. If these two workers simultaneously participate in a Ger-

man article translation task, their trustworthiness cannot be differentiated by merely

using the overall answer approval rate. In fact, discussing their performance in the
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task type: German Translation is more meaningful as it enables to indicate which of

the two workers is more reliable and capable in a specific task. In addition, given a

worker who possesses a high overall answer approval rate in many easy tasks, without

taking the contexts into account, the worker is permitted to participate in tasks and

thus can pursue the maximal profit in some high-value tasks by submitting as many

answers as possible in the high-value tasks. Regarding such a worker, differentiating

its trustworthiness in the tasks with different reward amounts is more effective than

using the overall answer approval rate.

In the literature, from different perspectives, several trust evaluation models have

been proposed in crowdsourcing environments. For example, in [74, 39, 38], some

qualitative trust evaluation models are introduced. However, one common drawback

of these studies is that no quantitative standards can be well designed to differentiate

workers’ trustworthiness. Thus, these models are hardly to be deployed in practice.

In addition, some quantitative trust models focusing on particular crowdsourcing ap-

plications are proposed. However, in the existing studies, e.g., [153, 55], the impacts

of contextual factors on a worker’s trustworthiness still do not receive sufficient atten-

tion. In fact, context-aware trust evaluation has been proved to be more effective than

general trust evaluation in many traditional online systems, e.g., e-commerce, social

networks, and cloud-based systems [140, 86, 160, 114]. Unfortunately, in crowdsourc-

ing environments, few studies are proposed to investigate the contexts and the impacts

of the contexts on a worker’s trust. Thus, we first need to define the contexts in crowd-

sourcing environments. Then, we need to rationally model context-aware trust metrics

with the reasonable physical meanings that can reflect the impacts of contexts on a

worker’s trustworthiness.

1.2.2 Spam Worker Defense

In a crowdsourcing task, an answer is approved based on the consensus achieved by

the voters in the task. However, the correctness of a voting-based consensus is ex-
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tremely vulnerable to the spam workers who intentionally submit random answers

and erroneous answers to the task. As we have discussed in the scenario S2, a suf-

ficient number of spam workers can manipulate an incorrect answer, which has been

uniformly submitted by them in a task, to be approved under voting-based consensus

mechanisms [115]. Moreover, spam workers can also cheat for rewards by submit-

ting random answers to as many tasks as possible because a random answer still has a

probability to be approved and then be rewarded, especially in the multi-choice tasks

[136]. Different from an irresponsible worker, a spam worker dishonestly behaves in

all tasks and colludes with its accomplices in some tasks for counterfeiting “good”

reputations to whitewash itself. The success of these spam workers drastically reduces

the enthusiasm of honest participants and the reliability of crowdsourcing platforms

[55].

Defending against the threats from these spam workers is a top-priority issue in

crowdsourcing environments, however, it is incredibly challenging because spam work-

ers could leverage the low transaction fee [17, 21, 98, 22] and the availability of high-

degree anonymity [155] in crowdsourcing environments to masquerade themselves as

“trustworthy” workers via low-cost collusions [5]. In general, a spam worker can ob-

tain two types of guises G1 and G2 via collusions:

• G1: a spam worker can obtain “successful” transaction records, and thus pos-

sess a “good” reputation, by colluding with some requesters to manipulate the

crowdsourcing outcomes in shadow tasks. A shadow task is one whose answer

is preset and revealed to the colluding spam workers beforehand to ensure that

they can succeed in the task.

• G2: a spam worker can collude with some requesters and workers who are di-

rectly trust by other honest participants, and thus indirectly links itself to the

honest region consisting of honest participants via the edges between their col-

luding partners and the honest participants. Such an edge is called an attack

edge because the spam worker can leverage it to deceive honest requesters and
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then mount attacks in the tasks published by such requesters.

In the literature, in order to defend against the spammers in general online applica-

tions, e.g., e-commerce or P2P file-sharing systems, two categories of trust-aware de-

fense models have been widely discussed. They are reputation-based defense models

and trust network-based defense models, respectively. In recent years, particularly tar-

geting spam workers in crowdsourcing environments, a few reputation-based defense

models have been proposed, e.g., a sequential performance-based defense model [153]

and a consistency-based defense model [64]. The common intuition of these models is

that a worker’s historical transaction records are truthful and thus can genuinely indi-

cate the worker’s trustworthiness in future tasks. However, these models are vulnera-

ble to the spam workers who possess many “successful” transaction records (i.e., guise

G1). Essentially, the reason is that these reputation-based defenses only pay attention

to the reliability and capacity of a worker, but neglect to investigate the truthfulness

of a worker’s reputation. With respect to the trust network-based defense models, to

the best of our knowledge, no study has been proposed to target spam workers with

both the guise G1 and the guise G2 in crowdsourcing environments. Nevertheless,

in P2P networks, trust network-based defense models, such as SybilLimit [151] and

SybilInfer [27], have shown the high effectiveness in limiting spammers with guise

G1 when a spammer only possesses few attack edges. However, in crowdsourcing

environments, a spam worker may possess many attack edges (i.e., guise G2), which

leads these trust network-based defense models to be ineffective and thus make effec-

tive spammer defense more challenging. Therefore, a new model has to be devised for

effectively identifying the spam workers with both the guises G1 and G2.

1.2.3 Trustworthy Worker Recommendation

As we have discussed in the scenario S3, the capacity of two reliable workers may be

different and thus causes the difference of their performance in a task. In general, a

crowdsourcing task is published in the form of an open call, thus all the reliable work-
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ers fairly compete for participating in a task following the first-come-first-serve basis.

In other words, all these workers have an equal opportunity to obtain the opportunity to

participate in a task even if some of them are more likely to submit an answer closing

to the ground truth in the task. A trustworthy worker should be a capable worker, we

sugggest that a worker should be recommended to a task if its capacity can support it

to submit a high-quality answer to the task.

Aiming to discover trustworthy workers and then recommend them to appropri-

ate tasks, in the literature, several worker-oriented recommendation models have been

proposed. In general, a worker-oriented recommendation model recommends tasks to

a worker based on the worker’s interests in different tasks [7, 37, 156]. One common

drawback of these recommendation models is that a recommended worker may not be

the most suitable one who can correctly complete this task. Instead, a recommended

worker may be the one who is only interested in the task but cannot well solve the task.

Moreover, even the reliable and truthful workers may tend to overstate their skills to

gain more opportunities in participating tasks. As a result, a worker-oriented recom-

mendation model may actually decrease the quality of the answers in a task because

those genuinely appropriate workers may miss the task in the vast task pool. Consid-

ering the drawbacks of the worker-oriented recommendation models, we suggest that

recommending trustworthy workers to a task published by a requester is more mean-

ingful in improving the quality of answers rather than recommending appropriate tasks

to a worker. In this thesis, we call this type of recommendation models as requester-

oriented recommendation model. A requester-oriented recommendation model judges

if a worker is suitable to participate in a task published by a requester by taking its

capacity as one of the most critical indicators. In the design of a requester-oriented

recommendation model, we need to take four problems that profoundly influence the

quality of recommendations into account.

• Homogeneous Worker: There are a large number of homogeneous workers

have an identical opportunity to be recommended as they all possess good rep-
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utations. Even with an effective context-aware trust evaluation, there are still

many similarly trustworthy workers who are needed to be more precisely differ-

entiated in a task published by a particular requester.

• Dishonest Behaviours: Workers may boost good reputations in easy tasks and

also overstate their skills in their registered files to obtain more opportunities to

be recommended.

• Data Sparsity: In crowdsourcing environments, as a requester may transact

with a tiny fraction of all the workers, the requester-worker matrix where each

element records a transaction record between a requester and a worker is very

sparse.

• Cold Start: As there is nearly no information available about freshly registered

requesters and freshly registered workers, it is very difficult to generate recom-

mendations for them.

To sum up, in a task published by a requester, given a worker who is reliable and

truthful but has not transacted with the requester, the target of a requester-oriented

worker recommendation model is to predict the capacity/performance of the worker in

the task by using the limited and sparse available data.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

With the sprawl of crowdsourcing, the demand for selecting trustworthy workers e-

merges and becomes prominent in crowdsourcing environments. This thesis aims to

bridge the enormous gap between the demand for effectively selecting trustworthy

workers and the existing studies. In particular, this thesis systematically discusses the

solutions for selecting trustworthy workers by taking the three aspects of a crowdsourc-

ing worker’s trust into account, i.e., the reliability, the truthfulness, and the capacity.

The main contributions of this thesis contain four significant aspects.
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1. The first contribution of the thesis is a new context-aware trust-based crowd-

sourcing worker selection model called CrowdTrust.

(a) In CrowdTurst, we first propose two context-aware trust metrics: Task

Type-aware Trust (TaTrust) and Reward Amount-aware Trust (RaTrust)

to evaluate a worker’s trustworthiness in two contextual dimensions. The

TaTrust of a worker is modelled by aggregating the worker’s past perfor-

mance in all the different types of tasks. The RaTrust of a worker is mod-

elled by aggregating the worker’s past performance in the tasks with vary-

ing amounts of reward. Based on the two proposed context-aware trust

metrics, the degree of a worker’s trustworthiness in the tasks that belong

to different types and possesses different reward amounts can be specifi-

cally evaluated. The context-aware trust evaluation provides the basis for

making an effective context-aware trustworthy worker selection.

(b) Conventional trust evaluation models, e.g., [157, 139] commonly apply an

aggregated value of a person’s scores in multiple trust metrics to indicate

a user’s trust level among all users. Inevitably, the weights for aggregating

the scores may generate subjective bias. To eliminate the bias, we model

the trustworthy worker selection problem as a multi-objective combina-

torial optimization problem. Then, we propose a multi-objective worker

selection algorithm based on NSGA-II [31] to find the worker combination

consisting of the most trustworthy workers.

The results of the experiments on the real crowdsourcing scenarios-based

synthetic data show that our proposed CrowdTrust can effectively select

workers who are more reliable and capable than the workers selected by

the overall answer approval rate-based model. Moreover, CrowdTrust can

effectively differentiate trustworthy workers from untrustworthy workers

when both of them have high overall answer approval rates.

2. The second contribution of the thesis is a trust vector-based spam worker defense
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model called CrowdDefense that infers the trust relationships between a worker

and different types of requesters to judge if the worker is a spam worker.

(a) We propose a new Crowdsourcing Trust Network (CTN) that consists of

workers, requesters, and edges with transaction-based direct trust values.

Based on the CTN, we analyze three typical threat patterns with which

spam workers collude with their accomplices to boost reputations and then

mount attacks.

(b) Based on the analysis of the three threat patterns, we devise a new method

to infer the trust relation between a worker and a requester who are indi-

rectly connected in a CTN. Then, we propose a novel Worker Trust Vec-

tor (WTV) to represent a worker’s global trust level. A worker’s WTV

includes the trust scores of the worker from the views of three types of

requesters, respectively.

(c) Based on the calculated WTVs, we further propose a novel worker selec-

tion method. With this method, the workers are prevented from partici-

pating in tasks if the trust scores in their WTVs are lower than the aver-

age scores. This method effectively defends against the threats from spam

workers.

The experiments on the semi-synthetic datasets generated from a real dataset

soc-sign-epinions1 demonstrate that our proposed CrowdDefense signif-

icantly outperforms three state-of-the-art approaches in preventing spam

workers from participating in the tasks published by honest requesters.

Moreover, CrowdDefense can filter out the spam workers who may not

be recognized by CrowdTrust.

3. The third contribution of the thesis is a trust network-based spam identification

model that learns the worker samples with known identities to predict an un-

known worker’s identity.
1https://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-sign-epinions.html
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(a) We propose a requester taxonomy and a worker taxonomy according to the

transaction behaviours of the requesters and the workers in a Crowdsourc-

ing Trust Network (CTN).

(b) We propose a new trust metric called trust trace. A trust trace measures the

extent to which a worker is trusted by a requester in a fixed-hop sub-CTN

starting from the requester. We then devise a novel worker trust represen-

tation called Worker Trust Matrix (WTM). A worker’s WTM contains the

trust traces between the worker and all the requesters and thus is a global

trust network-based feature set of the worker.

(c) We prove that a WTM cannot be manipulated by any worker and contains

the usable information for identifying a worker’s identity. Both the un-

manipulable property and the usable property of a WTM are critical for

effective spam worker identification.

(d) We propose a novel learning algorithm to predict a worker’s identity.

The results of extensive experiments over one real dataset and three semi-

synthetic datasets demonstrate the superior effectiveness of our proposed

model in identifying spam workers.

4. The fourth contribution of the thesis is a trust-aware worker recommendation

model called CrowdRec that recommends capable workers to a requester ac-

cording to the requester’s transaction preferences.

(a) We propose two types of metrics to evaluate the similarity between two

requesters who have commonly transacted workers. The values of the two

metrics are calculated based on the two requesters’ transactions with their

commonly trusted workers and their commonly distrusted workers, respec-

tively. Modelling the similarity between two requesters from both the trust

view and the distrust view can help improve the accuracy in aggregating

different requesters’ opinions in predicting a worker’s performance.
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(b) We propose a novel trust metric called Strength of Trust (SOT) to mea-

sure the degree of trust between two requesters who have not transacted

with any common workers. Targeting the sparse data, we propose a Trust

Sub-Network Extraction algorithm (TSE) to discover more trustworthy re-

questers for gathering opinions for generating recommendations.

(c) We propose a strategy for recommending workers for a task published by a

newly registered requester and a strategy for letting newly registered work-

ers obtain the opportunities to be recommended. By incorporating the sim-

ilarity metrics, the new trust metric, the new trust sub-network extraction

algorithm and the new strategies, we propose a novel trust-aware worker

recommendation model called CrowdRec. To the best of our knowledge,

in the literature, this is the first requester-oriented recommendation model

in crowdsourcing environments.

The experiments conducted on a simulated crowdsourcing platform demon-

strate that our proposed CrowdRec significantly outperforms the classic

collaborative filtering recommendation model and three state-of-art trust-

based recommendation models in terms of both accuracy and coverage.

1.4 Roadmap of the Thesis

The thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 starts with a comprehensive literature review on crowdsourcing and trust

and then presents the current studies targeting our proposed three challenging problem-

s of selecting trustworthy workers in crowdsourcing environments.

Chapter 3 presents a trustworthy worker selection model called CrowdTrust based

on our proposed context-aware trust metrics and a genetic algorithm-based worker

selection method. This chapter includes our paper published at IEEE ICWS 2015

[149] (refer to the publication list on Pages ix and x).

Chapter 4 presents a trust vector-based spam worker defense model called Crowd-
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Defense that evaluates a worker’s trustworthiness from different requesters’ views to

help distinguish spam workers from honest workers. This chapter includes our paper

published at IEEE ICWS 2017 [150].

Chapter 5 proposes a novel spam worker identification model by incorporating trust

network-based trust metrics and machine learning techniques to effectively identify

spam workers. This chapter includes our completed paper to be submitted.

Chapter 6 introduces CrowdRec, a trust-aware worker recommendation model

that discovers trustworthy workers by taking the homogeneous workers, dishonest

behaviours, data sparsity, and cold-start phenomenon problems into account. This

chapter includes our paper published at IEEE ICWS 2016 [148].

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the work in this thesis and presents opening trust

challenges in crowdsourcing environments, some of which have been discussed in our

paper accepted by IEEE Transactions on Services Computing (TSC) in 2018.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In recent years, the success of crowdsourcing has attracted increasing attention from

the business world, non-profit organizations, and academia [162]. Different from tra-

ditional problem-solving models, crowdsourcing possesses four desirable character-

istics, i.e., the high scalability, the low or even free transaction fee, the high-degree

anonymity, and the voting-based consensus mechanisms, respectively. These char-

acteristics have empowered crowdsourcing to be much more economical and effec-

tive than the traditional problem-solving models in solving various human intelligence

tasks. Unfortunately, the untrustworthy workers can also leverage the four characteris-

tics to cheat or sabotage the effectiveness of crowdsourcing. However, the research on

selecting trustworthy workers is still at the embryonic stage without enough attention

paid to investigate the reliable, truthful, and capable properties of trustworthy workers.

In order to present the trust management problem in crowdsourcing and the efforts

have been made for solving the problem, in this chapter, we first provide a system-

atic review of the background knowledge of crowdsourcing followed by a discussion

of the trust in different domains. After that, a comprehensive literature review of s-

tudies focusing on three challenges of the trust management problem is presented. In

particular, this chapter is organized as follows:

• Section 2.1 introduces a new categorisation of crowdsourcing models followed

by the typical characteristics of various crowdsourcing models.

• Section 2.2 introduces the definition of trust from different perspectives, fol-

lowed by a new trust definition of a crowdsourcing worker.

21
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• Section 2.3 systematically reviews the existing studies proposed for trust man-

agement in crowdsourcing from three aspects: context-aware trust evaluation,

spam worker defense, and trustworthy worker recommendation, respectively.

• Section 2.4 presents a summarize on the existing studies proposed for enabling

trustworthy crowdsourcing environments.

2.1 Background Knowledge of Crowdsourcing

The core idea of crowdsourcing is to scalably utilize the human intelligence of the part-

time workers to cost-effectively solve tasks rather than to hire full-time professionals

to address the same tasks costly [38]. Based on it, a wide variety of crowdsourcing

models have been proposed to solve various practical problems, such as jigsaw puz-

zle challenges [126], making plans [128, 91], retrieving information [80], detecting

objects [127], and labelling data [98]. By investigating the differences among the

workflows applied in different crowdsourcing models, we below present a new crowd-

sourcing model categorisation to exhibit the existing crowdsourcing models. Then, we

conclude the typical characteristics of the existing crowdsourcing models.

2.1.1 A New Categorisation of Crowdsourcing

As we defined in Chapter 1, a crowdsourcing process consists of four necessary pro-

cedures: (1) publishing task, (2) submitting answer, (3) approving answer, and (4)

granting reward. Based on the four necessary steps, various crowdsourcing models

have been designed and been applied to build crowdsourcing systems. Typically, the

existing crowdsourcing models can be classified into discrete crowdsourcing and con-

tinuous crowdsourcing, respectively, according to the life circles of the crowdsourcing

processes in different crowdsourcing models.
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2.1.1.1 Discrete Crowdsourcing

In a discrete crowdsourcing model, a crowdsourcing process is completed after the

four necessary crowdsourcing procedures are all executed in sequence, as depicted in

Fig. 2.1. In particular, a requester packs the tasks belonging to the same task type

into a task group beforehand and then publishes the packed tasks online for workers

in the form of an open call. In such a task group, all the tasks commonly require a

worker to take the similar operations, e.g., tagging images. The only difference of

the tasks in a task group is that their targeting instances are different. For example,

in an image tagging task group, a worker is asked to tag different images assigned in

different tasks. Moreover, in a discrete crowdsourcing model, all the tasks in a task

group are independent to each other, which means that the crowdsourcing outcome of

a task in a task group does not make any influence on the crowdsourcing outcomes of

other tasks in the task group.

A typical application of a discrete crowdsourcing model is the ESP game where

pairs of workers are asked to guess the labels of an image in each task [134]. In the

ESP game, if two workers type the same label for an image, the label will be adopted

and the image is marked as labelled, indicating a crowdsourcing process is complet-

ed. Another example is a group of missing boat seeking tasks published at Amazon’s

Mechanical Turk [38]. In this example, each task associated with a satellite picture re-

quires a fixed number of workers to report if there is a boat in the picture. A task starts

from the point that a requester publishes the task and ends at the point that the crowd-

sourcing process determines the final approval answer and accordingly grants rewards

to the winning workers. Besides the two typical examples, many other crowdsourcing

systems apply the discrete crowdsourcing model to solve various problems. For in-

stance, Threadless.com applies a discrete crowdsourcing model to organize workers to

design a T-shirt. At Threadless.com, workers with valid email addresses can directly

submit their T-shirt designs online, and then the design with the highest scoring (i.e.,

the answer approval mechanism) is selected and finally rewarded. Such a T-shirt de-
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Figure 2.2: A Discrete Crowdsourcing Process

sign task is finished after executing the four necessary steps in sequence. Moreover,

in many other well-known crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., CrowdFlower, FreeLancer,

Witmart, and InnoCentive, the discrete crowdsourcing model is also commonly ap-

plied.

2.1.1.2 Continuous Crowdsourcing

Different from a discrete crowdsourcing model, in a continuous crowdsourcing mod-

el, the four necessary crowdsourcing procedures of a crowdsourcing process may be

repeated several times to continuously solve a series of correlative tasks, as depicted

in Fig. 2.2. In general, a continuous crowdsourcing model is applied when the answer

of a task can be continuously improved, or a task is too complex to be solved by a

discrete crowdsourcing process and thus needs to be decomposed into relatively easy

subtasks. Similar to the start point of a crowdsourcing process in a discrete crowd-

sourcing model, in a continuous crowdsoucing model, a requester first packs tasks

belonging to the same task type into a task group, and then publishes them online for

workers in the form of an open call. Differently, in a continuous crowdsourcing model,

the outputs of a task, i.e., the answers, are used as the input of the next task which is

automatically published the crowdsourcing system or manually published by the re-

quester. For example, in a survey writing task, a continuous crowdsourcing model is

commonly applied. In particular, the first subtask is to organize workers to write a sur-
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vey based on the references collected from the last subtask. Note that, in a continuous

crowdsourcing model, the tasks are correlative, which means that the quality of the

crowdsourcing outcomes of previous subtasks will profoundly influence the quality of

the crowdsourcing results of the following tasks.

A well-known application of a continuous crowdsourcing model is the editing on

an entry in Wikipedia. In a wiki entry edition task, creating an entry is the first type

of subtasks while updating the content under an entry is another type of subtasks that

are explicitly correlative to the entry creation. In particular, once an entry is created,

the entry allows different workers from the people crowd to continuously updated the

information for refining the entry. Each time of the refinement implicitly republishes a

crowdsourcing task, in which a new discrete crowdsourcing process is launched. Like-

wise, in the development of many famous open-source softwares, such as Linux and

Hadoop, the continuous crowdsourcing model is applied, which enables programmers

around the world to continuously improve the systems.

In academia, continuous crowdsourcing models have also been widely discussed.

A bounding box annotations system is designed and demonstrated to be effective in

marking target object in images [127]. In a bounding box annotations task, three types

of subtasks including drawing bound, quality verification, and coverage verification

are solved one-by-one until all the target objects in a given image have been exactly

bounded. In addition, Turkomatic authorizes the workers to help requesters to break

down a task into a series of subtasks (i.e., implicitly correlative tasks). In a task con-

sisting of several subtasks, the approved answer of a subtask is the basis of solving

the next subtask [79]. Likewise, a novel crowd-based route recommendation system

crowdPlanner decomposes a route plan task into two correlative type of tasks: com-

puters produce initial solutions and workers submit solutions, respectively [128].
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2.1.2 Work Patterns of Crowdsourcing

Targeting different types of crowdsourcing tasks, different work patterns have been

applied to organize the participating workers to work effectively. In general, the work

patterns can be classified into four types: competition based worker pattern, contri-

bution based worker pattern, collaboration based worker pattern, and hybrid worker

pattern.

2.1.2.1 Competition-based Work Pattern

Competition is an intuitive approach to promoting the participating workers to make

more efforts in a published task so that a better solution for the task can be finally

obtained. In particular, in a crowdsourcing task, the competition based work pattern

first requires all the participating workers to submit their own answers in the task by

the deadline. Once the deadline approaches, all the submitted answers are available to

voters for determining the final rankings of the answers. In a competition based work

pattern, only the workers whose answers rank in the top-k places will be rewarded. In

fact, traditional contests can be regarded as the original form of crowdsourcing pro-

cess that utilizes competition based work pattern to organize workers. Differently, in

crowdsourcing environments, competitions are more frequently launched for solving

a variety of tasks.

For example, Threadless is a typical practical case that uses competition based

work pattern to organize workers for completing tasks. In Threadless, global work-

ers join to T-shirt design tasks, in which the highest scoring designs are selected and

rewarded. However, one difference between a task in Threadless and a traditional con-

test is that both the amateurs and the professionals are all welcomed to participate in

the task in Threadless. Another example is InnoCentive that utilizes competition based

work pattern to organize scientists to solve R&D challenges post by companies with

financial rewards. Moreover, Witmart provides a foundational platform for tackling

various tasks, including design, programming, text editing and other simple repetitive
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tasks, most of the tasks in Witmart adopt the competition based work pattern.

2.1.2.2 Contribution-based Work Pattern

Contribution based work pattern is another vital work pattern, which can be described

as: workers submit their works to a specified functional site where their submissions

are automatically converted into valuable goods. In this work pattern, the intelligence

works submitted by workers are labelled and then displayed to all the internet users as

exchangeable goods. When a user applies for obtaining a submission from the site, a

monetary or non-monetary reward needs to be paid by the user for both the original

owner of the submission and the site operator. For example, in iStockphoto, Flickr,

and CPAN, the contribution-based work pattern is applied to organize workers for

collecting their intelligence works.

Note that, in some crowdsourcing systems, workers unconsciously contribute their

works to the crowdsourcing systems. For example, in the ESP game, workers believe

that they are playing games while while the Google Image Labeler automatically col-

lects the tags for the published images for further leverage. In addition, the social

network sites, e.g., LinkedIn, MySpace, and Facebook, and the e-commerce sites, e.g.,

eBay and Taobao, commonly apply the contribution based work pattern to organize

their own users to contribute their data implicitly. From the view of an individual us-

er, it only regards the sites as the service providers, while from the perspective of the

site owners, the users are organized to contribute to building various datasets. In this

kind of crowdsourcing system, the data of users’ operations, habits, or even interaction

based network can be recomposed as the basis for solving other crowdsourcing tasks,

e.g., advertisement, investigation and science research.

2.1.2.3 Collaboration-based Work Pattern

Collaboration based work pattern is devised and increasingly applied in crowdsourcing

tasks to solve the cumbersome tasks that cannot be easily solved by either a computer
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or a single person. In a collaboration based work pattern, workers can study based on

the results of those former works have been solved to reduce the cost of solving a com-

plex task. In particular, in a collaboration based work pattern, a crowdsourcing worker

is required to complete the subtasks of a complex task in its field. By combining al-

l workers’ efforts in all the subtasks, an effective solution for the original complex

task is finally obtained. Essentially, the key to collaboration based work pattern is to

decompose a complex task into small and easy subtasks that can be solved by ordi-

nary workers. Workers submit their answers to subtasks according to their specialized

knowledge. Finally, an aggregated solution for the original task is formed by merging

every valid worker’s answers.

For example, in most of the continuous crowdsourcing models, like Wikipedia,

Linux, and Hadoop, the collaboration based work pattern is commonly applied to con-

tinuously improve the answer of a task. Another representative example is Google

Fusion Tables, which is an online platform for users to share, edit or recompose data

into visualizations.

2.1.2.4 Hybrid Work Pattern

Recently, the hybrid work pattern that combines any number of the three above work

patterns is proposed for well organizing the computer capacity and the human intel-

ligence to solve more complex tasks, such as decision-making tasks. The computers

are commonly good at the quantitative evaluation while the humans perform better in

dealing with the qualitative problems. For example, in the CDAS [90], a quality sen-

sitive model is applied in the computer system to automatically evaluate the quality of

workers’ answers. Another example is the CrowdPlanner [128] that is a novel crowd-

based route recommendation system. In CrowdPlanner, the computers are in charge of

of two essential procedures: producing initial solutions and evaluating answers, while

the humans provide their suggestion for completing the final recommended plan.
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2.1.3 Characteristics of Crowdsourcing

• The huge number of undefined workers: In crowdsourcing environments, a

requester who publishes a task needs to face more than ten thousands of un-

defined workers [32]. As a crowdsourcing task is published in the form of an

open call, all the undefined workers have the equal chance to participate in the

task following the basis of the first-come-first-serve. Differently, in tradition-

al problem-solving models, a requester directly assigns tasks to his/her known

full-time employees rather than publishing tasks online for collecting candidate

solutions from the undefined crowdsourcing workers.

• The low or even free transaction fee: In crowdsourcing environments, the

transaction fee is extremely low or even free [17, 21, 98, 22]. For example, at

Amazon Mechanical Turk, a task commonly provides a micro-reward of around

$0.1, and only 10% of the reward is charged by the platform. Thus the cost of

a transaction is only about $0.01 with a minimum of $0.005 per task [98, 136].

The commissions charged by other crowdsourcing platforms for a successful

task are commonly low, e.g., In addition, regarding the tasks of editing the en-

tries in Wikipedia and the tasks of improving the open-source projects released

in Github, the workers provide their contributions to the tasks without charging

for any monetary reward.

• The high-degree anonymity: In crowdsourcing environments, the high-degree

anonymity of workers are guaranteed by most of the crowdsourcing platform-

s for attracting more diverse workers to contribute their human intelligence to

solve the published tasks [155, 146]. In crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., Amazon

Mechanical Turk, workers are required to provide their personal information

for registration. However, from the view of a requester, a registered worker in a

crowdsourcing platform is still anonymous because the rarely available informa-

tion about the worker cannot obviously reflect if the worker is reliable, truthful,

and capable.
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• The voting-based consensus: In fact, the essence of a crowdsourcing process is

to seek for an answer that is close to the unknown ground-truth for a published

task. Thus, voting-based consensus mechanisms, such as the half-voting mech-

anism and the majority-voting mechanism, are widely applied to determine if

an answer should be approved as the ground truth [38]. In particular, in a task,

the half-voting mechanism approves an answer if no less than half of the vot-

ing workers agree with it. In addition, the majority-voting mechanism approves

an answer if it receives the most votes from the workers. The most important

benefit of the voting-based consensus mechanisms is that the cost of hiring a

professional to verify an answer is saved.

2.2 Trust and Trust Influence in Crowdsourcing

In the past decades, trust has been widely discussed across disciplines, such as psy-

chology, sociology, economics and computer science. In general, trust is explained

as one type of relationships between a trustor and a trustee, which indicates that the

trustor believes the trustee is dependable in a specified period within a specified con-

text [8]. It is valuable to model trust as it can help the interaction between two entities

move toward to a better outcome than the expected one. However, modelling trust is a

very complicated issue because various factors may jointly influence the trust between

two entities and these factors may vary with the applying environments changing. In

particular, in different disciplines, trust can be referred to honesty, truthfulness, com-

petence or reliability of a trustee. Moreover, in the interactions among humans, trust

can be influenced by personal preference, the suggestions of friends, the psychological

factors, and the expected benefits from building the trust [76, 113].

In order to well explain the trust in crowdsourcing environments, in this section,

the main components of trust including the meanings of trust and the properties of

trust are introduced first. Then, a discussion of the impacts of trust on crowdsourcing

activities is presented.
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2.2.1 Meanings of Trust

As the meanings of trust vary in different disciplines, it is surprisingly tricky to give

out a restricted definition of trust. Thus, based on the studies on trust in the literature,

we list out the most commonly applied trust definitions in the primary disciplines, such

as psychology, sociology, economics and computer science, respectively.

2.2.1.1 Trust in the Primary Disciplines

• Trust in Psychology. In Psychology, a widely used trust definition is proposed

by Deutsch [35]. He defines trust as a psychological state of a trustor (an in-

dividual). Moreover, Deutsch explains that trusting behaviour occurs when a

trustor encounters a situation where it needs to balances the possible cost and

benefits for making a judgement on the risk of taking actions of a given commit-

ment. Once the trustor takes actions based on his/her judgement, the outcomes

of the iteration between the trustor and a trustee will only be determined by

the actions taken by the trustee. In such an interaction, compared to the gain

of a good result, an unfortunate result commonly brings more loss. Likewise,

Kramer [77] points out that an individual places itself at risk when it chooses

to trust another individual. Furthermore, by investigating the nature of interper-

sonal trust in psychology, Rotter [118] states that trust is an expectancy held by

an entity (a person or a group of people) that the word, promise, or verbal or

written statement of another entity can be relied on. From another perspective,

trust in psychology can be interpreted from three aspects: cognitive, emotive,

and behavioral [11]. Regarding the cognitive aspect of trust, a trustor commonly

makes a rational evaluation on a trustee by taking impartial observations into

account. By contrast, the emotive aspect of trust is reflected on the influences

of a trustor’s nonrational or emotional preferences on his/her trust on a trustee.

Moreover, the behavioural aspect of trust refers to the final actions taken by the

trustor after he/she well knows the potential risk, which can also be conceptual-
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ized as the confidence degree held by the trustor on the reliability and integrity

of the trustee [9].

• Trust in Sociology. In the field of sociology, Sztompka [129] gives out a brief

and concise trust definition, i.e., trust is “a bet about the future contingent ac-

tions of others”. In fact, trust in sociology is widely investigated from the per-

spectives of personal trust (individual level) and the perspective of institutional

trust (societal level) [60], respectively. At the individual level, the definition of

trust in sociology is similar to those proposed in psychology [35, 118] because

they commonly indicate a trustor’s judgement on the future outcomes that will

be led by the actions of a commitment. For example, Golbeck et al. claim that

“trust in a person is a commitment to an action based on a belief that the future

action will lead to a good outcome”. By contrast, at the societal level, trust is

generally agreed as one of the properties of a specific social community which

is measured by a collective psychological state of the members in the commu-

nity [124]. Moreover, from the perspective of explaining the function of trust

in society, Luhmann [92] claims that trust is “a means for reducing the com-

plexity of society” since social members follow the rules to perform predictable

behaviours. Furthermore, Seligman [123] points out that “if people play their

roles according to role expectations, we can safely conduct our own transaction

accordingly”. Essentially, the societal-level trust is formed based on the general

expectation of a trustor on the members from a type of social community and

can be further extended to imply the trustworthiness of strangers belonging to

this type of social community.

• Trust in Economics. Economists generally suggest trust as a form of “implicit

contracting” [83] between two individuals or firms who will take actions fol-

lowing their made promises. For example, according to the definition provided

by the European Commission Joint Research Centre [67], “trust is the proper-

ty of a business relationship, such that reliance can be placed on the business
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partners and the business transactions developed with them”. In addition, trust

is explained as a self-enforcing agreement implicitly admitted by two parties

who then take actions in future transactions according to the agreement [13]. By

contrast, some economists claim trust is an “externality” that can not be directly

traded but contains real economic value (i.e., increased efficiency in transac-

tions) [165]. Moreover, regarding the negative impacts caused by information

asymmetry in economic activities, trust is considered by some economists as a

useful mechanism that helps suppress opportunistic behaviours [4, 10].

• Trust in Computer Science. In the field of computer science, a well-known def-

inition of trust is given by Mui et al. [103], i.e., trust is “a subjective expectation

an agent has about another’s future behavior based on the history of their encoun-

ters”. Similarly, Jøsang et al. [71] state that “Trust is the subjective probability

by which an individual expects that another performs a given action on which

its welfare depends”. In fact, most of the trust definitions proposed in the formal

three disciplines, i.e., Psychology, Sociology, and Economics, can be extended

to computer science because the activities happened in computer-based environ-

ments are actually extended from those human activities happened in traditional

environments. In particular, personal psychology variations, social activities,

and economic transactions are currently connected with computers and deliver

the new attributes in the form of informatisation at every moment. Differently,

scholars from computer science focus more on the quantitatively formulating the

trust of either an individual or a community [95, 16]. Thus, in computer science,

trust is accordingly formulated by policy-based mechanisms [107, 144, 106],

reputation-based mechanisms [18, 72, 163], and prediction-based mechanisms

[49, 51, 46, 59], respectively. In particular, policy-based mechanisms let partic-

ipating parties build trust via exchanging credentials, such as digital signatures,

resumes, and text-chats, following preset transaction policies [8]. By contrast,

without the exchanging credentials, reputation mechanisms commonly aggre-
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gate the information derived from the observations on an entity’s past behaviours

to calculate a trust score or a trust rank. In general, a trust score or a trust rank

is further used to indicate the degree to which the entity can be relied on by

others [1]. Moreover, the prediction-based mechanisms commonly predict the

trust relationship between two individuals/parties via training a probability mod-

el [116] or a learning model [59] by utilizing the information correlating to trust.

In general, the information includes the personal characteristics (e.g., preference

and domain expertise) and the mutual relations (e.g., existing trust relationship,

social intimacy and interaction context).

2.2.2 Properties of Trust

In order to thoroughly explain the activities happened in various environments, sci-

entists from different disciplines correspondingly define trust in many different ways.

To extract the common properties of trust based on such a significant amount of trust

definitions is extremely significant for effectively formalizing trust. As such, scientists

have conducted long-term observations and experimental verifications on human ac-

tivities for investigating the properties of trust. In this subsection, these trust properties

are introduced in detail.

2.2.2.1 Context Dependency of Trust

In past decades, many studies have pointed out that trust is highly context-aware

[100, 3, 2]. According to the definition given by Oxford Dictionary, contexts are “The

circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea, and in terms of

which it can be fully understood.”. In other words, all the factors that influence an

action or an event happens can be regarded as contextual factors. Dey et al. state that

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an enti-

ty. An entity is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the interaction

between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves”,
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which has been widely adopted in the field of computer science [36]. Taking the

trust relationship between two participants in a recommender system as an example,

a person may trust a recommended person to different extents as the recommender’s

expertise varies with the domain of the recommendation changing [141]. In addition,

in the definition of personal trust proposed by McKnight et al. [100], the influence

of context is further emphasized, namely, “one person trusts another specific person,

persons, or thing(s) in the specific situation”. A vivid example is then given out by

Marsh [95], i.e., “Whilst I may trust my brother to drive me to the airport, I most cer-

tainly would not trust him to fly the plane”. The view conveyed by the example is that

the trust evaluation on the same person should be differentiated in different contexts.

Refer to the specific studies in computer science literature, considering the context of

publications, the social relationships between scholars (e.g., co-authors, a supervisor,

and his/her students) are mined. Similarly, considering the context of the content topic

in a scholar’s homepage, the role of a scholar (e.g., a professor in the field of data

mining) can be mined [130].

More specifically, in crowdsourcing environments, contexts are mostly related to

the task itself and accordingly influence the trust relation between a trustor and a

trustee. In particular, regarding the influence of the task type, a trustor who trust-

s a person in a programming task may not trust the person in a T-shirt design task.

In addition, regarding the influence of the task reward amount, a trustor who trusts a

person in a task with $1 reward amount may not also trust the person in a task with

$10 reward. Moreover, a worker’s geography location may imply its trustworthiness

to some extents, and the temporal factors also influence on a worker’s trust. In the s-

tudies on the location-based crowdsourcing systems, e.g., [6, 101, 48], crowdsourcing

workers’ behaviours have been demonstrated to be heavily influenced by their geo-

graphical positions, and thus the trusting behaviours of them vary with the context

changing. In order to help requesters build trust relations with workers, from the view

of recommending appropriate tasks to workers, David Geiger et al. state that a work-

er’s preference in choosing a task in crowdsourcing shifts with the time and location
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changing [45]. The significant influences of contexts on the trust evaluation in crowd-

sourcing environments have been emphasized. However, the study on investigating

the specific ways that the contexts influence the trust in crowdsourcing environments

is still at the embryonic stage. Moreover, it is very challenging to exactly evaluate a

crowdsourcing participant’s trust in new contexts of crowdsourcing.

2.2.2.2 Transitivity of Trust

As one of the most important properties of trust, the transitivity is commonly lever-

aged to infer the trust relationship between two unfamiliar or even unknown entities

via transmitting the trust messages the intermediaries who indirectly connect the two

entities. A well-known example is the “friend of a friend (FOAF)” [47]. In particular,

if Clark is trusted by Bob who is trusted by Aaron, Clark will be trusted by Aaron to

some extent. This example can be further explained by a recommendation scenario

where Bob recommends his friend Clark to be the friend of Aaron [26]. Precisely,

the transition of trust is not perfect in the mathematical sense, namely, if Aaron trusts

Bob to 100% and Bob trusts Clark to 100%, it does not always mean that Aaron will

trust Clark to 100% [70]. In the literature, a wide variety of trust transition methods

have been discussed, such as direct propagation (i.e., FOAF), co-citation (i.e., given a

trusts c, and b trusts c and d, a also trusts d to some extent), transpose trust (i.e., if a

trusts b then trusting b imply trusting a), and trust coupling (i.e., a and b trust c, then

trusting a implies trusting b) [64, 82]. In general, a person will seek suggestions from

his/her trustees or the trustees of his/her trustees for evaluating if an unknown person

is trustworthy or not. When the distance between the person and a trustee increases,

i.e., the length of transitive path increases, the transitive trust generally decays [70].

Modelling the decay of trust is generally challenging as the decay nonlinearly varies in

different trust networks with multiple implicit variants [164, 161]. In crowdsourcing

environments, the requesters have no direct transactions with each other, and thus there

are no direct connections between any two requesters. Likewise, there are no direct

transactions between any two workers. Thus, in this thesis, the transitivity of trust of
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crowdsourcing participants needs to be reconsidered by taking the new characteristic

of the crowdsourcing network into account.

2.2.2.3 Personalisation of Trust

The personalisation of trust is derived from the psychological experiences of the indi-

vidual who bestows it in social psychology [54, 93]. In other words, the personalisa-

tion of trust can be explained as the personal attitude of an individual under different

evaluation criteria in different domains. In particular, different people may often hold

different opinions on the same person, which is essentially caused by the differences

existing in their evaluation systems. For example, given two crowdsourcing workers

Aaron and Bob and a crowdsourcing requester Clack, Aaron may trust that Clack will

fairly organize voters to determine the final approval answer even if Aaron himself has

never succeeded in the tasks published by Clack. By contrast, based on the evaluation

system of Bob, he may choose to distrust Cathy once he fails in a task published by

Clack. Essentially, the differences derived from their different trust evaluation criteri-

a. Likewise, when the population are asked a question that “do you trust the current

President to effectively lead the country?” [46], people holding different opinions will

be naturally split. In particular, some of them will choose to trust the president very

highly, and the others will only show very little trust in the capacity of the president.

“Trust is personalized” also implies that “Trust is context-aware”. Essentially, dif-

ferent people differently evaluate the trust of a person because they believe that differ-

ent contexts possess different degrees of importance. For example, when evaluating if

a person is trustworthy, some people pay more attention to the educational background

and wealth of the person while others may pay more attention to the temperament of

the person. Another example is that a PhD student may trust his/her supervisor more

than the supervisor trust on him/her, which is called “one-way trust” [41]. Jøsang

[68, 69] states that a person’s trust opinion on another one is derived from the person’s

subjective logic, i.e., the logic that operates on cognition of the world. The personali-

sation property of trust has been leveraged to build a trust evaluation model for finding
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trustworthy vendors in e-commerce [85]. However, there is not a universal measure of

the personalized trustworthiness of a person. Compared to the global trust evaluation

on a person, personalized trust evaluation is more important in the case to build a trust

relationship between two crowdsourcing participants.

2.2.3 The Influence of Trust in Crowdsourcing Activities

In crowdsourcing environments, trust is the foundation for promoting a successful

transaction happened between a requester and a worker because each participant has

the willingness to ensure their benefits can be guaranteed under a low risk. Thus,

the trust directly influences the ways in that a crowdsourcing participant chooses its

transacting counterparties. In addition, trust is the important basis for differentiating

voters’ opinions in the answer approving stage. Moreover, trust also influences the

decisions made by both requesters and workers to honestly or dishonestly participate

in crowdsourcing activities.

2.2.3.1 The Influence of Trust on Choosing Transaction Counterparty

From the view of a person, in order to guarantee himself/herself can benefit from the

transactions with others, the person may only choose to transact with those people who

are evaluated as trustworthy in his/her own evaluation system. This is because a person

prefers to accept the suggestions from his/her trustees rather than from those untrust-

worthy people who are reported by others [12]. In crowdsourcing environments, the

demand for transacting with trustworthy workers becomes much more urgent because

the untrustworthy workers may provide vague or even harmful answers to prejudice

the benefits of a requester. For instance, in the DARPA Network Challenge (a.k.a. the

Red Balloon Challenge), the majority of balloon sights submitted by the workers to

the winning team from MIT are finally proved to be erroneous. Furthermore, among

the workers who submit these erroneous answers, either the unintentional error mak-

ers and the intentional attackers are found [105]. In addition, a large number of extra
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resources are consumed for dealing with the low-quality or even erroneous answers

in crowdsourcing tasks [74]. As such, any honest requester has the urgent demand

to identify the workers who can be trusted. Regarding the crowdsourcing workers,

in fact, they are commonly influenced by the trust in making decisions on choosing

whom as their transaction counterparties. A worker prefers to participate in the tasks

published the requesters who are trusted by himself/herself because he/she possess-

es a strong willingness to be fairly treated in the tasks. Moreover, a worker requires

to obtain reasonable payment for his/her provided service. For example, Wang et al.

[137] suggest that a reputation-awareness-based auction mechanism can help an SIoT

service provider correctly choose a reliable service demander to transact with and thus

effectively protects the benefits of the service provider. Essentially, the fairness is the

foundation for guaranteeing the fact that a worker itself can always gain the returns

correspondingly matching its paid efforts.

2.2.3.2 The Influence of Trust on Approving Answers

In a crowdsourcing process, voting-based consensus mechanisms are commonly ap-

plied to determine which answer should be approved. In a voting-based consensus

mechanism, the votes from different workers influence the final consensus result to

different extents [38]. In other words, in a crowdsourcing task, the significance of two

votes from two different voters should be differentiated because they possess different

trust levels in the task. In a general practical case, a worker’s trust level is calculat-

ed and then be used as a weight to indicate the extent to which the worker’s opinion

should be considered in approving an answer [99]. For example, in most of the spa-

tial crowdsourcing applications [43, 132, 131], the answers of different workers are

directly differentiated by taking the workers’ trust levels as the reference. Essentially,

a weight associating with a worker is an implicit form of votes, which indicates the

significance of the answer submitted by the worker. In practice, when facing a large

number of workers who all can be trusted, the differentiated trust help a requester ef-

fectively differentiate the values of the answers submitted by different workers. As
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such, using a trust to differentiate workers has become a new challenging problem in

crowdsourcing environments.

2.2.3.3 The Influence of Trust on Motivating Participants

Trust evaluation provides an incentive mechanism for encouraging an honest worker

to continually and considerably participate in the crowdsourcing processes so as to

maximize his/her possible gain. In particular, an effective trust evaluation model en-

ables the workers with sharp ability and responsible working attitude to obtain more

opportunities than those low-quality and irresponsible workers to participate in the

tasks. As a result, it promotes the workers to believe that following the rules to partici-

pate in crowdsourcing processes is the best choice for maximizing their benefits rather

than using tricks. In addition, with an effective trust evaluation model, the trustworthy

workers can be always permitted to participate in tasks, and thus improve the high-

quality answers in all the tasks. This will convince requesters that crowdsourcing is

cost-effective so that the existing requesters may choose to keep using crowdsourcing

for solving various tasks and more traditional service demanders can be attracted to

join the crowdsourcing. Conversely, an ineffective trust evaluation model can dramat-

ically decrease the willingness of both the requesters and the workers to participate

in crowdsourcing processes. First, when a worker finds that dishonest workers can

easily succeed in tasks, he/she may choose to either imitate the behaviours of dishon-

est workers or keep away from crowdsourcing. Second, when a requester finds that

crowdsourcing is cheap but always comes with the unsatisfied results, he/she may re-

turn to use a traditional problem-solving model so as to guarantee the quality. As a

result, the crowdsourcing user base will be destructed. Moreover, from the perspective

of system trust, Marian MG [96] demonstrates that crowdsourcing participants’ trust

in the crowdsourcing platform host mediates the interaction between intrinsic motiva-

tion and participation intention. Accordingly, he extends knowledge by incorporating

system trust as a positive influence in knowledge contribution.

To sum up, trust acts a significant role in influencing the crowdsourcing partic-
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ipants’ behaviours. In particular, trust no only influences the short-term transaction

behaviours of the crowdsourcing participants but also determines if a crowdsourcing

system can be successful or not. In this thesis, we mainly focus on solving the trust-

relating challenges in helping crowdsourcing requesters select reliable, truthful, and

capable transaction counterparties. By providing the effective solutions for selecting

trustworthy workers, the benefits of all the honest participants can be protected.

2.3 Trustworthy Worker Selection in Crowdsourcing

In order to widely collect human intelligence from as many diverse workers as pos-

sible, crowdsourcing models have been deployed in many online crowdsourcing plat-

forms so that a requester can easily publish tasks for collecting the answers from the

workers all around the world. As such, in a crowdsourcing platform, a requester has

to face more than ten thousands of unknown workers, any of whom may show its will-

ingness to participate in the requester’s tasks. Moreover, the purposes of a worker can

be well-intentioned or malicious, and the abilities of a worker can be satisfied or un-

satisfied, leading a high level of uncertainty in the transactions between workers and

a requester. A requester always hopes that trustworthy workers with well-intentioned

purposes and satisfied abilities can participate in the tasks. This is because requester-

s commonly believe that a trustworthy worker can submit an accurate answer with a

high probability.

Recalling our proposed definition of a trustworthy worker, i.e., a trustworthy work-

er should be the one who is responsible, truthful, and capable, in this thesis, we ac-

tually discuss how to select the workers who satisfy the three aspects of trust. By

selecting trustworthy workers to participate in tasks, the effectiveness of crowdsourc-

ing can be maximized, and the benefits of the crowdsourcing participants can be ef-

fectively protected. In particular, considering the three aspects of trust, we have to

discuss three challenging sub-problems in selecting trustworthy workers. They are (1)

context-aware rust evaluation, (2) spam worker defense, and (3) trustworthy worker
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recommendation, respectively. The decomposition of the main issue (i.e., trustworthy

worker selection) helps understand the ways to select the responsible, truthful, and ca-

pable workers from different perspectives. Thus, in this chapter, we review the existing

studies that have been proposed to target the three challenging problems.

2.3.1 Trust Evaluation in Crowdsourcing

In traditional online systems, e.g., e-commerce, P2P file sharing systems, and multi-

agent systems, trust evaluation has been demonstrated to an effective way for en-

couraging users to responsibly act in the interactions with the others in the systems

[71, 159]. Moreover, Li et al. [84] suggest that a simple trust value may not be able to

depict the trust history exactly and may leave misleading information to service cus-

tomers. Accordingly, they propose a trust vector containing final trust level, service

trust trend, and service performance consistency level to indicate a service provider’s

global trust. Considering the impacts of contexts on a person’s trust, Caballero et al.

[20] devise a trust model to evaluate a person’s trust in multiple contexts. In particular,

this trust model provides references to buyers based on three transaction dimensions

(i.e., timeless, quality, and cost). In multi-agent systems, Samek et al. [120] further

investigate the impacts of contexts on participants’ trust. In particular, through identi-

fying possible hierarchical structures of multi-agent systems, they propose a context-

aware trust model that is demonstrated to be effective in selecting cooperators.

As we have discussed in Chapter 1, in crowdsourcing environments, an honest

worker may also irresponsibly behaves in tasks if he/she believes that more benefits

can be obtained by taking irresponsible actions rather than taking responsible actions.

To prevent this phenomenon from happening, trust evaluation is a promising method

because it actually offers a promise to workers, i.e., the workers who responsibly and

conscientiously work can obtain more opportunities to participate in crowdsourcing

tasks. From this view, several trust evaluation models have been proposed to adapt to

crowdsourcing systems in both industry and academia.
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In industry, a worker’s overall answer approval rate is commonly calculated to in-

dicate the probability that the worker will provide a correct answer in the next task

[155]. For example, in Amazon Mechanical Turk, a requester commonly sets a min-

imum requirement on a worker’s overall answer approval rate. In other words, only

the workers whose answer approval rates are above the minimum requirement can par-

ticipate in the tasks published by the requester. In general, a worker’s overall answer

approval rate equals to the percentage of the accepted answers out of all the worker’s

submitted answers. Likewise, CrowdFlower leverages a worker’s overall accuracy in

past transactions to grant a corresponding trust level badge for the worker. In a task

with a minimum requirement on a worker’s trust level, only a worker whose trust lev-

el is satisfied can participate in the task. Though the overall answer approval rate or

the overall accuracy is intuitive for understanding, it neglects the context dependency

property of trust. Essentially, the overall answer approval rate a global summarize on

a worker’s historical performance in all types of tasks in all contexts, which cannot

indicate a worker’s trustworthiness in a specific context, e.g., a specific task type or a

task with a specific reward amount.

In academia, from the perspective of maximizing the social welfare of a crowd-

sourcing system, Yu et al. [153] extend three existing trust evaluation models, i.e.,

beta reputation model [63], interaction-based knowledge degree model [104], and

sequential performance-based trust model [56], to adapt to crowdsourcing environ-

ments. However, they do not discuss the influences of the changing contexts on a

worker’s trust level. Furthermore, Yu et al. [154] propose a Social Welfare Optimizing

Reputation-aware Decision-making (SWORD) approach to striking a balance between

the overloaded workload of trust workers and the quality of the submitted answers. In

addition, Matteo Venanzi et al. [132] model the calculation of a worker’s trust based on

the estimated accuracy θi,j of worker i in reporting an estimate of a target j, e.g., report-

ing a GPS location estimate of a target. In particular, they propose a likelihood model

to compute a worker’ trust levels in reporting different estimates in crowdsourcing en-

vironments, which are further applied to fuse the untrustworthy information existing
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among the reported information for locating cell towers. In this model, a worker’s trust

levels are heavily related to the estimated accuracy θi,j for the worker, which may be

referred to the worker i’s confidence level about its reported value, the precision of

the measuring tool, or the variance of some repeated measurements. However, they do

not provide any method to quantify the value of θi,j . In addition, in a real-time ubiq-

uitous crowdsourcing platform [97], the mobility patterns and historical performance

are combined for automatically assessing a worker’s reputation. Based on the calculat-

ed reputations, each worker’s final confidence is calculated and further applied as the

weight of its answer in those tasks where the initially submitted answers are directly

aggregated to obtain a final answer. Moreover, Allahbakhsh et al. [5] take the task val-

ue, the credibility of evaluators, and the temporal factor into account for designing the

trust metrics for evaluating both the workers and evaluators. In particular, they design

two trust metrics, i.e., Local Pairwise Trust (LPT) and Reputation Management Sys-

tems (RMS). The LPT is conceptualized based on the trust relationship between every

pair of directly transacted users (i.e., a requester and a worker) in each time interval.

The RMS is conceptualized based on the credibility of evaluations provided by the ma-

jority of evaluators on the contributions of a worker. Furthermore, in a participatory

sensing crowdsourcing platform, Davami et al. [28] model the workers’ trustwor-

thiness by using four different strategies: maximum likelihood estimation, Bayesian,

beta reputation, and Gompertz functions. From the perspective of testing-based ver-

ification, a worker’s performance in gold-standard tasks (tasks with known answers)

is also used to evaluate the worker’s trustworthiness in a crowdsourcing data analytics

system CDAS [90]. By contrast, from the perspective of using a worker’s consistency

in past transactions to indicate the worker’s reliability, the answers of each two work-

ers in tasks are compared for judging if a worker is trustworthy [136]. The consistency

is further discussed by Jagabathula et al. [64], who calculate the disagreement level of

a worker’s answers in past tasks as the penalty for the worker’s trustworthiness.

Though context-aware trust evaluation has been proved to be effective in traditional

online systems [120, 158], few systematical works targeting crowdsourcing environ-
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ments have been reported in the literature. In the few existing studies in crowdsourcing

environments, the spatial and temporal contexts have been demonstrated to be impor-

tant in modelling a crowdsourcing worker’s trustworthiness [152, 29]. However, both

the influence of task type or the influence of task reward amount on a worker’s trust-

worthiness are neglected. In a multi-dimensional trust model proposed by Liu et al.

[89], a worker has been demonstrated to possess different trust levels in different do-

mains. Therefore, it is significant to build a comprehensive context-aware trust model

that can differentiate a worker’s trustworthiness by taking the new crowdsourcing con-

texts into account, e.g., the task type and the task reward amount.

2.3.2 Spam Worker Defense in Crowdsourcing

In most of the crowdsourcing platforms, the voting-based consensus mechanisms, such

as the half voting-based consensus mechanism, the majority voting-based consensus

mechanism, and the probability-based consensus mechanism, are commonly applied

to find the approximately correct answer for a published task [38]. Essentially, the

correctness of a voting-based consensus mechanism in approving an answer in a task

is guaranteed by a condition that the number of honest workers (i.e., workers who tell

the truth) is larger than the number of spam workers (i.e., workers who lie) in the task.

In other words, to guarantee the finally approved answer is most likely to be correct,

the consensus achieved by workers on an answer of a task should reflect the opinions

of honest workers rather than the opinions of spam workers. In order to satisfy such a

condition, various defense models have been proposed to prevent spam workers from

participating in tasks. In particular, the existing models can be classified into two

types: verification-based spam worker defense model and trust-aware spam worker

defense model.
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2.3.2.1 Verification-based Spam Worker Defense Model

In general, a verification-based spam worker defense model judges if a worker is a

spam worker according to the assessment results of executing automatical or manual

verification criteria in a crowdsourcing process. For example, setting testing question-

s, making robust verification mechanisms and organizing reviewers to re-check the

submitted answers are commonly applied to verify if a worker is a spam worker.

In particular, Kittur et al. [74] point out that publishing tasks with preset testing

tasks (i.e., the tasks with known answers) together can effectively differentiate the

quality of different workers in a task. This is because the testing tasks possess the pre-

known answers so that the corresponding verification on a worker’s trustworthiness is

feasible and efficient. However, a common drawback of testing tasks-based verifica-

tion models is that it is extremely hard to determine the number of testing tasks and

the difficulty of testing tasks in practice. An overly large number of testing tasks or

overly tricky testing tasks will make both the workers and the requesters feel overload-

ed because both of them need to pay more resources for completing a task. However,

setting a small number of testing tasks and easy testing tasks may be ineffective. Dif-

ferently, from the perspective of consistency-based trust verification, Chen et al. [24]

design a verification mechanism that regards workers who always give consistent an-

swers as trustworthy workers. Correspondingly, the workers who commonly submit

contradictory answers are marked as suspiciously spam workers. However, one glaring

limitation of this work is that it is only effective in dealing with binary-choice problems

that the answers can be easily compared in pairs. Doan et al. [38] suggest applying

trust management schemes, e.g., blocking suspicious workers and manual monitoring

workers’ behaviours, to prevent workers with suspiciously untrustworthy behaviours

from participating in tasks. However, in this work, no particular criteria have been

proposed for defending against spam workers. Hirth et al. [55] propose two mecha-

nisms (MD and CG) to detect the cheating behaviours of workers when applying both

verification questions and manual re-checking is ineffective or costly. They assume
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that all workers have the same probability to correctly evaluate an answer. However,

the assumption is too restrictive to be supported in real crowdsourcing platforms.

To sum up, a well-design verification-based defense model can increase the ro-

bustness of a crowdsourcing process by filtering out the answers of suspicious spam

workers. However, such a defense model may either easily be limited to a specific type

of crowdsourcing tasks and consume a large number of extra resources to verify the

quality of all the workers who participate in a task [38]. In addition, the verification-

based spam worker defense models evaluate the trustworthiness of a worker during a

crowdsourcing process rather than at the beginning of a crowdsourcing profess. Thus,

such a type of models cannot prevent spam workers from participating in tasks before-

hand.

2.3.2.2 Trust-aware Spam Worker Defense Model

A trust-aware spam worker defense model prevents a worker from participating in

tasks if the trust assessment on the worker exhibits some evidence for indicating the

worker is a spam worker [136, 64]. In general, the trust evaluation-based spam worker

defense models can be further classified into two categories: reputation-based spam

worker defense model and trust network-based spam worker defense model.

• Reputation-based spam worker defense model. A reputation-based spam

worker defense model regards a worker with a low trust level as a spam work-

er, and then prohibits such a spam worker to participate in any task. Based on

this idea, nearly all those reputation-based trust evaluation models reviewed in

Section 2.3.1 can be leveraged to defend spam workers. For example, Olusegun

et al. [42] first calculate the reputations of workers in crowdsourcing environ-

ments. Based on the reputations, they then devise a fuzzy trust-based worker

access model to defend against the low-quality answers submitted by untrust-

worthy workers. In addition, some studies have also been proposed to directly

defend against spam workers by inferring a worker’s reputation in a continuous
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crowdsourcing process. For example, Karger et al. [73] propose a method to

iteratively learn the crowdsourcing outcomes for assigning tasks to the appropri-

ate workers (i.e., the workers with a high probability to submit correct answers)

based on a known probability that a worker behaves as a spammer. However,

this study is only can be applied in a specific scenario where a fixed group of

workers continuously participate in a crowdsourcing process, which has a dis-

tinct limitation that a worker is allowed to join and leave freely under the form of

an open call. Whitehill et al. [143] use some observed data and Gaussian priors

to infer the expertise of each worker who is asked to label a data item. Ipeiro-

tis et al. [62] follow the EM method [30] to calculate each worker’s confusion

matrix and then quantify a worker’s quality based on the probability that it will

classify one object of class i into other classes. Raykar et al. [115] propose an

empirical Bayesian algorithm based method SpEM to estimate parameters for

separating good annotators (honest workers) from spam workers. Rzeszotars-

ki et al. [119] investigate each worker’s behaviour data (e.g., logging activities

and mouse movements) to find features for detecting spam workers. To sum

up, most of the reputation-based spam worker defense models commonly focus

on investigating the “reliability” of a worker from its past transactions that are

implicitly assumed to be true. Namely, the common intuition of these models

is that a worker’s historical transaction records can truly indicate the worker’s

trustworthiness in future tasks. However, they neglect that a worker may collude

in past transactions to obtain fake but “good” transaction records. As a result,

these models that neglect to consider the “truthfulness” of workers’ transaction

records are vulnerable to the spam workers who obtain “good” reputations via

colluding with their partners. For example, in Amazon Mechanical Turk, a spam

worker can participate in the shadow tasks published by his/her accomplices to

boost its overall answer approval rate, so that obtain a good reputation, i.e., a

high overall answer approval rate at Turk. More importantly, the low or even

free transaction fee [22], (e.g., in general $0.01 with a minimum of $0.005 per
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task at Turk) and the availability of high-degree anonymity [155, 146] in crowd-

sourcing environments could allow this type of collusion to be easily conduct-

ed by spam workers with a low cost for masquerading themselves as “honest”

workers [5].

Recall our definition of a trustworthy crowdsourcing worker, a trustworthy work-

er should contain three properties, i.e., reliability, truthfulness, and capacity.

Reputation-based spam worker defense models commonly neglect the signifi-

cant influence of the truthfulness on a worker’s trust and thus are vulnerable to

a worker who colludes with partners to counterfeit a good “reputation” that can

make itself more competitive than other normal workers.

• Trust network-based spam worker defense model. Reputation-based spam

worker defense models are effective in defending against the threats from lone-

wolf spam workers. However, colluding spam workers may bypass the reputation-

based spam worker defense models by counterfeiting the favourable information

used for calculating their trust levels, and then mount attacks [62]. Targeting

these spam workers, reputation-based spam worker defense models focusing on

“reliability” are not effective. Thus, we need to pay more attention to leverage

the aspect of “truthfulness” of a worker to judge if a worker is a spam work-

er. Accordingly, we below review some trust network-based spammer defense

models that have shown surprising effectiveness in traditional online systems

by attempting to discover if a worker counterfeits fake records. For example,

SybilLimit [151] admits that a spam worker can obtain fake trust edges to con-

nect itself with the honest region. Based on it, SybilLimit limits the number

of permitted spammers to g ∗ w in the user network, where g is the number of

attack edges (i.e., the edges that directly connects honest users and spam users)

and w is the mixing time of the network. SybilInfer [27] separates the honest

users from spammers by directly estimating the minimum-quotient cut between

honest networks and a spam network. SybilRank [23] infers an unknown user-
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s reliability based on the distributed trust scores from the verified users to the

unknown user. SybilDefender [142] claims that a user is a spammer if it tightly

links to a small number of users. Commonly, these studies limit the number of

spammers based on the underlying assumption that the number of attack edges

is relatively small. However, this assumption can be hardly supported in crowd-

sourcing environments because a spam worker can easily obtain many attack

edges via collusions in shadow tasks. From another perspective, community de-

tection models, e.g., Louvain [14] and Infomap [117], that leverage clustering to

detect communities in bipartite networks can be referred to detect spam workers.

In addition, Deepwalk [111] classifies nodes in a social network by represent-

ing each node as a unique vector is another promising method to identify spam

workers. However, in these models, the attack edges and the trust values in edges

are not considered and thus are vulnerable to the spam workers who can tightly

connect with honest communities via their colluding accomplices.

To sum up, in crowdsourcing environments, verification-based spam worker defense

models are effective in particular cases but commonly need to consume extra resources

that may diminish or even eliminate the cost-effectiveness of crowdsourcing. Regard-

ing reputation-based spam worker defense models, they are commonly vulnerable to

the spam workers who collude with accomplices to counterfeit transaction records and

trust edges (i.e., guise G1 and G2). In addition, no trust network-based spam worker

defense model has been proposed in crowdsourcing environments although the studies

in other domains have shown the effectiveness of trust network-based spam worker

defense models in defending against the spam workers with guise G1. Moreover, the

existing trust network-based spam worker defense models in other domains do not dis-

cuss dealing with spam workers with guise G2. Therefore, in this thesis, we devise

two new trust network-based spam worker defense models to bridge the gap between

the demand for defending against the spam workers with both guise G1 and G2 and

the existing studies.
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2.3.3 Worker Recommendation in Crowdsourcing

In a crowdsourcing platform, there exists a large number of workers who possess e-

qual or very close reputations. If we only take workers’ reputations into account, these

workers are homogeneous in a task and thus possess an equal chance to participate in

a task. However, in fact, these homogeneous workers have different performances in

the tasks published by different requesters. This is because different requesters publish

tasks with different requirements and expectations. The differences of requesters lead

that different requesters differently trust two homogeneous workers, i.e., the person-

alisation of trust. Namely, two requesters may trust a worker to different extents, and

a requester may also differently trust two workers who both have “good” reputations.

Thus, how to generate personalized recommendations (i.e., the most appropriate work-

ers) for the tasks published by a requester is another challenging problem in crowd-

sourcing environments. In fact, this problem can be solved from two perspectives:

worker-oriented recommendation and requester-oriented recommendation.

• Worker-oriented recommendation. A worker-oriented recommendation mod-

el is the one that analyzes the information explicitly or implicitly provided a

worker to obtain its preferences in participating tasks and then accordingly rec-

ommends the appropriate tasks published by a requester to the worker. In crowd-

sourcing environments, a few worker-oriented recommendation models have

been discussed in [7, 75, 156, 94]. Ambati et al. [7] present a content-based

recommendation system that models a worker’s skills and interests as the basis

of recommendations. By matching the interests of a worker in social networks

and the descriptions of the published tasks in crowdsourcing environments, Di-

fallah et al. [37] propose a recommendation framework to pick a suitable crowd

for each crowdsourcing task. In [75], Konomi et al. take the mobile contexts

into account for generating task recommendations for a target worker. In [156],

Yuen et al. propose a task recommendation framework that leverages proba-

bilistic matrix factorization to fit the matrices derived from historical transaction
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records and then accordingly recommends tasks to workers in dynamic scenar-

ios. In [94], Mao et al. employ content-based recommendation methods to

automatically recommend tasks of software development for workers. Worker-

oriented recommendation models help significantly improve the user experience

of workers. Moreover, from the worker’s perspective, Schnitzer et al. [122]

design a survey to investigate the demands of workers on crowdosurcing tasks.

Based on their study, the reward amount and the time required to complete a

task are two factors of most concern to the crwodsourcing workers. However,

they neglect that the workers tend to provide the information that can benefit

themselves to obtain as many recommendations as possible.

• Requester-oriented recommendation. A requester-oriented recommendation

model is the one that recommends workers to the tasks published by a requester

according to the information explicitly or implicitly provided the requesters.

This type of recommendation model suggests that it is more important to recom-

mend a worker who is most likely to submit a satisfying answer in a task than to

recommend a worker who is interested in the task. Targeting the spatial crowd-

sourcing tasks that require a group of workers to collaboratively complete the

tasks, Gao et al. [44] propose a two-level-based recommendation framework to

discover k cheapest worker groups that can satisfy both the constraints of spatial

range and the skill requirements. However, in this work, they do not provide the

method to evaluate the capacity of a worker. In the literature, there is a huge

gap between the demand of requester-oriented recommendation and the existing

works.

From the perspective of recommending suitable workers to a task published by a

target requester, in this thesis, we propose a novel trust-aware recommendation model.

This model solves the limitations of applying the existing recommendation techniques

in crowdsourcing environments, which are reviewed below. Typically, traditional rec-

ommendation techniques can be classified into four types: demographic factor-based
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recommendation, content-based recommendation, collaborative filtering-based rec-

ommendation, and trust-based recommendation [15, 147].

• Demographic recommendation. This type of recommendation technique clas-

sifies users into groups according to their personal attributes, e.g., age, gender,

country, etc. After obtaining the groups, given a target user, the opinions of

other users who belong to the same group with the target user are aggregated

to generate recommendations for the target user [121]. However, the crowd-

sourcing workers may have different preferences though they have the common

personal attributes, which makes demographic recommendation be ineffective

in crowdsourcing environments.

• Content-based recommendation. This type of recommendation technique gen-

erates recommendations by matching an item’s descriptions with a target user’s

preferences. Content-based recommendation techniques have been demonstrat-

ed to be effective in recommending unrated items to users, such as web pages

[19], news [112], and books [102]. However, when an item has no available

description or inaccurate descriptions, this type of technique becomes less ef-

fective. In crowdsourcing environments, the problem is salient as it is infeasible

to wholly and accurately to describe each worker’s capacity in a standard form.

• Collaborative Filtering (CF). CF is currently the most popular recommenda-

tion technique that generates recommendations based on users’ similarity or

items’ similarity. For example, Chen et al. [25] present a multi-collaborative

filtering recommendation algorithm in a Web 2.0 platform by mining different

data sources.

• Trust-based recommendation. In recent years, trust-based recommendation

techniques have been widely discussed based on a fact that a user tends to ac-

cept suggestions from trustworthy users/friends [65, 34, 66]. In [65], Jamali et

al. combine trust with CF to improve the quality of recommendations in social
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networks. In [34], Deng et al. propose a trust-based recommendation method

for web services. In [66], Jia et al. calculate a trust degree by integrating the

results derived from adopting different types of CF, and then they propose a

multi-dimensional trust model for generating recommendations. In social net-

works, Liu et al. [87] propose a method to effectively find the optimal social

path to evaluate the trust of a target service provider. Based on the trust eval-

uation results, the most trustworthy service providers are then recommended to

a target service consumer. Furthermore, they propose a novel multiple foreseen

path-based heuristic algorithm to further improve the utility of a found optimal

social path [88].

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have broadly reviewed the studies of crowdsourcing models, the

trust related works, and the trust issues in crowdsourcing environments. In particular,

we have first classified the existing crowdsourcing systems into two categories and ac-

cordingly concluded the typical characteristics of the existing crowdsourcing systems.

We have presented the meaning of trust and the properties of trust, which are the basis

of understanding trust in crowdsourcing environments. Moreover, we also have dis-

cussed the influences of trust in crowdsourcing activities followed by the discussion on

the necessity of selecting trustworthy workers. Finally, we have proposed our scheme

for solving the trustworthy worker selection problem, which particularly decomposes

the complex trustworthy worker selection problem into three challenging subproblems:

trust evaluation, spam worker defense, and worker recommendation. Regarding each

of the challenging problems, we also have reviewed the existing studies and pointed

out their limitations that are solved in our proposed models.



Chapter 3

Trustworthy Worker Selection based

on Context-aware Trust Evaluation

In crowdsourcing environments, when workers can easily obtain the permission for

participating in tasks, some workers tend to quickly submit ambiguous answers to as

many tasks as possible for pursuing the maximal profits rather than conscientiously

working on tasks [109, 39, 137]. We name this behaviour as distorted pursuit. These

untrustworthy workers can easily succeed in open-ended tasks and multi-choice tasks,

such as completing a survey and choosing a label for an image. In addition, an untrust-

worthy worker may boost its reputation via participating in easy tasks or in the tasks

published by its accomplices, which is called as rank boosting [61]. To alleviate the

negative impacts of these untrustworthy workers on the reliability of a crowdsourcing

system, context-aware trust evaluation is a promising method as it can thoroughly in-

vestigate a worker’s trust in various contexts. However, in the literature, there lacks

studies to investigate crowdsourcing contexts for preventing untrustworthy worker-

s with the distorted pursuit and rank boosting behaviours from participating tasks.

Moreover, the existing trust evaluation models applied in industry, e.g., overall answer

approval rate-based trust models at Amazon Turk and CrowdFlower, also neglect the

influences of contexts on a worker’s trust.

Considering the impacts of contexts on selecting trustworthy worker, this Chap-

ter presents a new context-aware trust evaluation model and a corresponding worker

selection method. In particular, two crowdsourcing contexts, i.e., the context of task

55
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type and the context of task reward amount, are taken into account for modelling a

worker’s trustworthiness. Based on a worker’s trust in the two contexts, we propose a

worker selection method to effectively discover a worker combination where the work-

ers are most trustworthy in a specific context, namely in a task with a particular reward

amount.

3.1 Two-Dimensional Context-Aware Trust Evaluation

In crowdsourcing environments, there are two critical contexts that explicitly influence

a worker’s trustworthiness. The two contexts are the types of tasks and the reward

amounts of tasks [7, 21, 74]. In general, a worker performs satisfactorily in its familiar

types of tasks and the tasks that can be easily tackled. Thus, we first propose two

types of crowdsourcing task classifications: task type-based classification and task

reward amount-based classification. Based on them, we devise two types of context-

aware trust metrics. In particular, they are Task Type-aware Trust (Tarust) and Task

Reward Amount-aware Trust (RaTrust), respectively, for evaluating a worker’s trust in

the above listed two crowdsourcing contexts.

3.1.1 Task Type-based Trust Evaluation

3.1.1.1 Task Type-based Classification of Crowdsourcing Tasks

In crowdsourcing environments, any task has three essential components: task input,

task processing, and task output. Taking a task that finding contact information of

a toll manufacturer according to a given textual template as an example, this task

consists of coordinates in three dimensions: input (a textual template), processing

(finding contract information according to the example), and output (text messages).

Accordingly, we can use the three components to group tasks to their corresponding

class. In particular, we first build a three-dimensional intelligence space for classifying

all tasks in Fig.1, where the three task dimensions are task input, task processing, and
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task output, respectively.

Figure 3.1: An Intelligence Space for Human Intelligence Tasks Classification

In the dimension of task input, there are 5 types: figure, symbolic, semantic, au-

dio and video, which are summarized from the task requirements at Amazon Turk. In

addition, according to the structure of Guilford’s SI model [52] and the human pro-

cessing in solving various crowdsourcing tasks, we conclude 5 basic types of task

processing in crowdsourcing environments. In particular, they are cognition, memo-

ry, divergent production, convergent production, and evaluation, respectively. More-

over, we find 6 types of task output in crowdsourcing environments: units, classes,

relations, system, transformations, and implications. Based on the task input, task

processing and task output, a three-dimensional intelligence space, consisting of 150

(5*5*6) cubes, is established as a container for classifying tasks (see. Fig. 3.1). In

the three-dimensional intelligence space, each cube represents a type of human in-

telligence requirements for workers, namely a type of crowdsourcing tasks requiring

the same intelligence. For instance, a task that requires workers to find product in-
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formation and a task that finds contact information are classified into the same cube

C = {semantic, cognition, units} because they have the same input (semantic ex-

amples), the processing (cognition for examples), and the output (information units).

Moreover, based on the 3D intelligence space, a worker’s historical task records

in different types of tasks can be separately stored in the corresponding cubes. We

call such a cube as a Trust Cube (TC). With trust cubes, we can comprehensively and

specifically evaluate a worker’s trust in the tasks belonging to different task types. In

particular, given a worker, we can build a cube set TCswhere each cube TC stores the

number of the approval answers ha of the worker in the task type of the cube and the

number of the submitted answers hs of the worker in the same task type. Based on it, a

worker’s answer approval rate of tasks hr in a cube can be calculated as hr = ha/hs.

Consequently, a worker may have many fine-grained answer approval rates. Below, we

further discuss how to use the fine-grained answer approval rates to evaluate a worker’s

trust in different types of tasks by using a trust metric called Task Type-aware Trust

(TaTrust).

3.1.1.2 Task Type-aware Trust (TaTrust)

Suppose there is a worker wi with historical records in TC1, TC2, TC3 and TC4, we

can build a trust cube set for it as depicted in Fig. 3.1. When the worker applies

for a task, the value of the worker’ Task Type-aware Trust (TaTrust) is differently

influenced by records in TC1, TC2, TC3 and TC4. We define the influence factor inf

to represent the different degrees of influence. For example, inf(TC1,TC2) represents

the degree that the approval rate in TC1 influences the value of TaTrust when the

upcoming task belongs to TC2. The values of influence factor inf range from 0 to 1.

The value 0 represents a worker’s approval rate in TCj does not influence the worker’

trustworthiness, and 1 represents the influence is the max. We formalise the task type
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based trust of worker wi as follows:

TaTrust =
3∑

k=0

(

∑m
i=1

(4−k)
√
ha(k,i)tinf(k,i)∑n

i=1 hs(k,i)
), (3.1)

where m is the number of trust cubes in which the worker wi possesses historical

records. And k is the number of the same coordinates between two trust cubes. For

example, when we need to evaluate wi’s TaTrust in an upcoming task whose type is

same with that of TC1, k of TC2 is set to 2 as the coordinates of TC2 and TC1 are

same in 2 dimensions: task input and task processing.

The influence factor tinf is formalized as a function of k and ha by using the

sigmoid function in Eq. (3.2).

tinf(k,i) =
1

1 + exp(−gi(ha, ha(k,i), k))
, (3.2)

where, g(ha, ha(k,i), k) is regarded as the independent variable of tinf , and g(ha, ha(k,i), k)

is a monotonically increasing function of k and ha.

Influence factor tinf is formalised based on three characteristics. First, the marginal

influence of task records belonging to one TC should be diminishing on a real crowd-

sourcing platform. Thus, the gradient changes should be narrowing when the value of

tinf(k,i) approaches to the border. We use the sigmoid function to model this charac-

teristic in Eq. (3.2).

In addition, the influence factor tinf between two TCs is determined by k which

represents the number of the same coordinates between TCs. For example, if an up-

coming task belongs to TC1 in Fig. 3.1, the influence factor of each approval task in

TC2 where k = 2 should be larger than each approval task in TC4 where k = 1, i.e.,

tinf(TC2,TC1) > tinf(TC4,TC1). Because, the coordinates of TC2 and TC1 are same in

2 dimensions: task input and task processing, while the coordinates of TC4 and TC1

are same in one dimension: tasks processing.

Moreover, the differences, existing in the numbers of approval answers in different
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TCs, may affect the value of the influence factor tinf . Suppose worker wa’s answer

approval rate in TC2 is 80% (hawa = 8 and hswa = 10) and worker wb’s answer

approval rate in TC2 is also 80% (hawb = 80 and hswb = 100), worker wb is more

trustworthy than worker wa because worker wb completes more tasks with the same

approval rate.

We assume the influence generated by the number of approved tasks exponentially

drops with the change of k. Based on the independent variables k and ha, the inde-

pendent variable g(ha, ha(k,i), k) is defined in Eq. (3.3).

gi(ha, ha(k,i), k) =


(4−k)
√
ha(k,i)−ha

MIN(ha, (4−k)
√
ha(k,i))

, ha 6= 0

(4−k)
√
ha(k,i), ha = 0

(3.3)

where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} depends on the same coordinates among TCs. Based on Eqs.

(3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), the calculation of task type based trust TaTrust is defined as

follows,

TaTrust =
3∑

k=0

(

∑m
i=1

(4−k)
√
ha(k,i)

1
1−exp(−gi(ha,ha(k,i),k))∑m

i=1 hs(k,i)
). (3.4)

Regarding that a worker has different degrees of trustworthiness in tasks belonging

to different task types, we reasonably model the calculation of a worker’s TaTrust by

presenting the rationale of aggregating a worker’s historical records in different trust

cubes. In fact, we calculate a worker’s TaTrust in each type of tasks to specifically

reflect the worker’s trustworthiness in each context.

3.1.2 Reward Amount-based Trust Evaluation

A worker’s trustworthiness may vary in the upcoming tasks with different difficulty

levels. However, there is no effective indicator to directly quantify difficulty levels for

tasks in crowdsourcing environments. Even the tasks belonging to the same task type
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may also have different difficulty levels. Nevertheless, the reward amount of a task can

indirectly reflect the difficulty level of the task. From this perspective, we first propose

another type of task classification based on the reward amounts of tasks.

3.1.2.1 Task Reward Amount-based Classification of Crowdsourcing Tasks

In e-commerce, the transaction amount (price) has been proved to be a vital attribute in

evaluating a seller’s contextual trust level [139, 159]. For example, a seller, who usu-

ally sells expensive goods with a good reputation, is regarded to be trustworthy in an

upcoming transaction with a lower price. In our trust model, we go further to consider

that all task records with different reward amount jointly influence a worker’s reliabil-

ity in a task with a fix reward amount. In crowdsourcing, a worker, who performs well

in a range of reward amounts, is likely to be trustworthy in the tasks belonging to the

same range. However, once the reward amount of an upcoming task is much higher or

lower than the reward amount of tasks that the worker used to participate in, the work-

er’s performance may change with a high probability. Thus, given an upcoming task

with a reward amount of is re∗, then those tasks rewarded between α ∗ re∗ and β ∗ re∗

are classified into one type, where α and β are constants. Here, we have to guarantee

that those tasks with closely reward amounts should be classified to close groups. To

realize this, we calculate a relative distance as d = max(re∗,rei)
min(re∗,rei)

. Given an upcoming

task with value re∗, we can calculate the relative distance d from it to another task with

value ri as the classification indicator. Based on the value of d, we classify other tasks

to the corresponding groups where each group has a unique distance-based similarity

d′ that is calculated in Eq. (3.5).

d′ =



1, if 0 < max(re∗,rei)
min(re∗,rei)

< 1

2, if 1 < max(re∗,rei)
min(re∗,rei)

< 10

3, if 101 < max(re∗,rei)
min(re∗,rei)

< 102

..., ...

h, if 10(h−1) < max(re∗,rei)
min(re∗,rei)

< 10h

, (3.5)
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Reward Amount based Classification

Worker A’s 

Records

Reward Amount: $10

Approval answers: 80
Submitted answers:100

Reward Amount: $100

Approval answers: 1
Submitted answers:10

Reward Amount: $1

Approval answers: 9
Submitted answers:10

Context The Reward Amount of an upcoming task is $10

Influence on RaTrust

Weak

Influence on RaTrust

Strong

Influence on RaTrust

Week

Figure 3.2: An Example of Differentiating Reward Amount-based Distance

where, the ranges for d are set as the times of 10 as we get the maximum ratio between

two task with different reward amount is below 1000 through investigating the tasks at

Amazon Turk.

3.1.2.2 Task Reward Amount-aware Trust (RaTrust)

Based on the task reward amount-based task classification, we calculate a worker’s

Reward Amount-aware Trust (RaTrust) by aggregating its historical approval records

in tasks with different reward amounts. In particular, given a worker, we can first

represent its records in one type of task as Hi = {h̃ai, h̃si, d′}, in which h̃ai is the

approval number of answers, h̃si is the number of submitted answers, and d′ is the

distance-based similarity. RaTrust represents the trustworthiness of a worker in an

upcoming task with a specified reward amount, which is defined in Eq. (3.6):

RaTrust =
h∑

d′=1

(

nd′∑
i=1

p

√
h̃a(d′,i)rinf(d′,i)

h̃s(d′,i)
), (3.6)

where nd′ is the number of tasks in the task group with d′ value, and 0 < rinf < 1 is

a reward amount-aware influence factor determined by d′ and h̃a(d′,i). First, approval

answers in those tasks with low values of d′ should influence the RaTrust more than

those tasks with high values of d′. For example, in Fig. 3.2, given an upcoming task

with the reward amount $10, a worker A’s past transaction records in the tasks with
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reward amount $10 should influence the final trustworthiness of the worker in this

context rather than those records in the tasks with $1 or $100 reward amounts. Second,

the influence of each approval task increases when the total number of approval tasks

increases. Besides, the marginal influence of records diminishes when the value of

rinf(d′,i) approaches the border. Accordingly, rinf(d′,i) is defined in Eq. (3.7):

rinf(d′,i) =
1

1 + exp(−(zi(h̃a, h̃a(d′,i), d′)))
, (3.7)

where, zi(h̃a, h̃a(d′,i), d′) is the independent variable of rinf(d′,i). In addition, the func-

tion for calculating zi(h̃a, h̃a(d′,i), d′) is defined as a monotonically increasing function

of d′ and h̃a in Eq. (3.8).

zi(h̃a, h̃a(d′,i), d
′) =


d′
√
h̃a(d′,i)−h̃a

min(h̃a, d′
√
h̃a(d′,i))

, h̃a 6= 0

d′
√
h̃a(d′,i), h̃a = 0

(3.8)

The rationale behinds the RaTrust is that a worker who performs well in tasks whose

reward amounts are close to that of an upcoming task are reasonably own higher trust

values in the upcoming task than another worker who performs well in tasks whose

reward amounts are far away from that of the upcoming task. By adopting this trust

evaluation method, a worker’s trustworthiness is effectively distinguished in different

contexts where the task reward amounts are different.

3.2 A Worker Selection Algorithm based on Context-

aware Trust

Regarding a group of published crowdsourcing tasks, multiple workers are needed to

participate in the crowdsourcing processes of the tasks. An intuitive way is to select

trustworthy workers is to rank them according to with their trust scores derived from
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past transaction records. For example, the trust models proposed in [139, 140, 159]

commonly calculate a trust score for each user with preset weights for aggregating

the influence of different factors on the trust score and then regard a worker owning a

high trust score as a trustworthy worker. The advantage is that different users’ trust-

worthiness can be directly compared according to their trust scores. However, one

obvious drawback is that it is nearly impossible to eliminate the subjective bias on the

trust scores caused by the preset weights. Thus, based on our proposed two context-

aware trust metrics: TaTrust and RaTrust, we model the trustworthy worker selection

problem as a multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem that can be solved

without setting subjective weights.

In order to find a worker combination whose values in the objectives cannot be

optimized anymore, we propose a modified evolutionary algorithm based on NSGA-II

[31]. In particular, there are two objectives in our model, i.e., the average value of

TaTrust and the average value of RaTrust of a worker combination. A worker combi-

nation is called an efficient solution when the value of any one of TaTrust and RaTrust

cannot be improved anymore without degrading the values of the other one. Our pro-

posed algorithm is based on NSGA-II because it has been demonstrated to be efficient

in solving multi-objective optimization problems.

3.2.1 Modelling Multi-Objective Worker Selection Problem

When a task is published on a crowdsourcing platform, a corresponding task status

vector TSV = {wn, aw, ar, TC, re} is also generated. Here, wn represents the fixed

number of the workers required by a requester for solving the tasks and aw is the

number of the currently available workers who match the basic requirement ar (i.e.,

the answer overall approval rate). In addition, TC and re represent the trust cube to

which the task belongs and the reward amount of the task, respectively, which are used

to calculate context-aware trust TaTrust and RaTrust. Then, we formalise the trust-

worthy worker selection problem into a multi-objective combinatorial optimization in
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1 0 1 0 … 1 1 1
worker1 worker2 worker3 worker4 … worker(aw-2) worker(aw-1) Worker(aw)

aw: the number of the current available workers who match the basic requirements

the value 1 represents that worker1 is selected in this worker combination

the value 0 represents that worker2 is not selected in this worker combination

Combination 1

Avg(TaTrust) & Avg(RaTrust)

1 1 0 1 … 0 1 1
worker1 worker2 worker3 worker4 … worker(aw-2) worker(aw-1) Worker(aw)

1 1 1 0 … 1 0 1
worker1 Worker2 Worker3 worker4 … worker(aw-2) worker(aw-1) Worker(aw)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Combination 2

Combination N

Initial
Worker

Combination
Set

Step 1: Generate initial worker combinations

Figure 3.3: An Example of the Initial Worker Combinations

Eq. (3.9),

f(X) = minimize( wn∑wn
i=1 TaTrust(i)

, wn∑wn
i=1RaTrust(i)

)

s.t X ∈ D
, (3.9)

where 0 < wn� aw, and X represents a feasible solution, i.e., a worker combination

with number wn selected workers and number (aw − wn) refused workers. In a fea-

sible solution X = {x1, x2, ...xi, ..., xaw}, the value of xi is 0 or 1. xi = 0 represents

that workeri is not selected in the current feasible solution, and xi = 1 represents that

workeri is selected in the current feasible solution. Given a solutionXj , it has a corre-

sponding image point ptj in the objective space, which consists of the average values

of two context-aware trust: TaTXj and RaTXj , respectively. Given another solution

Xl that has a point ptl = {TaTXl , RaTXl}, if TaTXj ≥ TaTXl andRaTXj ≥ RaTXl ,

point ptj dominates ptl. Corresponding, solution Xj dominates Xl. If no Xj dominat-

ing Xl can be found in D, Xl is called an efficient solution. The image point of Xl is

called a non-dominated point. In general, the efficient solution is not unique. Thus,

the set consisting of all efficient solutions is named as the efficient set. The assemble

consisting of the image points of efficient solutions in the objective space is named

Pareto front. Our ultimate objective is to select the trustworthy worker combinations

with image points falling in the Pareto front.
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3.2.2 A Multi-Objective Worker Selection Algorithm

The processes of the multi-objective worker selection are as follows.

Step 1: Generate an initial worker combination set WS = {Wi}Ni=1 that contains

number N initial worker combinations. In the set, each W satisfies W = {wj}awj=1 and
aw∑
j=1

wj = wn. W represents a worker combination, and wn is the number of required

workers. In Fig. 3.3, an example of the initial worker combinations is presented.

In NSGA-II, the initial solutions are randomly generated to provide a strong global

search ability for the algorithm. The drawback is that searching from a random initi-

ated solution costs much more time than starting with a better solution set. Thus, we

modify this step by increasing the possibility of selecting those workers who possess

obvious good reputations. First, a worker set is generated after sorting all workers

according to T . The SumT is the sum of task type based trust TaTrust and reward

amount based trust RaTrust, i.e., SumT = TaTrust + RaTrust. We set an initial

selection probability prk = Tk
Tmax

for each worker.

Step 2: For each worker combinationWi inWS, its fitness fitWi
(non-domination

level) and density-estimation metric denWi
are calculated by adopting the same meth-

ods proposed in NSGA-II.

In the first stage, all worker combinations that belong to the first non-dominated

front are identified by comparing the trust values of all the number N worker com-

binations. Likewise, after striping out the first non-dominated front, the second front

can be identified. All W s are divided into corresponding non-dominated fronts by re-

peating this procedure. The value of a non-dominated front level (e.g., 1 represents

the first non-dominated front) is used as the fit of a worker combination in the level.

As the priority of W s in the same level cannot be determined by simply relying on

the fit, we further calculate the density-estimation metric den, which is determined

by the distance of each objective among current worker combination and the nearest
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combinations in Eq. (3.10),

den =
|TaTrust+ − TaTrust−|+ |RaTrust+ −RaTrust−|

TaTrustmax − TaTrustmin +RaTrustmax −RaTrustmin
. (3.10)

Step 3: Select number |N |
2

worker combinations set from WS by using usual bi-

nary tournament strategy. Crossover and mutation operators are executed to generate

number p offspring worker combinations WSoff = {W off
l }

p

l=1. In our devised al-

gorithm, the crossover operator is modified to satisfy the constraint that the number

of selected workers is fixed. In addition, in our MOWS GA, we modify the mutation

operator to be an adaptive variable σ = σγ, which is calculated in Eq. (3.11),

γ(i,iter) =

 min(

∑ |N|
2
i=1

T (i,iter−1)−T (i,iter−2)

T (i,iter)−T (i,iter−1)

n
, 1), if iter ≥ 2

1, if iter < 2

. (3.11)

The γ represents the increasing ratio of trust values between two evolutions. If the

increase of the ratio is more significant than the last time, which means the mutation

promotes the increase of the trust values. Thus, we use γ to decline the value of σ

to avoid time consumption in searching other directions. We set 0.2 as the maximum

value of σ, because frequent mutations influence the convergence of the algorithm.

Step 4: Use elitism to select a worker combination set (sizeN ) fromWS
⋃
WSoff .

The combinations in the set are stored in WSnew. Adopt the same strategy to cross

and mutate WSnew, and let the result to replace WS, i.e., WS = WSnew.

Step 5: Check whether the termination condition is satisfied. Once the number of

iterations iter reaches the preset maximal value or no new dominated solution appears

during 10 consecutive iterations, the algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

The complexity of non-dominated sorting is O(M ∗ (2N)2), in which M is the

number of optimal objectives and N is the number of worker combinations. As the

number of optimal objectives is commonly a small positive integer, the overall com-

plexity of our algorithm is O(itermax ∗ N2), where itermax is the maximum number
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of iterations.

3.3 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate our proposed context-aware crowdsourcing worker se-

lection model CrowdTrust in a scenario where a requester publishes a group of tasks

where 100 workers from 1000 workers are required. The overall answer approval rates

of the 1000 workers are preset to satisfy the requirements in the published tasks. Be-

low, we present the experiment settings first followed by the experimental results and

the analysis of the results.

3.3.1 Experiment Setting

As no available dataset includes completed historical transaction records of worker-

s in crowdsourcing environments, we generate synthetic data for simulations. In the

synthetic dataset, some workers are preset to have distorted pursuit and rank boosting

behaviours. The simulations are conducted for selecting trustworthy worker combina-

tions from the dataset.

Table 3.1: Constraints for Generating 1000 Workers
Behaviour Percentage Constraints

Distorted Pursuit 15% (obvious) k = rand(0,1,2),
d′ = rand(2,3,4)

5% (marginal) k = rand(1,2,3),
d′ = rand(1,2,3)

Rank Boosting 20% k = rand(0,1),d′ =
rand(3,4)
or k = rand(0,1,2,),
d′ = rand(3,4)

Honest 60% k = rand(2,3)
= rand(1,2)

In the synthetic dataset, workers’ historical task records are randomly generated
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with a series of constraints listed in Table 3.1. We generate the transaction records for

1000 workers in different types of tasks (i.e., in different TCs) and in different reward

amount ranges as follows.

In particular, the numbers of workers’ submitted tasks are randomly generated

from a normal distribution. And, each worker’s answer overall approval rate is ran-

domly generated in the range of 90% and 95%, because only a worker with an overall

answer approval rate of 90% or above can participate in the tasks on a crowdsourcing

platform, e.g., Amazon Turk.

Among the 1000 workers, 150 workers (i.e., 15% of the 1000 workers) with ob-

viously distorted pursuit behaviours and 50 workers (i.e., 5% of the 1000 workers)

with marginally distorted pursuit behaviours are generated. Setting marginal workers

is because that there are some workers with distorted pursuit behaviours may apply

for tasks that they are good at in a period. Thus, the marginal workers who possess

a certain number of honest records in the tasks similar to the upcoming one are gen-

erated in the simulations. In addition, 200 dishonest workers (i.e., 20% of the 1000

workers) with rank boosting behaviours are generated.

Furthermore, we generate 600 honest workers (60% of 1000 workers). Hon-

est workers’ records are generated in those tasks that have similar types and reward

amounts to the upcoming task.

The parameters applied in the multiple-objective worker selection algorithm are

listed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Parameters for the Multiple-Objective Worker Selection Algorithm
Objective Variable Decision Variable Population Size (N)

2 1000 20
Max Iterations (itermax) Crossover probability (ζ) Mutation probability (σ)

500 / 1000 0.9 0-0.2

In our simulations, there are 2 objective variables: TaTrust and RaTurst and 1000

decision variables. In order to increase the capability of global search in our devised

algorithm, the value of crossover probability ζ is set to 0.9. Mutation probability σ is
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modified to be an adaptive one in the range of 0-0.2, which can avoid time consumption

caused by excessive mutations. Considering the efficiency of our proposed algorithm,

the population size of initial worker combinations is set to a relatively small size 20,

and the maximum numbers of iterations are set to 500 and 1000, respectively.

3.3.2 Performance Comparison in Trustworthy Worker Selection

In the literature, no context-aware solution has been reported for selecting trustwor-

thy workers in crowdsourcing environments. Thus, we compare the performance dif-

ference between the Answer Approval Rate-based Random Worker Selection model

ARS and our proposed Context-aware Trust Evaluation based Worker selection model

CrowdTrust. In a crowdsourcing platform, e.g., Amazon Turk, if the overall answer

approval rate of a worker who wants to participate in a task satisfies the preset require-

ment (in general 90%), they are automatically selected on the first-come-first-serve

basis. Because all workers in our synthetic dataset are randomly generated with an

overall approval rate above 90%, ARS first selects 20 random worker combinations.

Each combination has 100 workers. Then, we calculate TaTrust and RaTrust for each

worker combination, and compare the values of them with the results of the worker

combinations selected by CrowdTrust.

Result 1. Fig. 3.4 plots the trust values of worker combinations selected by ARS and

CrowdTrust, respectively. From Fig. 3.4, we can observe that the best TaTrust and

RaTrust values in ARS are 0.71 and 0.73 respectively. By contrast, the best TaTrust

and RaTrust values in the worker combinations selected by CrowdTrust are 0.805 and

0.81 respectively, which are 13.4% and 10.9% higher than the ones delivered by ARS.

Thus, our proposed CrowdTrust can select worker combinations with on average 10%

higher context-aware trust values than the trust values of worker combinations selected

by ARS.

Result 2. Fig. 3.5 plots the average numbers of untrustworthy workers and honest

workers in the worker combinations selected by ARS and CrowdTrust respectively.
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Figure 3.5: The Comparison in Trustworthy Worker Selection

From Fig. 3.5, we can see that compared to ARS, CrowdTrust selects fewer workers

with untrustworthy behaviours and more workers with honest behaviours.

In Fig. 3.5(a), after 500 iterations, 21 workers with rank Boosting behaviours and

20 workers with distorted Pursuit behaviours, are selected by ARS. This is close to

40% - the percentage of the workers with frauds in the dataset. By contrast, the total

number of workers with these behaviours selected by CrowdTrust is 11 only, which is

73.2% less than the one selected by ARS. In addition, 89 honest workers are selected

by CrowdTrust, which is 50.9% more than the number delivered by ARS.
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Fig. 3.5(b) plots the results of 1000 iterations. From Fig. 3.5(b), we can see

that the numbers of workers who perform rank boosting or distorted pursuit frauds

are 21 and 22 respectively in ARS. By contrast, the numbers are 0 and 4 respectively

in CrowdTrust. Through observing the trust values of the 4 selected workers with

Distorted Pursuit behaviours, we find that the 4 workers are all marginal workers,

who possess a certain number of honest records in the tasks similar to the upcoming

one. In addition, the number of honest workers selected by CrowdTrust is 96, which

is 68.4% more than that of ARS.

From the above results, we can conclude that our proposed CrowdTrust can select

worker combinations with higher TaTrust and RaTrust values than ARS and effectively

prevent workers with untrustworthy behaviours from participating in tasks.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed two methods for classifying crowdsourcing tasks

based on task type and task reward amount, respectively. Based on the classification-

s, a context-aware trust model CrowdTrust, for calculating the task type based trust

TaTrust and task reward amount based trust RaTrust, has been proposed. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first solution in the literature to evaluating workers’

trust from the perspective of contextual awareness. For solving the trustworthy worker

combinations selection problem with two context-aware trust objectives, which is NP-

Hard, we have proposed a new evolutionary algorithm based on NSGA-II. The results

of experiments conducted on a synthetic dataset have demonstrated that CrowdTrust

can effectively identify dishonest workers. However, our proposed approach may be

vulnerable to attack when workers counterfeit fake records and apply for tasks in a

specific type of tasks. Thus, in the following two chapters, we further discuss the

models for defending threats from these harmful workers.



Chapter 4

Spam Worker Defense based on Trust

Vector

In the last chapter, we have discussed how to select reliable and capable workers based

on the context-aware trust metrics. However, some spam workers may collude with

their accomplices to obtain “good” reputations in particular contexts, and then cheat

in the tasks under the contexts. The effective defense against spam workers has be-

come a top-priority problem in crowdsourcing environments. However, this problem is

extremely challenging because the low or even free transaction fee [22] and the avail-

ability of high-degree anonymity [155, 146] in crowdsourcing environments could al-

low spam workers to masquerade as “honest” workers via low-cost collusions [5]. In

general, a spam worker can obtain two types of guises:

• G1: a spam worker can obtain “successful” transaction records, and thus pos-

sess a “good” reputation, by colluding with some requesters to manipulate the

crowdsourcing outcomes in shadow tasks. A shadow task is one whose answer

is preset and revealed to the colluding spam workers beforehand to ensure that

they can succeed in the task.

• G2: a spam worker can collude with some requesters and workers who have ob-

tained direct trust from some honest workers and requesters, and thus indirectly

connects itself to the honest requesters via the edges between their colluding

partners and the honest requesters. Such an edge is called an attack edge be-

73
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cause the spam worker can leverage it to deceive honest requesters and then

mount attacks in the tasks published by such requesters.

To defend against the threats from the spam workers, verification-based spam

worker defense models and trust-aware spam worker defense models have been pro-

posed in crowdsourcing environments.

However, regarding the 1st category (i.e., verification-based spam worker defense

models), they become ineffective and expensive when facing numerous spam work-

ers with the two guises because a large number of human resources are consumed in

verifying the answers submitted by the spam workers [97].

In the 2nd category (i.e., trust-aware spam worker defense models), reputation-

based spam worker defense models have been proposed to particularly target spam

workers in crowdsourcing environments while trust network-based spam worker de-

fense models have not attracted enough attention in crowdsourcing environments.

In the literature, reputation-based spam worker defense models, such as sequential

performance-based defense models [153, 90] and a consistency-based defense model

[64], have a common intuition that a worker’s historical transaction records can gen-

uinely indicate the worker’s reliability in future tasks. However, this intuition also

determines that these models are vulnerable to the spam workers who possess many

“successful” transaction records (i.e., guise G1). Regarding the trust network-based

spam worker defense models, we are the first one to defend spam workers from this

perspective. In fact, trust network-based defense models, such as SybilLimit [151] and

SybilInfer [27], have shown the high effectiveness in limiting spammers in P2P net-

works with guise G1 when a spammer only possesses few attack edges. In addition,

In [46], Golbeck et al. calculate the average trust values along social trust paths to

help a source participant infer whether the target participant is trustworthy. In [82],

Jure. Leskovec et al. show an impressive result that the trust relationship between

two nodes is more likely to be positive if the two nodes are trusted by many common

neighboring nodes. In [138], Wang et al. take participants’ characteristics, mutual

relations and contexts into account to infer the trust relation between two indirectly
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connected participants. These works also are effective in helping a participant to infer

if another participant is a spammer or not. However, they commonly neglect that spam

workers with guise G2 may receive the positive trust information propagated via the

attack edges. These positive trust information can help the spam worker obtain a high

trust value and thus look like an honest worker. Due to the drawbacks of the existing

models, a new model that can effectively defend against the spam workers with both

guises G1 and G2 is in a high demand.

Considering the drawbacks of the existing spam worker defense models proposed

in crowdsourcing environments and the limitations of the spam worker defense mod-

els introduced in other online environments, in this chapter, we propose a novel trust

vector-based spam worker defense model called CrowdDefense for preventing spam

workers with guise G1 and guise G2 from participating in tasks. In particular, we first

build a transaction-based Crowdsourcing Trust Network (CTN) where a requester and

a worker who has transacted with him/her are directly connected via an edge recording

their past transaction records. Based on such a CTN, we analyze three threat patterns

of spam workers where spam workers collude with different types of accomplices to

boost their reputations. According to the analysis of the three threat patterns, we pro-

pose a novel trust inference method to measure the trust relations between a worker

and his/her indirectly connected requesters in the CTN. Then, we compute a work-

er’s trust relations with different requesters and present them in a new Worker Trust

Vector (WTV) to indicate the worker’s global trust level. Based on it, we propose a

novel worker selection method that investigates the WTVs to determine which worker

should be permitted to participate in tasks. As spam workers only succeed in the trans-

actions with their accomplices, they cannot obtain good trust values in their WTVs.

Thus, spam workers can be prevented from participating in crowdsourcing tasks. The

experiments demonstrate that CrowdsDefense significantly outperforms the state-of-

the-art approaches in terms of preventing spam workers from participating in the tasks

published by honest requesters.
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4.1 Crowdsourcing Trust Network-based Threat Anal-

ysis

4.1.1 Crowdsourcing Trust Network (CTN)

A Crowdsourcing Trust Network (CTN) is one that consists of requester nodes and

worker nodes. In a CTN, only a requester and a worker who has transacted the re-

quester are directly connected via an edge. Note that, in a CTN, there is no edge

between any two requesters because they cannot transact with each other. Likewise,

there is no edge between any two workers. In addition, a crowdsourcing user may have

the roles of both a requester and a worker, we use a requester node and a worker node

to represent the same user’s requester role and worker role, respectively. Below, we

first present a requester taxonomy and a worker taxonomy in crowdsourcing based on

their identities that are determined by their past transaction behaviours and determine

their future transaction behaviours. Then we present the definitions on the edges that

connecting requesters with workers.

4.1.1.1 Requesters in a CTN

We define three types of requester identities: (1) Honest Requester: an honest re-

quester is one who publishes normal tasks, and then fairly verifies, approves, and re-

wards the answers submitted by workers; (2) Grey Requester: a grey requester is one

who publishes normal tasks when it is not colluding with other workers. However, a

grey requester also publishes shadow tasks to assist its colluding workers in obtaining

good reputations (i.e., guise G1) and attack edges (i.e., guise G2); (3) Spam Requester:

a spam requester is one who only publishes shadow tasks to assist its colluding workers

in obtaining guises G1 and G2.
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4.1.1.2 Workers in a CTN

We define three types of worker identities: (1) Honest Worker: an honest worker is

one who properly participates in tasks, and then honestly submits answers that are

believed by itself as the correct answers; (2) Grey Worker: a grey worker is one who

honestly behaves in some tasks to obtain a good reputation and trust edges to honest

requesters. But, a grey worker also colludes with spam requesters and grey requesters

in shadow tasks to build trust edges between itself and the colluding requesters; (3)

Spam Worker: a spam worker is one who submits junk answers in the tasks published

by honest requesters. In addition, a spam worker colludes with spam requesters and

grey requesters in shadow tasks to obtain both a good reputation (i.e., guise G1) and

attack edges (i.e., guise G2). Such a spam worker can indirectly connect to some

honest requesters and deceive them if the honest requesters trust the grey workers who

possess trust edges to the spam worker’s colluding requesters.

Note that, either a requester or a worker owns only one type of requester identities

or worker identities in a time point.

4.1.1.3 Transaction-based Edges in a CTN

Definition 4.1. Direct Trust is a trust metric that indicates the local trust relation

between a requester and a worker, which is measured by the worker’s reputation in the

tasks published by the requester.

As the answer approval rate has been widely adopted as a reputation in many

crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Amazon Turk), we calculate the answer approval rate

of worker wj in the tasks published by requester ri to indicate the direct trust relation

between ri and wj , i.e., dt(ri,wj) =
napv(ri,wj)

nsub(ri,wj)
, 0 ≤ dt(ri,wj) ≤ 1. Here, nsub(ri,wj) de-

notes the total number of the answers submitted by wj in the tasks published by ri, and

napv(ri,wj) denotes the number of the approved answers submitted by wj in the tasks.

Based on the values of dt on edges in a CTN, we define two types of edges.

Definition 4.2. Trust Edge is a type of edges that connect a requester ri and a worker
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wj who directly trust each other in past transactions, on which dt(ri,wj) ≥ ε;

Definition 4.3. Distrust Edge is a type of edges that connect a requester ri and a

worker wj who directly distrust each other in past transactions, on which dt(ri,wj) < ε.

Here, ε is a preset threshold. In practice, ε can be set as the value of the average

answer approval rate of honest workers in normal tasks.

4.1.1.4 The Formulation of a CTN

As a crowdsourcing user may have the roles as both a requester and a worker, we use

two nodes to represent the same user’s worker role and requester role, respectively.

Let R = {ri}|R|i=1 denote all the requester nodes, W = {wj}|W |j=1 denote all the worker

nodes, TE = {tek}|TE|k=1 denote all the trust edges containing direct trust values, and

DTE = {dtek}|DTE|k=1 denote all the distrust edges containing direct trust values, we

can obtain a bipartite Crowdsourcing Trust Network CTN(R ∪W,TE ∪ DTE). A

CTN example is depicted in Fig. 4.1
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Figure 4.1: An Example of a Crowdsourcing Trust Network (CTN)

4.1.2 Three Threat Patterns in a CTN

Typically, there are three threat patterns of spam workers who collude with different

types of accomplices. Below, we present the three threat patterns in detail.
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4.1.2.1 Threat Pattern A (Colluding with Spam Requesters)

In this threat pattern, a spam worker continuously succeeds in the shadow tasks pub-

lished by its colluding spam requesters to maintain a “good” reputation. Based on it,

the spam worker can bypass the reputation systems to submit random and erroneous

answers in the tasks published by an honest requester. Fig. 4.2 depicts an example

of Threat Pattern A in which spam worker w5 boosts his/her reputation by obtaining

a high direct value from spam requester r5 in shadow tasks, i.e., dt(r5,w5) ≥ ε. By

contrast, honest worker w4 who does not know the preset answer of a shadow task

and thus is most likely to fail in the shadow tasks published by spam requester r5, i.e.,

dt(r5,w4) � ε. As w5 succeeds in a large number of shadow tasks, w5 has a “good”

reputation, i.e., a high answer approval rate. If only this reputation is considered, r2

and r4 may choose to trust w5. But, w5 is a spam worker who submits random and

erroneous answers, leading to dt(r2,w5) � ε and dt(r4,w5) � ε. In addition, honest re-

questers r1 and r3 may still take w5 as an honest worker if w5 colludes in more shadow

tasks to maintain a high answer approval rate. However, one of the characteristics of

such a spam worker is that he/she cannot connect to other honest requesters via any

edge with a high direct trust value.
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Figure 4.2: An Example of Threat Pattern A
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4.1.2.2 Threat Pattern B (Colluding with Spam Requesters and Grey Requester-

s)

In Threat Pattern B, a spam worker transacts with both spam requesters and grey re-

questers in shadow tasks to boost his/her reputation. As a grey requester directly con-

nects with some honest workers via trust edges with high direct trust values, the grey

requester can indirectly connects spam workers with honest participants by also build-

ing trust edges connecting itself with spam workers via publishing some shadow tasks.

Fig. 4.3 depicts an example of Threat Pattern B where spam worker w5 colludes with

grey requester r4 in shadow tasks, and thus a trust edge with high direct trust value

is built between them, i.e., dt(r4,w5) ≥ ε. Via this edge, the spam worker w5 can in-

directly connect with honest requesters r1, r2 and r3. The existence of dt(r4,w5) ≥ ε

and dt(r5,w5) ≥ ε makes the spam worker w5 look like an honest worker, which leads

the spam worker w5 hardly to be recognized. In addition, with the assistance of grey

requesters, spam workers and spam requesters can avoid forming a small clique that

can be easily detected in a CTN.
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Figure 4.3: An Example of Threat Pattern B
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4.1.2.3 Threat Pattern C (Colluding with Spam Requesters, Grey Requesters

and Grey Workers)

A spam worker first boosts his/her reputations by colluding with both spam requesters

and grey requesters in shadow tasks. Moreover, the owner of the spam workers may

bribe or create some grey workers to deeply conceal the spam worker via joining the

spam worker’s colluding network. Consequently, such a spam worker indirectly con-

nects with other honest requesters via both grey requesters and grey workers, which

make itself much hard to be discovered. Fig. 4.4 depicts an example of Threat Pattern

C where spam worker w5 obtains a good reputation, and directly connect with grey re-

quester r4 via a trust edge with a high direct trust value (i.e., dt(r4,w5) ≥ ε) by colluding

in the shadow tasks published by grey requester r4. In the meantime, spam requester

r5 publishes shadow tasks to boost the reputations of spam worker w5 and grey work-

er w6, and thus connect w5 with w6 via paths containing trust edges with high direct

trust values (i.e., dt(r5,w5) ≥ ε and dt(r5,w6) ≥ ε). These edges help spam worker w5

indirectly connect with honest requesters r1, r2 and r3 via paths containing trust edges

with high direct trust values. The action provides camouflage for spam worker w5, and

also avoid spam worker w5 and their accomplices forming a clique.
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Figure 4.4: An Example of Threat Pattern C

Summary: A spam worker indirectly connects with other honest participants via

some fixed consisting of fixed trust edges. By contrast, an honest worker indirectly
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connects to honest participants via multiple paths consisting of trust edges with high

direct trust values. In addition, a spam worker submits random or erroneous answers to

the tasks published by honest requesters. This leads to a high possibility that an honest

requester indirectly connects with the spam worker via the paths that contain distrust

edges with low direct trust values. Thus, in the following section, we aggregate the

direct trust values along the paths connecting a worker with a requester to infer their

trust relation. By analysing a worker’s trust relations with different requesters, we can

judge if the worker is a spam worker.

4.2 Trust Vector-based Threat Defense

The analysis of the three threat patterns reveals that a spam worker connects to honest

requesters via particular paths including fixed trust edges and dynamic distrust edges.

As these paths cannot be counterfeited, with the direct trust values on the paths, we

can infer the trust relation between a spam worker and a requester who are indirectly

connected with each other. Based on it, we first investigate a workers’s trust relations

with different requesters from the existing connections in a CTN. Then we devise a

new worker trust vector (WTV) that represents a worker’s trust relations with different

groups of requesters. After analysing a worker’s WTV, we can determine if the worker

is a spam worker based on the opinions of different groups of requesters.

4.2.1 Trust Pheromone-based Trust Inference

In a CTN, each trust path connecting a requester and a worker contains the trust in-

formation between the requester and the worker. Below, we first define two types of

paths: trustworthy path and untrustworthy path. Based on it, we define a new concept

Trust Trace (TT) to represent the summarized trust information in each path.

Definition 4.4. Trustworthy Path tpk(ri,wj) is a k-hop path that starts from a requester

ri and ends at a worker wj , in which each two directly connected nodes trust each
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other.

For example, a path r1
dt(r1,w1)

≥ε
←−−−−−→ w1

dt(r2,w1)
≥ε

←−−−−−→ r2
dt(r2,w2

)≥ε
←−−−−−→ w2 is a trustwor-

thy path between r1 and w2.

Definition 4.5. Untrustworthy Path utpk(ri,re,wj) is a k-hop path that starts from a

requester ri and ends at a worker wj , where any two directly connected nodes trust

each other except that the last requester re in the path distrusts the worker wj .

For example, a path r1
dt(r1,w1)

≥ε
←−−−−−→ w1

dt(r2,w1)
≥ε

←−−−−−→ r2
dt(r2,w2

)<ε
←−−−−−→ w2 is an untrust-

worthy path between r1 and w2.

Definition 4.6. Trust Pheromone tphp(ri,wj) is an aggregation of direct trust values in

a trustworthy or an untrustworthy path between a source requester and a target worker,

which reflects the trust relation between requester ri and worker wj in the path p(ri,wj).

It can be calculated in Eq. (4.1).

tphp(ri,wj) =



∑lenp(ri,wj)

l=1 dtl
lenp(ri,wj)

, if p(ri,wj) ∈ TP(ri,wj)

−
∑lenp(ri,wj)

−1

l=1 dtl
lenp(ri,wj)

−1 , if p(ri,wj) ∈ UTP(ri,wj)

, (4.1)

where lenp(ri,wj) is the number of edges in path p(ri,wj); TP(ri,wj) is a set of trustwor-

thy paths that all start from requester ri and end at worker wj; UTP(ri,wj) is a set of

untrustworthy paths that all start from requester ri and end at worker wj; In a trust-

worthy path tp(ri,wj), the trust pheromone between requester ri and worker wj is set

as the average direct value in the path. In addition, in an untrustworthy path utp(ri,wj),

the trust pheromone between requester ri and worker wj is set as the opposite of the

average direct value in the path. Given a requester and a worker, by aggregating all

trust pheromone relating to the requester and the worker, we can measure the strength

of trust (SOT) between the requester and the worker.
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Definition 4.7. Strength of Trust (SOT) is a trust metric that indicates the degree of

trust between two participants based on all the trust pheromone in the paths connecting

the two participants.

Below, we present the calculation of SOT between a requester ri and a worker wj:

SOT(ri,wj) =

∑|TP(ri,wj)
|

u=1 tphu +
∑|UTP(ri,wj)

|
v=1 tphv∑|TPri |

q=1 tphq
, (4.2)

where, TP(ri,wj) is a set of trustworthy paths that start from requester ri and end at

worker wj; UTP(ri,wj) is a set of untrustworthy paths that start from requester ri and

end at worker wj; TPri is a set of trustworthy paths that start from requester ri and end

at any worker.

4.2.2 The SOT Estimation Algorithm

Given a requester ri and a worker wj , traversing all the ri-started paths can exactly

calculate the SOT from ri to wj . However, the complexity of traversal exponentially

grows with the average number of edges n owned by a participant, i.e., O(nhopmax).

Here, hopmax denotes the maximum number of the hops in a searching path. Thus, we

present an SOT estimation algorithm (Algorithm 1) based on random walk below.

4.2.2.1 Algorithm Descriptions

Below we present the algorithm for estimating SOT(ri,wj).

Step 1 (Line 1): Initiate the currently searching node rc = ri, the currently search-

ing path pc = {ri}, the trust pheromone about wj as stph(ri,wj) = 0, and the total trust

trace about ri as stphri = 0;

Step 2 (Line 4): Fill the set TW with the workers who are directly trusted by rc,

i.e., dt(rc,w∈TW ) ≥ ε;

Step 3 (Line 5): Calculate tph(ri,wk∈TW ) in the current searching path according
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Algorithm 1: The SOT Estimation Algorithm
Data: CTN , ri, wj , dt , maxiter, ε, hopsmax
Result: SOT(ri,wj)

1 Set rc = ri, stph(ri,wj) = 0, stphri = 0, iter = 1, TW = ∅, CR = ∅,
SOT (ri,wj) = 0, SOT

′
(ri,wj)

= 0;
2 while iter < maxiter do
3 for (hops = 1 to hopsmax) do
4 TW = {w, dt(rc,w) ≥ ε};
5 Update tph(ri,wk∈TW ) via Eq. (4.3);
6 if (dt(rc,wj) ≥ ε) then
7 Update stph(ri,wj) via Eq. (4.4);
8 Update stphri via Eq. (4.5);

9 else if (0 ≤ dt(rc,wj) < ε) then
10 Update stph(ri,wj) via Eq. (4.6);
11 Update stphri via Eq. (4.5);

12 else if (dt(rc,wj) = null & hops = hopsmax) then
13 Update stphri via Eq. (4.5);

14 cw = wrandom, w ∈ TW ;
15 CR = {r, dt(r,cw) ≥ ε};
16 rc = rrandom, r ∈ CR;

17 SOT ′(ri,wj) = SOT(ri,wj);

18 Update SOT(ri,wj) =
stph(ri,wj)

stphri
;

19 SOT
′
(ri,wj)

= SOT (ri,wj);

20 SOT (ri,wj) =
(iter−1)∗SOT (ri,wj)

+SOT(ri,wj)

iter
;

21 if 2 ≤ mod(iter,maxiter) ≤ 5 then
22 Update σ via Eq. (4.6);
23 if σ ≤ ε then
24 Return SOT(ri,wj);
25 Break;

26 rc = ri;
27 iter = iter + 1;

28 Return SOT(ri,wj)

to Eq. (4.3),

tph(ri,wk∈TW ) =

∑
wk∈TW (dtpc ∗ hoppc + dt(rc,wk))

hoppc + 1
, (4.3)
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Step 4 (Lines 6-13): Update the sum of the trust pheromone from ri to wj , i.e.,

stph(ri,wj);

1. Case 1 (Lines 6-8): If dt(rc,wj) ≥ ε, update stph(ri,wj) according to Eq. (4.4)

and update stphri according to Eq. (4.5), and then go to Step 5;

stph(ri,wj) = stph(ri,wj) +
dtpc ∗ hoppc + dt(rc,wj)

hoppc + 1
, (4.4)

stphri = stphri + tph(ri,wk∈TW ), (4.5)

where, dtpc is the average direct trust values in the current searching path pc;

hoppc is the number of hops in the path pc.

2. Case 2 (Lines 9-11): If dt(rc,wj) < ε, update stphri according to Eq. (4.5),

update stph(ri,wj) according to Eq. (4.6), and then go to Step 5;

stph(ri,wj) = stph(ri,wj) − dtpc , (4.6)

3. Case 3 (Lines 12-13): If dt(rc,wj) = null, check the current searching hops to

determine whether update stphri;

(1): If hoppc = hopmax, update stphri according to Eq. (4.5), and then go to

Step 8;

(2): If hopspc < hopmax, go to Step 5;

Step 5 (Line 14): Randomly select a worker from set TW , then fill set TR with

the requesters who directly trust the worker;

Step 6 (Line 16): Randomly select a requester r′ from TR, let the r′ replace the

current searching node rc, go to Step 2;

Step 7: Check the current searching hops hoppc . If hoppc = hopmax go Step 8;

otherwise go to Step 5;

Step 8 (Line 18): Update the SOT(ri,wj) =
stph(ri,wj)

stphri
;
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Step 9 (Lines 19-27): Check whether the searching has satisfied any of the termi-

nation conditions, if any condition is satisfied, terminate; otherwise, replace the current

searching node rc with the requester ri go to Step 2.

4.2.2.2 Termination of Algorithm

This algorithm is terminated when the number of searching times exceeds the preset

maximum value or the value of SOT converges. We define the function to judge the

convergence in Eq. (4.7),

σ2 = (SOT ′(ri,wj) − SOT ′(ri,wj))
2 − (SOT(ri,wj) − SOT (ri,wj))

2, (4.7)

where, SOT ′(ri,wj) denotes the SOT between ri and wj in the previous searching, and

SOT ′(ri,wj) is the average value of SOT by the searching; SOT(ri,wj) is the SOT

value between ri and wj in the current searching, and SOT ′(ri,wj) is the average value

of SOT by the current searching; When σ2 ≤ ε, the algorithm terminates. The ε can

be set as the inverse of the number of edges in a CTN.

The worst time complexity of our algorithm is O(m∗hopmax∗n), where m is the max-

imum number of iterations, hopsmax is the maximum searching hops, and n is the

maximum number of edges starting from a requester.

4.2.3 Worker Selection based on Worker Trust Vector (WTV)

In order to evaluate a worker’s global trust, we calculate the SOTs between the worker

and authenticated requesters, active requesters, and ordinary requesters, respectively.

Based on it, we devise a worker trust vector to present each worker’s trust in three trust

metrics: deterministic trust, non-deterministic trust, and ordinary trust, respectively.
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4.2.3.1 Three Types of Crowdsourcing Requesters

• Authenticated Requester: An authenticated requester is one who is manually

verified by a crowdsourcing platform and marked as a trustworthy requester.

• Active Requester: An active requester is one who has a good reputation on

a crowdsourcing platform. This type of requesters is not manually verified by

crowdsourcing platforms.

• Ordinary Requester: An ordinary requester is one who has no remarkable

characteristics. This type of requesters has published a limited number of tasks.

Ordinary requesters can be randomly selected from requesters who have ordi-

nary reputations.

4.2.3.2 Trust Elements in a WTV

Based on the three types of requesters, a worker trust vector is defined as WTV w =

{DeTw, NDeTw, OTw}, where DeTw, NDeTw, OTw are deterministic trust, non-

deterministic trust, and ordinary trust, respectively.

• Deterministic Trust (DeT): A worker’s deterministic trust is an aggregation of

the SOTs between the worker and a group of authenticated requesters. This type

of trust reveals whether a worker is regularly trusted by authenticated requesters.

As an authenticated requester is a trustworthy entity, a worker’s trust relations

with a group of authenticated requesters is a deterministic trust indicator,

DeTwi =

∑
r∈Raut SOT(r,wi)

|Raut|
, (4.8)

where Raut is the set of the authenticated requesters and |Raut| is the number of

the requesters in Raut.

• Non-Deterministic Trust (NDeT): A worker’s non-deterministic trust is cal-

culated by aggregating the SOTs between the worker and a group of randomly
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picked active requesters. This type of trust is a non-deterministic trust indicator

as a worker may increase SOT values with a small part of active requesters by

colluding with its accomplices,

NDeTwi =

∑
r∈Ract SOT(r,wi)

|Ract|
, (4.9)

where Ract is the set of the active requesters and |Ract| is the number of the

requesters in Ract.

• Ordinary Trust (OT): A worker’s ordinary trust is calculated by integrating the

SOTs between the workers and a group of ordinary requesters. This trust factor

reflects a worker’s trust relations with ordinary requesters.

OTwi =

∑
r∈Rord SOT(r,wi)

|Rord|
, (4.10)

where Rord is the set of the randomly selected ordinary requesters and |Rord| is

the number of the requesters in Rord.

4.2.3.3 WTV based Worker Selection

Based on the calculated WTVs of workers, we can select those workers whose DeT,

NDeT and OT values are all above average level as honest workers. The details of this

approach are presented in Algorithm 2.

4.2.3.4 Summary

A WTV includes a worker’s trust relations with authenticated requesters, active re-

questers and ordinary requesters, respectively. As a spam worker can only increase

its SOTs between himself/herself and its colluding accomplices, it is tough for him to

improve the trust values between itself and different groups of requesters in a WTV.

Thus, CrowdDefense can effectively prevent spam workers from participating in tasks

by selecting those workers who have trust values above average levels in WTVs.
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Algorithm 2: The Worker Selection Algorithm
Data: W , CTN
Result: SW

1 for w ∈ W do
2 Compute WTV sw via Eq. 4.8, Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10);

3 Compute avg(DeTW ), avg(NDeTW ) and avg(OTW );
4 for w ∈ W do
5 if DeTw ≥ avg(DeTW )&NDeTw ≥ avg(NDeTW )&OTw ≥ avg(OTW )

then
6 Add w to SW ;

7 Return SW ;

4.3 Experiments and Analysis

In the experiments, we evaluate our proposed CrowdDefense, and compare it with

CrowdTrust, H2010e [153], and AMT, respectively.

• CrowdTrust: A context-aware trust model that considers both task types of

tasks and the reward amount of tasks in worker selection, which is presented in

detail in Chapter 3.

• H2010e: A trust model that considers both long-term trust and short-term trust

in worker selection [153].

• AMT: An answer overall approval rate based trust model that is applied in A-

mazon Mechanic Turk [110].

4.3.1 Data Preparation

To evaluate our proposed CrowdDefense, we need a dataset containing trust network

in crowdsourcing. In a real who-trust-whom dataset soc-sign-epinions1, a reviewer

(like a requester) trusts another participant (like a worker) if the reviewer adopts the

participant’s reviews (answers) on a product or a movie (like a crowdsourcing task).
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In contrast to other real network datasets, e.g., email-Enron2 and ego-Twitter3, the

soc-sign-epinions dataset well fits the structure of our proposed CTN. Thus, we adop-

t the 841372 edges (trust relations) among 131828 nodes (participants) in soc-sign-

epinions1dataset to construct our proposed CTN.

As there is no available dataset including spam workers with Threat Patterns A, B,

and C, we generate spam workers and their accomplices, and connect them to the par-

ticipants in the soc-sign-epinions dataset according to the characteristics of the three

threat patterns. Considering spam workers may obtain guises G1 and G2 via collud-

ing in shadow tasks belonging to any task type, all workers’ answer approval rates are

randomly generated in the range between 85% and 95% in different contexts.

4.3.1.1 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of CrowdDefense in selecting hon-

est workers when the number of accomplices increases. Targeting Threat Patterns A,

B, and C, 60 spam workers are generated while the number of accomplices changes.

In particular, the numbers of each type of accomplices are set as 30, 60, and 90, re-

spectively. (see Table 4.1). In total, 9 groups of spam workers are generated (3 threat

patterns * 3 different numbers of colluding participants). In this experiment, each

group of spam workers and 240 honest workers apply for the participation in a task.

4.3.1.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of CrowdDefense in selecting honest

workers when the number of spam workers increases. Among the workers who apply

for tasks, the number of honest workers is set as 240 while the number of spam workers

increases from 60 to 300 with a step of 60 (see Table 4.2).

2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/enron
3https://snap.stanford.edu/data/egonets-Twitter.html
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Table 4.1: The Dishonest Participants in Experiment1

Threat Pattern
Participants

# Spam Workers (# Spam Requesters, # Grey Requesters, # Grey Workers)

Threat Pattern A 60 (30,0,0), (60,0,0), (90,0,0)

Threat Pattern B 60 (30,30,0), (60,60,0), (90,90,0)

Threat Pattern C 60 (30,60,60), (60,60,60), (90,90,90)

Table 4.2: The Dishonest Participants in Experiment2

Threat Pattern
Participant

# Spam Workers # Spam Requesters # Grey Requesters # Grey Workers

Threat Pattern A 60,120,180,240,300 60 - -

Threat Pattern B 60,120,180,240,300 60 60 -

Threat Pattern C 60,120,180,240,300 60 60 60

4.3.2 Experiment Results

4.3.2.1 Experiment 1 (Effectiveness Comparison 1)

This experiment is to investigate if CrowdDefense can effectively select honest work-

ers when spam workers collude with a different number of accomplices.

Results: Figs. 4.5-4.7 show the worker selection results of different methods when

the numbers of accomplices increase. From the figures, we can observe that (1) In the

baselines, the percentages of honest workers and spam workers are close to the default

percentages of honest workers and spam workers (i.e., 80% and 20%, respectively); (2)

CrowdDefense is always the best model in terms of selecting honest workers in all the

cases. Among the workers selected by CrowdDefense, on average, the honest workers

account for the highest percentage 95.7% and the spam workers account for the lowest

percentage 4.21%. On average, the percentage of honest workers in CrowdDefense

is 16.08% higher than that in the second best method, and the percentage of spam

workers in CrowdDefense is 76.03% lower than that in the second best method; (3)

Among all the workers selected by CrowdDefense, the honest workers always account

for at least between 93.3% and 99.2%.

Analysis: The experimental results illustrate that (1) Baselines take spam workers as

honest workers in a task as they do not consider that spam workers may have guises

G1 (i.e., good reputations) and guises G2 (i.e., many attack edges); (2) A spam worker
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Figure 4.5: The Comparison of Different Methods in Threat Pattern A
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Figure 4.6: The Comparison of Different Methods in Threat Pattern B

connects to different requesters via the paths that contain edges with low direct trust

values, which cannot be counterfeited. Thus, the trust values in a spam worker’s WTV

are low. CrowdDefense selects those workers with high trust values in their WTVs so

as to prevent spam workers from participating in the tasks; (3) When the numbers of

a spam worker’s colluding accomplices increase, both the trustworthy paths involving

them with high direct trust values and the untrustworthy paths involving them with low

direct trust values are generated in a CTN. Thus, the trust values in the spam worker’s

WTV do not increase. As such, CrowdDefense maintains its high effectiveness.

4.3.2.2 Experiment 2 (Effectiveness Comparison 2)

This experiment investigates if CrowdDefense is effective in selecting honest workers

when the number of spam workers in a CTN increases.
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Figure 4.7: The Comparison of Different Methods in Threat Pattern C
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(b) Threat Pattern B
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Figure 4.8: The Comparison of Different Methods with Different Numbers of Spam Workers

Results: From Figs. 4.8(a)-4.8(c), we can observe that the baselines select less honest

workers when the number of spam workers increases from 60 to 300 with a step of 60.

Targeting Threat Patterns A, B, and C, among the workers selected by the second best

method, the average percentage of honest workers declines from 82.02% to 47.67%.

By contrast, CrowdDefense maintains high effectiveness in selecting honest workers.

The average percentages of honest workers in the workers selected by CrowdDefense

are as high as 93.61%, 95.25%, and 95.37%, respectively.

Analysis: The baselines do not consider that spam workers boost reputations with

their accomplices, i.e., guise G1. Thus, when the number of spam workers increases,

baselines take more spam workers as honest workers and select them to participate in

tasks. By contrast, CrowdDefense employs a WTV to measure a worker’s trust levels

from the views of authenticated requesters, active requesters, and ordinary requesters,
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respectively. A worker’s WTV incorporates all trust traces in the trust paths involving

the worker and different requesters. As the paths cannot be counterfeited, no matter

how many spam workers exist, none of them can increase the trust values in their

WTVs. CrowdDefense only selects the workers whose trust values are all above the

average levels, thus it can filter out most of the spam workers.

Summary: The baselines fail to accurately indicate the trust levels of spam work-

ers who boost reputations with their accomplices. Thus, when the number of spam

workers increases, baselines select more of them to participate in tasks. By contrast,

CrowdDefense maintains high effectiveness in selecting honest workers although the

numbers of accomplices increase and the number of spam workers increases. There-

fore, CrowdDefense significantly outperforms the three state-of-the-art approaches in

defending the threats from spam workers by effectively selecting 93.3% ˜ 99.2% hon-

est workers.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a novel trust vector-based spam worker defense

model CrowdDefense. In CrowdDefense, we have analyzed three threat patterns and

proposed a new trust vector to evaluate a worker’s trustworthiness. The results of ex-

periments have demonstrated that CrowdDefense significantly outperforms the context-

aware worker selection model CrowdTrust, and two state-of-the-art approaches H2010e

and AMT in selecting honest workers when spam workers with guise G1 and G2 ex-

ist. To sum up, CrowdDefense applies the average trust values of all workers’ WTV

as the thresholds for defending spam workers with three threat patterns. This model

provides a way to select honest workers and prohibit spam workers from participating

in tasks. However, it cannot precisely identify who is exactly a spam workers among

the prohibited workers. Thus, in the following chapter, we propose a learning-based

spam worker identification model that can exactly identify a worker’s real identity.

~


Chapter 5

Spam Worker Identification based on

Trust Matrix

In Chapter 4, our proposed trust vector-based spam worker defense model CrowdDe-

fense has shown its effectiveness in defending against spam workers with counterfeited

“good” reputations (i.e., guise G1) and trust connections (i.e., guise G2) to honest re-

questers via collusions. In fact, CrowdDefense prevents those high-risk workers from

participating in tasks by taking the average trust levels of all workers as the threshold-

s. In this chapter, we further propose a model that can accurately identify a worker’s

identity and thus can effectively prohibit spam workers from participating in tasks. In

this model, we first represent each worker by a trust network-based feature set called

Worker Trust Matrix (WTM). Based on the WTMs, each worker’s identity is then pre-

dicted (see Fig. 5.1 ). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first trust network-based

spam worker identification model in crowdsourcing environments.

In particular, we propose a new trust metric called trust trace. A trust trace mea-

sures the extent to which a worker is trusted by a requester in a fixed-hop sub-CTN

starting from the requester. We then devise a novel worker trust representation called

Worker Trust Matrix (WTM). A worker’s WTM contains the trust traces of between

the worker and all requesters and thus is a global trust network-based feature set of the

worker. We further prove that a WTM cannot be manipulated by any worker and con-

tains usable information for identifying a worker’s identity. Both the un-manipulable

property and the usable property of a WTM are critical for effectively identifying s-

96
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Figure 5.1: A Worker Trust Matrix (WTM) encapsulates the global trust network-based fea-
tures of the worker and can be exploited by learning algorithms for further prediction.

pam workers. The results of extensive experiments over four datasets demonstrate the

superior effectiveness of our proposed spam worker identification model.

5.1 Worker Trust Matrix (WTM) for Spam Worker I-

dentification

5.1.1 Spam Worker Identification Problem Formulation

Recall the CTN formulation in Section 4.1.1.4, we can obtain a Crowdsourcing trust

networkCTN(R∪W,TE∪DTE), whereR = {ri}|R|i=1 denote all the requester nodes,

W = {wj}|W |j=1 denote all the worker nodes, TE = {tek}|TE|k=1 denote all the trust edges

containing direct trust values, and DTE = {dtek}|DTE|k=1 denote all the distrust edges

containing direct trust values. Note that, in a CTN, there is no edge between any two

requesters because they cannot transact with each other. Likewise, there is no edge

between any two workers. Therefore, one hop in a path in a CTN corresponds to two

intermediate nodes consisting of one worker and one requester, which is different from

the concept of one hop in social networks.

Based on the CTN, we formulate the spam worker identification as below,
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• Input: (1) A CTN(R ∪ W,TE ∪ DTE); (2) A small worker set U where

workers’ identities have been manually verified; (3) A large worker set V where

workers’ identities need to be predicted.

• Output: (1) Each worker’s trust representation; (2) The predicted identities of

the workers in V .

5.1.2 Worker Trust Matrix (WTM)

In this section, we present the components and the properties of a novel worker trust

representation called Worker Trust Matrix (WTM) that contains critical information

for the identification of a worker’s identity. Based on the definition of trustworthy path

(Definition 4.2.1) and the definition of untrustworthy path (Definition 4.2.1), we first

calculate two types of trust: positive trust and trust penalty. By using the two types

of trust, we calculate the atomic trust relations between a requester and a worker in

different sub-CTNs. Furthermore, we devise a trust trace-based matrix to represent a

worker in the context of trust, which contains un-manipulable and usable properties

for effectively spam worker identification.

5.1.2.1 Positive Trust Indicator

In a k-hop sub-CTN starting from requester ri, there may exist several k-hop trustwor-

thy paths that end at worker wj . In these trustworthy paths, any two directly connected

nodes trust each other. Thus, we apply the sum of all the direct trust values in the

trustworthy paths between requester ri and worker wj as a positive trust indicator of

the worker wj in the k-hop sub-CTN starting from the requester ri, which is calculated

by Eq. (5.1):

positrustk(ri,wj) =
∑

tpkl ∈TP
k
(ri,wj)

∑
dtu∈DT tp

k
l

dtu, (5.1)

where, TP k(ri, wj) = {tpkl }
|TPk(ri,wj)|
l=1 denotes all the k-hop trustworthy paths be-

tween ri and wj , and DT tpkl = {dtu}|DT
tpkl |

u=1 denotes all the direct trust values in tpkl .
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Note that, if TP k(ri, wj) = ∅, positrustk(ri,wj) = 0.

5.1.2.2 Trust Penalty

In a k-hop sub-CTN starting from requester ri, there may exist several k-hop untrust-

worthy paths that end at worker wj . In these untrustworthy paths, as only the worker

wj is distrusted, we apply the sum of all the direct trust values in the trust edges and

distrust degrees in distrust edges in the paths as a trust penalty on the worker wj in the

k-hop sub-CTN, which is calculated by Eq. (5.2):

penaltyk(ri,wj) =
∑

utpkh∈UTP
k
(ri,wj)

∑
dtv∈DTutp

k
h

dtv + (1− dtutp
k
h

e ), (5.2)

where, UTP k
(ri,wj)

= {utpkh}
|UTPk

(ri,wj)
|

h=1 denotes all the k-hop untrustworthy paths be-

tween ri and wj , DT utp
k
h = {dtv}|DT

utpkh |
v=1 denotes all the direct trust values in the trust

edges in utpkh, and dtutp
k
h

e denotes the direct trust value in the distrust edge in utpkh.

Note that, if UTP k
(ri,wj)

= ∅, penaltyk(ri,wj) = 0.

5.1.2.3 Trust Trace

A trust trace trk(ri,wj) aggregates both the positive trust indicator and the trust penalty of

a worker wj in a k-hop sub-CTN starting from a requester ri to measure the extent to

which the worker wj is trusted by the requester ri in the sub-CTN, which is calculated

by Eq. (5.3):

trk(ri,wj) =
positrustk(ri,wj) − penalty

k
(ri,wj)∑

DT tp
k
p∈TPkri

∑
dtq∈tpkp

dtq
, (5.3)

where, TP k
ri

denotes all the k-hop trustworthy paths that start from a requester ri and

end at any worker. The sum of all direct trust values in TP k
ri

is applied as the denomi-

nator in Eq. (5.3) as it is the total trust information given by ri in the k-hop sub-CTN.

Essentially, trk(ri,wj) leverages the frequencies by which the worker wj appears in the
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k-hop trustworthy paths and the k-hop untrustworthy paths starting from ri for mea-

suring the extent to which the worker wj is trusted by the requester ri in the k-hop

sub-CTN.

One hop in a CTN

r1

w1 w2 w3

r2 r3 r4

wtwt w4 w5 wt

 1

 1

 1
 1

 1
 1

 1

 1

 1

 1
0.5

Figure 5.2: An Example of One-hop Sub-CTN

5.1.2.4 An Example of Trust Trace Calculation

Based on the 1-hop sub-CTN in Fig. 5.2, we present an example of the calculation of

tr1(r1,wt). We use ε = 0.9 to clarify the calculation in this example. First, the total posi-

tive trust indicator is calculated based on the direct trust values in two trustworthy paths

tp1(r1,wt): r1
dt=1←−→ w1

dt=1←−→ r2
dt=1←−→ wt and tp2(r1,wt): r1

dt=1←−→ w3
dt=1←−→ r4

dt=1←−→

wt. In particular, the total positive trust indicator is calculated by
2∑
i=1

(1 + 1 + 1) = 6.

Second, the trust penalty is calculated based on the direct trust values in untrustworthy

path utp1(r1,wt): r1
dt=1←−→ w2

dt=1←−→ r3
dt=0.5←−−→ wt, i.e., 1+1+(1−0.5) = 2.5. Thirdly,

there are four 1-hop trustworthy paths that start from rs, thus the denominator in Eq.

(1) is calculated by
4∑
i=1

3 = 12. Accordingly, tr1(r1,wt) = 6−2.5
12

= 0.2917.

5.1.2.5 Worker Trust Matrix (WTM)

Given a worker, we can compute the trust traces between the worker and all the re-

questers in sub-CTNs with different hops to obtain a global trust feature set for repre-

senting the worker, i.e., WTM. For example, in Fig. 5.3, given a worker wt, we can

first compute the trust traces of wt in the sub-CTNs that start from r1 and end with

0 to m hops, i.e., TR(r1,wt) = {tr0(r1,wt), tr
1
(r1,wt)

, ..., trm(r1,wt)}. Likewise, the TRs be-
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Figure 5.3: An Example of a WTM for a Worker

tween wt and other requesters can be computed. Taking each TR of wt as one column

of WTMwt , we obtain WTMwt = {TR(r1,wt), TR(r2,wt), ..., TR(rn,wt)}. Below, we

prove the un-manipulable property and usable property of a WTM that are critical for

identifying a worker’s identity.

Theorem 5.1. Let d denote the minimum number of requesters with whom a spam

worker collude in a CTN and e denote the minimum number of requesters by whom an

honest worker is directly trusted. Given an honest worker and a spam worker, let pr

denote the the probability that the spam worker can manipulate its WTM to be the

same as that of the honest worker. We can obtain that pr << 1
2(d+e)

.

Proof. A shadow task is commonly preset to be difficult for general workers to solve,

e.g., a jigsaw puzzle task, thus an honest worker who does not know the preset answer

can hardly succeed in such a shadow task by the answer submission deadline. As such,

the probability phw that an honest worker hw succeeds in a shadow task is below 1
2
, i.e.,

phw <
1
2
. In a CTN, we can reasonably assume that there are more honest requesters

than colluding requesters. Let h denote the total number of honest requesters and c

denote the total number of colluding requesters in a CTN, we can obtain that h > c.

Given a spam worker sw who has colluded with g requesters in shadow tasks and

thus possess trust edges to the colluding requesters, the probability that an honest

worker also possesses trust edges to g colluding requesters is pr1 =
(cg)

(h+cg )
∗ phwg =

c!(h+c−g)!
(c−g)!(h+c)! ∗ phw

g. As g ≥ d, phw < 1
2
, and h > c, we can obtain pr1 � 1

2d
. If a spam
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worker wants to manipulate its WTM to be the same as that of an honest worker,

two necessary conditions must be satisfied. First, the spam worker can let the honest

worker directly connects with g colluding requesters via trust edges. Second, the spam

worker can simultaneously possess the same number of trust edges that exist between

the honest worker and honest requesters. As we have proved above, the probability

that the first condition is satisfied is pr1 � 1
2d

. Let pr2 denote the probability that the

second condition is satisfied, likewise, we can obtain that pr2 � 1
2e

Based on it, we

can obtain that pr = pr1 ∗ pr2 � 1
2(d+e)

.

As a small number of colluding users may form a clique that can be easily detected

[108], the number of colluding requesters d in a CTN is commonly a big positive

integer. Suppose d + e = 10, we have that pr << 0.000977. In fact, the number

of d + e in a CTN is commonly larger than 10. Therefore, based on the inequality

proved in 5.1, i.e., pr � 1
2(d+e)

, we can conclude that the value of pr is almost 0 in

a CTN. Due to the extremely low probability that a spam worker can manipulate its

WTM to be same with that of an honest worker, we suggest that a WTM possesses the

un-manipulable property.

Below, we further prove that a WTM has the usable property which is critical for

identifying spam workers.

Theorem 5.2. Given honest worker set HW = {hwi}|HW |i=1 , grey worker set GW =

{gwj}|GW |j=1 , and spam worker set SW = {swk}|SW |k=1 , for any WTMhwi , WTMgwj ,

and WTMswk , there exists a function φ(·) that satisfies φ(WTMhwi) 6= φ(WTMgwj),

φ(WTMgwj) 6= φ(WTMswk), and φ(WTMhwi) 6= φ(WTMswk).

Proof. Let F denote the distribution function of the trust trace sets TRs between a

worker wt and all the honest requesters HR = {hrl}|HR|l=1 , G denote the distribu-

tion function of TRs between wt and all the grey requesters GR = {grp}|GR|p=1 , and

S denote the distribution function of TRs between wt and all the spam requesters

SR = {sru}|SR|u=1 . As the values of the trust traces in WTMwt depend on to whom

wt links via trust edges, the probabilities p(hr,wt), p(gr,wt), and p(sr,wt) that wt has a
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trust edge to an honest requester, a grey requester and a spam requester are the latent

parameters of F , G, and S , respectively. Based on it, we obtain that WTMhwi =

{TR(hr,hwi) ∼ F(p(hr,hwi)), TR(gr,hwi) ∼ G(p(gr,hwi)), TR(sr,hwi) ∼ S(p(sr,hwi))},

WTMgwj = {TR(hr,gwj) ∼ F(p(hr,gwj)), TR(gr,gwj) ∼ G(p(gr,gwj)), TR(sr,gwj) ∼

S(p(sr,gwj))}, and WTMswk = {TR(hr,swk) ∼ F(p(hr,swk)), TR(gr,swk) ∼ G(p(gr,swk)),

TR(sr,swk) ∼ S(p(sr,swk))}, respectively. As a worker’s identity determines its trans-

action behaviours, and vice versa, the probabilities that a worker can obtain a trust

edge to an hr, a gr or an sr satisfy p(hr,hwi) > p(hr,gwj) > p(hr,swk), p(gr,hwi) <

p(gr,gwj) < p(gr,swk), and p(sr,hwi) < p(sr,gwj) < p(sr,swk). Thus, there must exist a func-

tion φ(·) that satisfies φ(WTMhwi) 6= φ(WTMgwj), φ(WTMgwj) 6= φ(WTMswk),

and φ(WTMhwi) 6= φ(WTMswk).

In Theorem 5.2, we have proved the inequality relations between any two workers

with different identities. The inequality relations actually demonstrates the existence

of the boundaries for classifying workers into the correct identity groups. Thus, we

conclude that WTMs contain usable information that is critical for effectively identi-

fying spam workers.

5.2 WTM-based Spam Worker Identification Model

A WTM may contain latent spatial features because each column in a WTM consist-

ing of the trust traces derived from sub-CTNs with different hops starting from an

identical requester. Considering this, in our model, we modify a convolutional neural

network to learn workers’ WTMs for classifying workers to the correct identity group-

s. In particular, our proposed spam worker identification model consists of a random

walk-based WTMs estimation algorithm and a modified six-layer convolutional neural

network CLnet-6.
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5.2.1 WTM Estimation Algorithm

5.2.1.1 Random Walk Estimation

Ideally, WTMwt∈W can be precisely calculated by traversing all the paths in a CT-

N. However, the complexity of a traversal algorithm exponentially increases with the

degree of a node in a CTN. Thus, we devise an improved random walk-based algo-

rithm with a lower complexity to estimate WTMs. In particular, in each random walk

round, we update the trust traces of all the workers in a randomly searched path. The

process terminates when the number of searching times exceeds the maximum round

number rodmax or the change of WTMs converges. The algorithm’s worst time com-

plexity is O(rodmax ∗ hopmax ∗ de), where hopmax is the maximum number of hops in

a searching path, and de is the maximum degree of a node.

5.2.1.2 Dimension Reduction

In any WTM, the number of columns equals the total number of requesters in a

CTN, which is too big to achieve effective learning. Thus, in each WTM, we re-

place a requester node with a requester group to reduce the dimensions. For exam-

ple, WTMwt = {TR(r1, wt), TR(r2, wt), ..., TR(rn, wt)} is transformed to a low-

dimensional WTM ′
wt = {TR(grp1, wt), TR(grp2, wt), ..., TR(grpn

α
, wt)}. Here, α

is a preset value that determines the number of requesters in each group and satisfies

n
α
∈ Z. In addition, TR(grpp, wt) is calculated by TR(grpp, wt) =

∑
rq∈grpp

TR(rq ,wt)

α
.

As requesters are randomly grouped, the un-manipulable property of WTMwt can be

inherited by WTM ′
wt . In addition, after the random grouping, we obtain three types

of requester groups: Honest-dominated, Grey-dominated, and Spam-dominated, re-

spectively. By replacing the concept of an honest requester in Theorem 2 with the

concept of an honest-dominated requester group, and so on, for a grey requester and a

spam requester, Theorem 2 still holds on WTM ′s. Thus, WTM ′
wt is also usable for

identifying the identity of wt.

Algorithm 3 presents the combination of random walk estimation and dimension
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Algorithm 3: The WTM Estimation Algorithm
Data: CTN(R ∪W,TE ∪DTE), the max # searching round rodmax, the max

# hops in a searching path hopmax, the # of rows in a WTM m, the # of
requesters in a group α;

Result: WTM ′
wt∈W

1 Initiate WTMp
wt∈W = WTMwt∈W = Om∗|R|;

2 for (rod = 1 to rodmax) do
3 Select a random trustworthy path rtp with hopmax;
4 Slide a window of hops m over the rtp to obtain RTP = {rtp′l}

hopmax+1−m
l=1 ;

5 for (l = 1 to (hopmax + 1−m)) do
6 Update TR(ri∈rtpl,wt∈W ) in WTMwt∈W

7 if ‖WTMwt∈W −WTMp
wt∈W‖F ≤ ε or rod == rodmax then

8 WTM ′
wt∈W = DimensionReduction(WTMwt∈W );

9 Return WTM ′
wt∈W ;

reduction for extracting low-dimensional WTM ′s.

5.2.2 Learning Algorithm CLnet-6

CLnet-6 is a six-layer neural network that learns WTM ′
wj∈U with known identities

for predicting identities of workers from V . In particular, CLnet-6 consists of one

standardized layer ST , two convolutional layers C1 and C2, two sub-sampling layers

S1 and S2, and a fully linked Multi-layer Perceptron MP . Below, we present the

rationale and components of CLnet-6.

5.2.2.1 Probabilistic Classifier.

Let WE denote the weight matrix, b denote the bias vector, WI = {HW,GW,SW}

denote the worker identity set, and
⊗

denote the operations in CLnet-6. Given a

WTM ′
wk

, the probability that wk ∈ WIi is defined as a stochastic variable P (Y =

WIi|WTM ′
wk
,WE, b) = e

⊗
WTM′wk

∗WEi+bi

e
∑
j
⊗
WTM′wk∗WEj+bj

.
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5.2.2.2 Loss Function.

Let U denote a worker set where each worker’s identity is known. As there are three

types of worker identities (i.e., honest worker, grey worker and spam worker), we

define a vector ID to represent a worker’s identity. For example, IDwk = (1, 0, 0)

represents wk belongs to the first type of identity: honest worker. A training sample

Sa consists of a WTM and an identity vector ID, i.e., Sawk = {WTMwk , ID
wk}.

Given WTM ′
wi∈U , the log-likelihood is calculated as L(W, b,WTM ′

wi∈U) =
∑|U |

i=1

log (P (Y = WI(wi)|WTM ′
wi
,WE, b)). In CLnet-6, we adopt the negative log-likelihood

l(W, b,WTM ′
wi∈U) = −L(W, b,WTM ′

wi∈U) as the loss. As maximizing the likeli-

hood is equivalent to minimizing the loss, we train CLnet-6 by minimizing l.

5.2.2.3 Training Operations.

The convolution operation is performed between the input layer I and the first convo-

lutional layer C1, and between the first sub-sampling layer S1 and the second convolu-

tional layer C2. The sub-sampling operation is performed between layer C1 and layer

S1 and between the second convolutional layer C2 and the second sub-sampling layer

S2.

(1) Standardization: this operation is performed on the ST layer. Let avg(WTM ′)

denote the average trust trace values in all WTMs, min(WTM ′) denote the minimal

trust trace value in all WTMs, and max(WTM ′) denote the maximal trust trace val-

ue in all WTMs, we normalize each element in WTM ′
wk∈W as: WTM ′

wk
(i, j) =

WTM ′wk
(i,j)+avg(WTM ′)−min(WTM ′)

max(WTM ′)+avg(WTM ′)−min(WTM ′)
.

(2) Convolution: this operation is performed between ST layer and C1 layer , and

between S1 layer and C2 layer by repeating a filter function across all feature maps.

The filter function has a receptive field with a fixed size β ∗ γ and the parameters

including a weight matrix WEc ∈ Rβ∗γ and a bias bc. In particular, for each β ∗ γ area

X in a feature map, we calculate an output: o = tanh(X ∗WEc + bc).

(3) Sub-sampling: this operation is performed between C1 layer and S1 layer, and
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between C2 layer and S2 layer. Given a feature map, the sub-sampling operation ex-

tracts the sampling information from the map to reduce the computation in the next

operations and also provides robustness of position. We adopt max-pooling as a sub-

sampling operation because it is an effective way to reduce the dimensions of interme-

diate representations [81]. Given a feature map with size m′ ∗ n′, we first partition the

map into l non-overlapping regions with size m′

l
∗ n′

l
. In each region, the maximum

value is selected and then mapped to the corresponding feature map in the next layer.

(4) Parameter Update: backward propagation is applied to update the parameters

used in the full connection layers and the convolutional layers. In particular, we first

calculate the gradients ∂l
∂WE

and ∂l
∂b

, respectively. Let lr denote the learning rate, the

parameters are updated as follows: WE = WE − lr ∗ ∂l
∂WE

and b = b − lr ∗ ∂l
∂b

.

By doing the convolution operation and the sub-sampling operation, we complete the

forward propagation that transforms an input WTM to a probability vector. In CLnet-

6, we apply the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with mini-batches to update the

parameters because it is efficient.

5.3 Experiments and Analysis

5.3.1 Data Preparation

In crowdsourcing environments, most of the existing studies adopt synthetic datasets,

e.g., [153] or datasets consisting of a few real tasks, e.g., [136]. These datasets are

not suitable for our experiments because they do not contain the transaction record-

s of all the crowdsourcing participants for constructing a CTN. By contrast, we use

a real-world crowdsourcing processing dataset wiki-RfA1 containing complete trans-

action records in wikipedia to construct a CTN. Based on the CTN, we evaluate the

effectiveness of our model in identifying a worker’s identity. Moreover, to further

evaluate the effectiveness of our model in identifying spam workers who possess dif-

1https://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-RfA.html
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ferent degrees of guises G1 and G2, we conduct experiments on three semi-synthetic

datasets soc-sign-epinions 1-3. The soc-sign-epinions 1-3 are all generated from a

real-world dataset soc-sign-epinions2 that contains the required transaction records for

constructing a CTN.

(1) wiki-RfA: this real-world dataset records the long-term crowdsourcing process-

es, i.e., administrator elections on wWikipedia. In particular, the votes (answers) are

submitted by voters (workers) in the elections for an administrator (a requester). In

this dataset, a requester may have launched several times of elections, thus we take

the final election result as the ground truth to label workers’ identities. Note that, in

practice, repeating a crowdsourcing process many times to obtain the ground truth is

very costly and thus is infeasible. As such, our model is proposed for predicting work-

ers’ identities by only using the labels derived from partial ground truth rather than

attempting to costly pursue the global ground truth. In particular, we label the identi-

ties of totally 1,880 workers. 1418 workers are labeled as honest workers because their

supported requesters are always elected as administrators and their opposed requesters

are always denied to be administrators. In addition, 48 workers with definitely con-

trary behaviours are labeled as spam workers. The remaining 414 workers are then

labeled as grey workers. In the experiments, half of the 1800 workers are used for

training, and the other half of the workers are used for testing.

(2) soc-sign-epinions 1-3: soc-sign-epinions contains the complete transaction-

based trust relations between reviewers (workers) and review verifiers (requesters), and

thus can be used for constructing a CTN. Based on it, we generate three semi-synthetic

datasets soc-sign-epinions 1-3 to contain spam workers with different degrees of guises

G1 and G2. In particular, to generate spam workers with different degrees of guises

G1 and G2, the percentages of the attack edges in all the edges of a spam worker are set

as 10%, 30% and 50%, respectively. Moreover, we randomly generate workers who

possess the transaction behaviours of grey workers. In each dataset, the spam workers

and the grey workers are commonly set to be less than 10% of all the workers. As the

2https://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-sign-epinions.html
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answer of a shadow task is revealed to spam workers and grey workers beforehand,

the probabilities that they can succeed in a shadow task are all set as 100%.

5.3.2 Comparison Models

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed trust network-based spam worker identi-

fication model, we compare it with both the state-of-the-art reputation-based defense

models in crowdsourcing environments (i.e., AMT and H2010e) and the promising

trust network-based defense models (i.e., SybilDefender and DeepWalk) that can be

adapted to crowdsourcing. All of them have been reviewed in Related Work.

• AMT: a model that uses the overall answer approval rate to judge if a worker is

trustworthy, and is applied in the most popular crowdsourcing platform Amazon

Turk [110].

• H2010e: a model that leverages a worker’s sequential performance for differen-

tiating between spam workers and honest workers [153].

• SybilDefender: a model that uses the average numbers of frequently appearing

nodes in the random walks starting from trust seeds, and the standard error of

the average numbers for identifying spammers. [142].

• Deepwalk: a model that leverages SkipGram to learn latent representations of

nodes from a social network for node classification [111].

SybilDefender and Deepwalk are applied in a trust network where each two directly

connected nodes trust each other. In a CTN, as a trust edge connects two nodes who

directly trust each other. Thus, trust edges in a CTN are adopted to build a trust network

for adapting SybilDefender and Deepwalk to crowdsourcing environments.
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5.3.3 Parameter and Measure Settings

In the training of CLnet-6, the batch size is set as 0.05η, where η is the total number

of training samples, and the number of feature maps in convolutional layers are set

as ιc1 = 20 and ιc2 = 50, respectively. The maximum number of epochs τ is set as

τ = 150; All the experiments are implemented by using Theano in a Ubuntu 16.04.1

system with 16 GB RAM. To evaluate the effectiveness of each model, we calculate

the precision, the recall. Moreover, to evaluate the trade-off between precision and

recall, we apply F -measure= 2∗Precision∗Recall
Recall+Precision

.

5.3.4 Experimental Results

5.3.4.1 Experiment 1 (Effectiveness in Identifying Worker Identity)

Results: (1) wiki-RfA: our model is the best one for identifying honest workers. In

particular, our model delivers the highest F-measure value 0.9908 which is 21.68%

higher than that of the second best model Deepwalk. Interestingly, all the four com-

parison models deliver satisfactory precision values in identifying honest workers (see

Table 5.1). Regarding the performance in identifying grey workers, our model possess-

es the highest F-measure value 0.974, which improves that of the second best model

Deepwalk by 341.12%. Regarding the most important part, i.e., the effectiveness in

identifying spam workers, our model is also the best one in terms of both precision

and recall. In particular, the precision value and the recall value of our model are

0.9321 and 1, respectively, which are about 4.5 times and 14.5 times higher than the

best results delivered by all the four comparison models.
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(2) soc-sign-epinions 1-3: When the spam workers possess different degrees of

guises G1 and G2, i.e., the percentage of the attack edges in all the edges of a s-

pam worker increases from 10% to 50% with a step of 20%, our model maintains the

highest F-measure values in identifying all types of workers. Though the second best

model Deepwalk delivers satisfactory F-measure values in identifying honest workers,

the F-measure values of our proposed model are still higher than those of Deepwalk

(see Table 5.1). Regarding the performance in identifying grey workers in all the three

datasets, our model possesses the highest F-measure values.

On average, the F-measure value of our model in identifying grey workers is

0.9078, which improves the best result delivered by all the four comparison model-

s by 154.14%. Regarding the performance in identifying spam workers in the three

datasets, the F-measure values of our model are as high as 0.9714, 0.9459, and 0.8762,

respectively, which are 100.33%, 33.73%, and 19.99% higher than those of the second

best model Deepwalk.

Analysis: (1) In wiki-RfA dataset, all the four comparison models deliver poor per-

formance in identifying spam workers demonstrates that spam workers in real-world

crowdsourcing environments possess guises G1 and G2 and thus can bypass the gen-

eral defense models. (2) With the percentage of the attack edges in all the edges of a

spam worker increasing from 10% to 50% with a step of 20%, the collusion between

requesters and spam workers becomes more frequently. Nevertheless, our proposed

model still maintains the highest precision rate between 0.978 and 1 in identifying s-

pam workers. This is because our proposed model leverages the trust network-based

features for identifying spam workers, which is not influenced by the number of at-

tack edges owned by a spam worker. (3) The superior performance of our model on

both wiki-RfA and soc-sign-epinions 1-3 datasets results from the fact that WTM is

un-manipulable and contains the critical trust network-based features for identifying

workers’ identities.
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Figure 5.4: The Comparison of Test Errors of WTM -based CLnet-6 and WTM ′-based
CLnet-6

5.3.4.2 Experiment 2 (Effectiveness of Low-Dimensional WTM).

Results: Figs. 5.4(a)-5.4(d) depict the test errors achieved by CLnet-6 algorithm that

respectively takes the original WTMs and the low-dimensional WTM ′s as inputs.

We can observe that the low-dimensional WTM ′s help CLnet-6 achieve the lowest

test errors in a small number of epoches. In particular, the minimal errors achieved

by WTM ′-based CLnet-6 in 150 epoches are 0.0021, 0.0078, and 0.0135, which are

43.98%, 60%, and 13.33% lower than the minimum test errors delivered by WTM -

based CLnet-6, respectively.

Analysis: The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed dimension reduc-
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tion method for WTMs not only can preserve the un-manipulable property and the

usable property of a WTM but also can help CLnet-6 achieve higher effectiveness in

identifying a worker’s identity.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed an un-manipulable Worker Trust Matrix (WTM)

for realizing the effective spam worker identification. Moreover, we have incorpo-

rated a random walk-based WTM estimation algorithm with a convolutional neural

network-based algorithm CLnet-6 to predict a worker’s identity. The experiments have

demonstrated the superiority of our model in identifying spam workers. CLnet-6 can

be directly applied to a practical crowdsourcing platform because the transaction data

are always available to the operator of a crowdsourcing platform.



Chapter 6

Trust-aware Worker Recommendation

In Chapter 3, we have introduced a context-aware trust-based worker selection model.

Essentially, this model helps a requester effectively obtain a global view of a worker’s

performance in different types of tasks with varying reward amounts. Based on the

results of trust evaluation, our proposed worker selection model can pick out those

reliable and capable workers. However, the context-aware trust evaluation is stil-

l vulnerable to the spam workers who masquerade themselves as “good” workers via

colluding with its accomplices in particular contexts. Thus, in Chapter 4 and Chapter

5, we have proposed two spam worker defense models where the truthfulness of trust

is investigated for defending against spam workers. With the effective context-aware

trust evaluation-based worker selection and the spam worker defense models, the reli-

able, truthful, and capable workers can be found out. However, due to the ‘first come

first served’ basis of crowdsourcing, some of the most capable workers may miss the

opportunities to participate in tasks. Thus, in this chapter, we propose a trust-aware

worker recommendation model that help recommend the most capable workers to par-

ticipate in a task, which can be further combined with our proposed trust evaluation

model and spam worker defense models for selecting the most trustworthy workers in

a task.

In the literature, several worker-oriented recommendation models have been pro-

posed. However, a worker who is interested in a task may not be the suitable one who

is most likely to provide a correct answer in the task. By contrast, from the perspective

of a requesters, our model recommends workers to a task published by a requester by

115
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investigating the implicit interests of the requester based on the workers’ past transac-

tion records. The advantage is that such a requester-oriented recommendation model

takes the worker’s objective performance as the basis, which is not influenced by the

worker’s subjective willingness to obtain more recommendation opportunities. To ob-

tain high-quality recommendations, we have to consider four challenging problems:

C1 (Homogeneous Workers): Homogeneous workers have the equal opportu-

nity to get recommendations as they all have good reputations. However, they

actually have different performance in a task published by different requesters.

This is because two different requesters may have their specific task require-

ments that reflect the different preferences on the capacity of workers.

C2 (Dishonest Behaviours): Workers may boost good reputations in easy tasks

and also overstate their skills in their registration in order to obtain more oppor-

tunities to be recommended.

C3 (Data Sparsity): On a crowdsourcing platform, each element in a requester-

worker matrix is a statistic transaction record between a requester and a worker.

As a requester may transact with a tiny fraction of all the workers, the requester-

worker matrix is very sparse.

C4 (Cold Start): As there is nearly no available transaction record of the fresh-

ly registered requesters and workers, it is complicated to generate recommenda-

tions for the freshly registered requesters but also to get the freshly registered

workers to be recommended.

Thus, we first propose two metrics to evaluate the similarities between two re-

questers who have transacted with common workers. In particular, one similarity met-

ric indicates if two requesters similarly trust a worker, while the other one indicates if

the two requesters similarly distrust a worker. Based on the two types of trust-aware

similarities of requesters, we further propose an implicit metric to measure the trust-

aware similarity between two requesters who have not transacted with common work-
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ers. Given a target requester, by discovering the trustworthy requesters who are similar

to the requester, we can obtain more valuable suggestions for generating recommen-

dations. In particular, the trust-aware similarity metrics help solve the challenges C1,

C2, and C3 well. Targeting the challenge C4, we propose two strategies for recom-

mending workers for a task published by a freshly registered requester and for letting

freshly registered workers have the opportunities to be recommended, respectively.

The experiments conducted in a simulated crowdsourcing platform demonstrate the

superiority of our proposed recommendation model CrowdRec in terms of both accu-

racy and coverage.

6.1 Trust-based Similarity Metrics

In a social network, recommendations are generated by asking the target user’s friend-

s or his/her friends’ friends. However, on crowdsourcing platforms, there is no so-

cial connection available between two requesters. Two requesters are connected via

the workers with whom they have transacted. We refer to the requesters who have

transacted with common workers as explicitly connected requesters, and refer to the

requesters who have not transacted with common workers as implicitly connected re-

questers. Accordingly, we define the direct similarity metrics for measuring the degree

of similarity between two explicitly connected requesters, and the indirect similarity

metrics for measuring the degree of similarity between two explicitly connected re-

questers.

6.1.1 Explicit Similarity Metrics

6.1.1.1 The Basic Explicit Similarity Metrics

Definition 6.1. Explicit Trust Similarity simt
(ri,rj)

indicates the probability that a

worker may have a same satisfied performance in a task published by either requester

ri or requester rj .
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Definition 6.2. Explicit DisTrust Similarity simd
(ri,rj)

indicates the probability that

a worker may have a same unsatisfied performance in a task published by either re-

quester ri or requester rj .

Based on the direct trust defined in Definition 4.1, the explicit trust-based similarity

simt
(ri,rj)

between requester ri and requester rj is modelled by Eq. (6.1) based on Pear-

son correlation coefficient. Likewise, the explicit distrust-based similarity simd
(ri,rj)

is

modelled by Eq. (6.2):

simt
(ri,rj)

=

∑
wk∈W t

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)√ ∑
wk∈W t

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)2
√ ∑

wk∈W t

(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)2
, (6.1)

whereW t is the set of common workers who have been trusted by both the requester ri

and the requester rj; dtr,w is the direct trust between a requester r and and a worker w;

dtr is the average direct trust between requester r and the workers who have transacted

with the requester r.

simd
(ri,rj)

=

∑
wk∈W d

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)√ ∑
wk∈W d

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)2
√ ∑

wk∈W d

(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)2
, (6.2)

W d is the set of common workers who have been distrusted by both the requester ri

and the requester rj . The two types of similarities between two requesters is calculated

according to the direct trust values between them and their commonly trusted workers

and distrusted workers, respectively. This is because the meaning of trusting a common

worker is different from the meaning of distrusting a common worker. An untrustwor-

thy worker may be distrusted by most requesters, however, a trustworthy worker may

only be trusted by a group of requesters who publishes similar tasks. Thus, given two

requesters, the simt indicates their similarity derived from the common workers they
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trust and the simd indicates their similarity from the common workers they distrust.

In practice, given a target requester, only the requesters who have a positive value of

similarity are considered in generating recommendations. Therefore, in our proposed

trust model, we use positive simt and simd to infer the trust between two requesters.

6.1.1.2 The Revised Explicit Similarity Metrics

Suppose there are two requesters who have transacted with only one common worker,

either the simt or the simd between the two requesters may be a high value if the

common worker similarly performs when transacting with them. Thus, we revise the

similarity between two requesters by considering the proportion of common worker-

s. Specifically, in the calculation of simt between requester ri and requester rj , we

consider the proportion of the commonly trusted workers pwt. In the calculation of

simd between requester ri and requester rj , we consider the proportion of commonly

distrusted workers pwd. In Eq. (3), we present how to calculate the pwt and the pwd:

PW(ri,rj) = {pwt(ri,rj), pw
d
(ri,rj)

} = {
nt(ri,rj)

mt
(ri,rj)

,
nd(ri,rj)

md
(ri,rj)

}, (6.3)

where nt(ri,rj) denotes the number of common workers who are trusted by both the

requester ri and the requester rj; mt
(ri,rj)

denotes the total number of workers who

are trusted by any of the two given requesters; nd(ri,rj) denotes the number of common

workers who are distrusted by both ri and rj; md
(ri,rj)

denotes the total number of

workers who are distrusted by any of the two given requesters.

As either pwt or pwd may be a small value that is very close to 0, both pwt and

pwd cannot be directly used as the weights of simt and simd, respectively. Therefore,

we map pwt and pwd into the range [0, 1] by using sigmoid function:

pw′(ri,rj) =
1

1 + e
−τpw(ri,rj)

, (6.4)

where τ is a variant to magnify the pw in order to decrease the gap among the values
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of pw. Given a target requester, the value of τ is set to the reciprocal of the average

value of pw between the target requester and other requesters.

τ =
1

pw
, (6.5)

According to the similarities calculated in Eq. (6.1) and (6.2), the revised similarities

simt′ and simd′ is calculated as follows,

simt′

(ri,rj)
=

pwt
′

(ri,rj)

∑
wk∈W t

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)√ ∑
wk∈W t

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)2
√ ∑

wk∈W t

(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)2
, (6.6)

simd′

(ri,rj)
=

pwd
′

(ri,rj)

∑
wk∈W d

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)√ ∑
wk∈W d

(dt(ri,wk) − dtri)2
√ ∑

wk∈W d

(dt(rj ,wk) − dtrj)2
. (6.7)

6.1.2 Implicit Similarity Metrics

Given a target requester, as there may be few explicitly connected requesters who can

provide opinions on a target worker’s performance, we have to consider implicitly

connected requesters’ opinions. Therefore, we propose a novel type of implicit sim-

ilarity to measure the trust-aware similarities between both two explicitly connected

requesters and two implicitly connected requesters.

Definition 6.3. Implicit Trust Similarity between two requesters is the variant fre-

quency that reflects how often rj appears in the ri-centered subnetwork consisting of

explicitly connected requesters with trust similarity.

Definition 6.4. Implicit DisTrust Similarity between two requesters is the variant

frequency that reflects how often rj appears in the ri-centered subnetwork consisting

of explicitly connected requesters with distrust similarity.

We model the implicit trust similarity imsimt
(ri,rj)

and implicit distrust similarity

imsimd
(ri,rj)

from requester ri to requester rj as follows:
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imsimt
(ri,rj)

=

∑ζ
k=1

∏η
l=2 sim

t′

rk
(l−1)

,rkl

n
, (6.8)

imsimd
(ri,rj)

=

∑ζ
k=1

∏η
l=2 simd

′
rk
(l−1)

,rkl

n
, (6.9)

where ζ is the total number of ri-centered paths consisting of explicitly connect-

ed requesters; rkl is the lth requester in the number k path; η is the total number of

requesters in the number k path; simt′ and simd′ are the revised similarity metric-

s defined in Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.7), respectively. Given a path starting from the

source requester ri to a requester rj , the implicit similarity between rj and ri in this

path is determined by the length of the path and the values of similarity between ri

and rj . In such a path, the farther rj is from ri, the lower similarity of rj should

be. For example, in a path path1 : r1 → r2 → r3, the implicit similarity between

r1 and r3 is weaker than the implicit similarity between r1 and r2 from r1’s point of

view. Thus, we use the product of all sim′ values in the trust path between ri and

rj to model the rj’s trustworthiness from ri’s point of view. For example, in path tp1,

sim′(r1,r3) = sim′(r1,r2)∗sim
′
(r2,r3)

. By exploring all ri-centered paths, we can calculate

the implicit trust-based similarity and implicit distrust-based similarity between ri and

rj according to Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.9), respectively.

6.2 A Trust-aware Recommendation Method in Crowd-

sourcing

Given a task published by a target requester r∗, the recommendation method needs to

correctly predict an unknown worker’s performance in this task when transacting with

the target requester r∗. In this section, we first present how to exact the trust similarity

and distrust similarity networks. Then, we introduce the trust-aware recommendation

method in detail.
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6.2.1 A Trust-based Similarity Network Extraction Algorithm

Given a target requester, we first need to find out the requesters who are similar to

the target requester and then can use their transaction records as the basis to generate

worker recommendations. As such, the implicit trust similarity and the implicit distrust

similarity between the target requester and all the other requesters should be calculated

beforehand. In general, traversing all r∗-centered trust paths is an intuitive solution,

however, the complexity of traverse exponentially grows with the number of requesters

who explicitly connects with a requester. Thus, we propose a random walk based

searching algorithm to extract a sub-network in a lower complexity, which consists

of the most similar requesters to the target requester and the imsimt and imsimd

values between the similar requesters and the target requester can be estimated. In our

algorithm, r denotes a general requester, r∗ denotes a target requester for whose tasks

we generate worker recommendations, w denotes a general worker, and hopmax is the

maximum number of hops in one time of searching.

6.2.1.1 Description of Algorithm

Below we present the Trust-based Similarity Network Extraction Algorithm in detail.

Step 1: Initiate all the implicit trust similarity and the implicit distrust similari-

ty between target requester rt and other requesters in R as imsimt
(rt,r∈R) = 0 and

imsimd
(rt,r∈R) = 0, the number of searched paths starting from target requester rt as

nsprt = 0, the current number of searching hops hopc = 0, respectively. Set the target

requester rt as the start node r∗.

Step 2: Fill the set TWr∗ with the workers who are directly trusted by r∗ in the

past transactions, i.e., dt(r∗,w∈TWr∗ ) ≥ ε. Fill the set DWr∗ with the workers who are

directly distrusted by r∗, i.e., dt(r∗,w∈DWr∗ ) < ε.

Step 3: Randomly select number µ workers from the set TWr∗ , then store them in

the set RW = {rw1, rw2, ..., rwµ}. Update the value of hopc by the value of hopc + 1;

Record the requesters who directly trust any worker of RW in UR.
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Step 4: Randomly select number h requesters from the UR, and then add each

selected requester cr into a candidate set CR = {cr1, cr2, ..., crh}.

Step 5: Calculate the simt′ and simd′ between r∗ and each cr ∈ CR according to

Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.7), record the top κ requesters who have high trust similarity simt′

to requester r∗ in PR. Then, replace r∗ with the requester pr ∈ PR who possesses

the highest distrust similarity simd′ .

Step 6: Check whether pr exists in the current searching path. If the result is true,

go to Step 8; Otherwise, go to Step 7;

Step 7: Update the value of imsimt
(rt,r∗)

and imsimd
(rt,r∗)

according to Eq. (6.8)

and Eq. (6.9).

Step 8: Check whether the current searching exceeds the preset maximum number

of searching hops hopmax. If hopc == hopmax, update nsprt = nsprt + 1, and then

go to Step 9; Otherwise, update hopc = hopc + 1, and then go to Step 10.

Step 9: Check whether the searching has satisfied any of the termination condi-

tions, i.e., the number of random walks exceeds the maximum times or the values of

imsim converges. If any condition is true, output values of imsim and terminate;

Otherwise, go to Step 10.

Step 10: Refill the set TW with the workers who are directly trusted by the re-

quester r∗ and refill the set DW with the workers who are not directly trusted by the

requester r∗. Then go to Step 3.

In the algorithm, selecting requesters in Step 5 is the most time-consuming process

because it needs to sort the requesters according to the simt and simd. The average

time complexity of the algorithm is mO(nlogn), where m is the maximum number of

iterations, and n is the average number of requesters with whom a requester explicitly

connects. We adopt simt and simd as the heuristic factors when selecting a requester

as the next r∗, which makes it more likely to connect two similar requesters in a path.

Essentially, this action helps quickly obtain a set of similar requesters with the calculat-

ed imsim values from whom the transaction records for generating recommendations

are obtained.
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6.2.1.2 Termination of Algorithm

TSNE is terminated when the pre-set maximum searching times is exceeded or the

estimated implicit similarity values of the most influential requesters’ converge. The

purpose of extracting trust-based similarity sub-network is to find the requesters who

are trustworthy and are more similar to the requester rt. Therefore, those requesters

whose imsimt and imsimd values are above the average levels as the most influential

requesters.

σ2 =

∑
r∈S (imsimt

(r∗,r) − imsimt(r∗,r))
2 +

∑
r∈S (imsimd

(r∗,r) − imsimd(r∗,r))
2

|S|
(6.10)

where S is a set of requesters whose imsimt and imsimd are above the average levels

in a searching iteration. imsim(r∗,r) is the average value of imsim between a target

requester r∗ and all requesters in S, and |S| is the number of requesters in S. When

the |σ2
c+1 − σ2

c | ≤ ε, the algorithm terminates.

6.2.2 Strategies for the Cold Start Problem

Below we present the strategies for generating recommendations for the freshly regis-

tered workers and the freshly registered requesters, i.e. the cold start challenges (C4).

Strategy 1: For a freshly registered requester rnew who has no transaction records

that can be used to generate recommendations, we provide a series of completed tasks

for rnew. rnew can select any of the tasks as the ones that are believed by themselves

are mostly similar to the tasks will be published by them. Then the transaction records

in these projects are temporarily taken as the “existing” transaction records of the rnew,

which enables rnew to get the first set of recommended workers for completing tasks.

Strategy 2: For a freshly registered worker wnew who has no transaction records

that can be used to generate recommendations, we randomly select a series of tasks

that have been completed by other workers to test the worker’s performance. After

the worker completes these testing tasks, if its reputation level reaches the minimum
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requirement for taking a task, the testing transaction records of this worker are added

into the transaction-based network for generating recommendations.

6.2.3 Trust-aware Worker Recommendation

By incorporating the novel similarity metrics, the trust-based similarity sub-network,

and the new strategies, we propose a recommendation model to predict a target work-

er’s performance in a published task. First, we calculate the similarities of each pair of

explicitly connected requesters. Then, we adopt the trust-based similarity network ex-

traction algorithm to discover the similar requesters whose implicit trust similarity and

implicit distrust similarity values are calculated. Furthermore, we divide requesters in-

to two groups according to whether they trust or distrust the target worker. Combining

the target worker’s performance in past transactions with requesters in different group-

s, we predict the target worker’s performance in a new task published by a requester.

Here, a worker’s performance represents his/her answer approval rate in the past trans-

actions in a task published by different requesters. For new participants, we apply our

proposed strategies to generate initial transaction records for them. The prediction of

a worker’s performance in a task published by a requester is modelled as follows:

pt(r∗,tt,w∗) = pt(r∗,tt) +

∑
ri∈Rt (pt(ri,tt,w∗) − p

t
(ri,tt)

)imsimt
(r∗,ri)∑

ri∈Rt imsim
t
(r∗,ri)

, (6.11)

pd(r∗,tt,w∗) = pd(r∗,tt) +

∑
ri∈Rd (pd(ri,tt,w∗) − p

d
(ri,tt)

)imsimd
(r∗,ri)∑

ri∈Rt imsim
d
(r∗,ri)

, (6.12)

where pt(r∗,tt) and pt(ri,tt) are the average performance of the workers who are directly

trusted by the target requester r∗ and the trustworthy requester ri in the task type tt,

respectively; pd(r∗,tt) and pd(ri,tt) are the average performance of the distrusted workers

who have transacted with the target requester r∗ and the trustworthy requester ri in the

task type tt, respectively; pt(ri,tt,w∗) is the target workerw∗’s performance in transacting

with the requester ri in the tasks belonging to the task type tt if the workerw∗ is trusted
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by the requester ri; pd(ri,tt,w∗) is the the target worker w∗’s performance in transacting

with the requester ri iin the tasks belonging to the task type tti f the worker w∗ is

distrusted by the requester ri; Rt is a sub-set of the selected similar and important

requesters, in which all requesters directly trust the target worker w∗, i.e. dt ≥ ε; Rd is

another sub-set of the selected similar and important requesters, in which all requesters

directly distrust the target worker w∗, i.e. dt < ε.

Based on the Eq. (6.11) and Eq. (6.12), we predict the target worker’s performance

pt(r∗,tt,w∗) and pd(r∗,tt,w∗) in the task type tt when transacting with the target requester.

To determine the final prediction, we first compare the average value of imsimt used

in calculating pt(r∗,tt,w∗) and the average value of imsimd used in calculating pd(r∗,tt,w∗).

The p with a high average value of imsim is adopted. If the average value of imsimt

is close to that of imsimd, we adopt the predicted performance p obtained from the

group in which there are more requesters. Moreover, if the numbers of requesters in

the two groups are equal, we adopt the p in the group where the standard deviation sd

of predicted performance is lower.

6.3 Experiments and Analysis

In the experiments, we evaluate our proposed CrowdRec, and compare it with the con-

ventional user-based CF and three state-of-the-art trust-based recommendation meth-

ods, which are described below.

• User-based CF: An user-based collaborative filtering recommendation model.

• TrustWalker: A trust-aware and item-based recommendation model [65].

• TSR: A trust-aware and item-based collaborative filtering recommendation mod-

el [34].

• MTMRRA: A multidimensional trust model-based robust recommendation mod-

el [66].
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6.3.1 Experiment Settings

6.3.1.1 Experiment Environment

There is no available dataset that including all the worker accounts, requester accounts,

and historical transactions records of different types of tasks for evaluating a recom-

mendation method [156]. Thus, based on the statistical data of real crowdsourcing

platforms released in NAACL 20101, we simulate the crowdsourcing processes of par-

ticipants in a crowdsourcing platform for generating transaction data that are further

used for evaluating our recommendation model. In particular, according to the statisti-

cal data, a requester’s preferences in publishing tasks nearly follow a normal distribu-

tion, and a worker’s performance in different types of tasks also nearly follows a nor-

mal distribution. Thus, we initiate 15 different types of tasks, 100 types of requester-

s’ preferences in publishing different types of tasks, and 800 types of homogeneous

workers’ performance in different types of tasks. On the simulated crowdsoucing plat-

form, in each iteration, the randomly selected requesters publish different types of

tasks, and then the randomly selected workers take and complete the published tasks.

Based on the simulation rules, we set four experiments to evaluate the effectiveness

of our model in solving the four targeted problems: homogeneous workers, dishonest

behaviours, data sparsity and cold start problems. In each experiment, different par-

ticipants are simulated to transact with each other (see Table 6.1), and 1000 iterations

are executed to generate transaction records.

Table 6.1: The Number of Different Participants in a Simulated Crowdsourcing Environment

Participant Type

Number Group No.
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Requester 100 100 100 100

New Requester - - - 10

Homogeneous honest workers 800 800 1600 1600

Homogeneous Dishonest Worker - 100,200,300,400,500 200 200

Homogeneous New Worker - - - 200

1https://sites.google.com/site/amtworkshop2010/data-1
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6.3.1.2 Evaluation Method and Metrics

As the leave-one-out method is applied by majority of recommendation models as the

evaluation method [65, 34], we use the leave-one-out method to withhold a worker’s

performance in the past transactions with a requester in a task and try to predict the

withheld performance. Regarding the evaluation metrics, Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) have been widely used to evaluate the accuracy

of recommendation methods in the literature [65, 34]. Thus, in our experiments, we

apply them to evaluate the accuracy. For each of MAE and RMSE, a lower value

represents a higher accuracy. Below, we present the calculation of MAE and RMSE,

respectively.

MAE =

∑
pre(ri,tt,wj)|p̂(ri,tt,wj) − p(ri,tt,wj)|∑

w(ri,tt,wj)

, (6.13)

RMSE =

√∑
pre(ri,tt,wj)(p̂(ri,tt,wj) − p(ri,tt,wj))2∑

pre(ri,tt,wj)
, (6.14)

where pre(ri,tt,wj) = 1 if the wj’s performance in the type tt of tasks published by

requester ri is predictable, and 0 otherwise. To evaluate the coverage of recommen-

dation models, we follow the definition used in [133]. The coverage is calculated by

performing n leave-one-out experiments.

Coverage =

∑n
i=1 pre(ri,tt,wj)

n
, (6.15)

As accuracy and coverage must be considered together, we use the FMeasure to

evaluate the trade-off between accuracy and coverage.

FMeasure =
2 ∗ (1−RMSE) ∗ Coverage

1−RMSE + Coverage
. (6.16)

A higher F-Measure represents a better trade-off between accuracy and coverage.
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Table 6.2: Effectiveness of Different Recommendation Models Under Homogeneous Worker
Problem

Method

Evaluating Metric
MAE RMSE Coverage (%) F-Measure

CF 0.138 0.176 67.21 0.740

TrustWalker 0.121 0.155 86.34 0.854

TSR 0.132 0.156 69.22 0.761

MTMRRA 0.118 0.137 65.71 0.746

CrowdRec 0.101 0.122 91.34 0.896
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(b) Coverage and F-Measure

Figure 6.1: The Effectiveness Comparison of Different Recommendation Models on Homo-
geneous Workers

6.3.2 Experiment Results

6.3.2.1 Experiment 1 (for Homogeneous Workers Problem)

Table 6.2 shows the results of different recommendation models when 800 homoge-

neous workers are added into the simulated crowdsourcing processes. Fig. 6.1(a) and

Fig. 6.1(b) show the comparison of different methods when homogeneous workers ex-

ist. From Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b), we can observe that CrowdRec is the best method

in terms of accuracy with the lowest MAE 0.101 and the lowest RMSE 0.122. More-

over, regarding coverage and F-Measure, CrowdRec has the highest values 91.34%

and 0.896, respectively. CrowdRec outperforms all the compared methods when fac-

ing homogeneous workers because CrowdRec differentiates a worker’s performance
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Table 6.3: Effectiveness of Different Recommendation Models Under Homogeneous Worker
and Dishonest Behaviour Problems

Method

Evaluating Metric
MAE RMSE Coverage (%) F-Measure

CF 0.195 0.241 68.11 0.718

TrustWalker 0.118 0.146 86.14 0.858

TSR 0.188 0.223 67.60 0.723

MTMRRA 0.097 0.122 67.80 0.765

CrowdRec 0.079 0.107 90.03 0.897
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Figure 6.2: The Effectiveness Comparison of Different Recommendation Models on Homo-
geneous Worker and Dishonest Behaviour Problems

in different types of tasks published by different requesters.

6.3.2.2 Experiment 2 (for Homogeneous Workers and Dishonest Behaviours Prob-

lems)

Table 6.3 shows the results of different recommendation models when 800 homoge-

neous workers and 100 dishonest workers are simulated to join the crowdsourcing

processes. Comparing to the results in Table 6.2, we can observe CrowdRec improves

12.3% and 21.8% in MAE and RMSE, respectively. This is because CrowdRec can ob-

tain the opinions from those requesters who distrust the target worker, which increases

the accuracy of CrowdRec in predicting a dishonest worker’s performance. From Fig.
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6.2(a) and Fig. 6.2(b), we can observe that CrowdRec is the most effective method

with the lowest MAE 0.079, the lowest RMSE 0.107, the highest coverage 90.03%

and the highest F-Measure 0.897 when homogeneous workers and dishonest workers

co-exist.
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Figure 6.3: The Effectiveness Comparison of Different Models on Different Number of Dis-

honest Workers

As CrowdRec is a trust-aware similarity-based recommendation method, its ro-

bustness is verified by changing the number of dishonest workers in the simulated

crowdsourcing processes (see Table 6.1). Fig. 6.3(a) and Fig. 6.3(b) plot the compari-

son of different models when the number of dishonest workers increases. On average,

CrowdRec maintains the lowest RMSE 0.1 which is 11.5% better than that of the sec-

ond best method MTMRRA. In the meantime, CrowdRec maintains the highest cov-

erage 90.3%. CrowdRec outperforms all the other four models because it can obtain

more opinions from the requesters in the trust-based similarity sub-network.

6.3.2.3 Experiment 3 (for Homogeneous Workers, Dishonest Behaviours, and

Data Sparsity Problems)

The results of different models when facing the data sparsity problem are listed in

Table 6.4. In experiment 3, totally 1800 homogeneous workers are added into the

simulated crowdsourcing processes, which makes the transaction data be sparse. Fig.
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Table 6.4: Effectiveness of Different Recommendation Models Under Homogeneous Worker,
Dishonest Behaviour, and Data Sparsity Problems

Method

Evaluating Metric
MAE RMSE Coverage (%) F-Measure

CF 0.196 0.240 43.57 0.554

TrustWalker 0.118 0.146 78.14 0.816

TSR 0.195 0.235 41.36 0.537

MTMRRA 0.099 0.123 42.11 0.569

CrowdRec 0.079 0.106 80.21 0.845
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(b) Coverage and F-Measure

Figure 6.4: The Effectiveness Comparison of Different Models on Homogeneous Worker,
Dishonest Behaviour and Data Sparsity Problems

6.4(a) and Fig. 6.4(b) plot the comparison of different methods. We can observe that

CrowdRec is the best model with the lowest MAE 0.079, the lowest RMSE 0.106, the

highest coverage 80.21% and the highest F-Measure 0.845. This is because CrowdRec

can obtain more useful information in a sparse dataset by searching more requesters

who are implicitly similar to a target requester.

6.3.2.4 Experiment 4 (for Homogeneous Workers, Dishonest Behaviours, Data

Sparsity, and Cold Start Problems)

Table 6.5 shows the results of different recommendation models when Homogeneous

workers, dishonest behaviours, data sparsity and cold start problems co-exist. Com-
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Table 6.5: Effectiveness of Different Recommendation Models under Homogeneous Worker,
Dishonest Behaviour, Data Sparsity and Cold Start Problems

Method

Evaluating Metric
MAE RMSE Coverage (%) F-Measure

CF 0.196 0.240 33.52 0.465

TrustWalker 0.118 0.146 69.21 0.764

TSR 0.195 0.235 33.11 0.462

MTMRRA 0.099 0.123 33.18 0.481

CrowdRec 0.078 0.104 79.26 0.841
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Figure 6.5: The Comparison of Different Methods on Homogeneous Worker, Dishonest Be-
haviour, Data Sparsity, and Cold Start Problems

paring the results in Table 6.5 with those in Table 6.4, we can observe that the values

of coverage in CF and the three state-of-art methods obviously decrease. By contrast,

the value of coverage in CrowdRec only slightly decreases from 80.21% to 79.26%.

This is because CrowdRec adopts two strategies to obtain initial transaction data for

freshly registered participants, which can generate recommendations for these freshly

registered participants.

Fig. 6.5(a) and Fig. 6.5(b) compare the results of different recommendation meth-

ods when homogeneous workers, dishonest behaviours, data sparsity and cold start

problems co-exist. In the term of accuracy, the MAE of CrowdRec is the lowest,

which is 60.2%, 33.8%, 60.0% and 21.2% better than those in CF, TrustWalker, TSR
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and MTMRRA, respectively. Moreover, the RMSE of CrowdRec is the lowest, which

is 56.7%, 28.8%, 55.7% and 15.5% better than those in CF, TrustWalker, TSR and

MTMRRA, respectively. In the meantime, CrowdRec maintains the highest cover-

age 79.26%, which is 45.74%, 10.05%, 46.15% and 46.08% higher than those in CF,

TrustWalker, TSR and MTMRRA, respectively. Regarding F-Measure, CrowdRec has

the highest value 0.841, which is 10.07% better than that in the second best method

TrustWalker.

To sum up, CrowdRec significantly outperforms the conventional CF recommen-

dation method and the three state-of-the-art trust-based recommendation methods in

both accuracy and coverage when homogeneous workers, dishonest behaviours, data

sparsity and cold start problems co-exist.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a novel trust-aware worker recommendation method

CrowdRec. To our best knowledge, in the literature, this is the first model that focuses

on recommending workers to a requester and take all the four challenging problems:

homogeneous worker, dishonest behaviour, data sparsity and cold start problems into

account. In CrowdRec, targeting the homogeneous worker problem, we have proposed

the new similarity metrics to obtain more information for improving the accuracy of

predicting a worker’s performance in a task published by a requester. Moreover, we

propose a novel trust sub-network extraction approach to tackling dishonest behaviours

and data sparsity problems, and new strategies for cold start problem. The results of

experiments have demonstrated that CrowdRec significantly outperforms the conven-

tional user-based CF recommendation model and three state-of-the-art trust-based rec-

ommendation models TrustWalker, TSR and MTMRRA in terms of both accuracy and

coverage.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The explosive development of information techniques makes humans and electron-

ic equipment be tightly connected than ever before. In such a new circumstance,

crowdsourcing is widely applied in solving various tasks due to its superior cost-

effectiveness. In the meantime, a trust crisis arises in crowdsourcing environments. In

particular, the untrustworthy workers take various actions to benefit themselves or sab-

otage others’ crowdsourcing processes. To guarantee a published task can be success-

fully solved, an effective trustworthy worker selection is urgently demanded. However,

the complex meaning of trust in crowdsourcing environments, the new characteristic-

s of crowdsourcing, and the various behaviour patterns of workers make trustworthy

worker selection be extremely tough.

In this thesis, we focus on the three sub-challenges of helping crowdsourcing re-

questers to select trustworthy workers. The first challenge is to evaluate a worker’s

trust in different contexts so as to select reliable and capable workers under a specific

context. In our solution for this challenge, we have taken the reliable aspect and the

capable aspect of trust into account. The second challenge is to defend against those

untrustworthy workers who look like “trustworthy” but actually collude to counterfeit

“trustworthy” guises. In this sub-challenge, we have proposed our solution that main-

ly leverages the truthful aspect of trust to defend against spam workers. Thirdly, we

present how to discover the most preferred workers of a requester by further investi-

gating the capable aspect of trust. In particular, targeting the three sub-challenges, we

have proposed our solutions.

135
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• We have proposed a context-aware trust-based worker selection model called

CrowdTrust that is based on the trust evaluation of a worker in the context of

task type and in the context of task reward amount. In particular, our proposed

trust evaluation method can effectively differentiate trustworthy workers and un-

trustworthy workers when both of them have high overall answer approval rates.

In CrowdTrust, to avoid the subject bias of weights for aggregating multiple

trust values for selecting workers, we have proposed a multiple objectives opti-

mization algorithm to find a worker combination whose trust scores in the two

contexts cannot be dominated simultaneously. Our experimental results have

shown that CrowdTrust is more effective than the average answer approval rate-

based worker selection in differentiating trustworthy workers from untrustwor-

thy workers.

• Targeting the spam workers who masquerade themselves as “trustworthy” work-

ers by applying three typical threat patterns, we have proposed a trust-aware de-

fense model based on a global evaluation on the truthfulness of a worker’s trust

level. The global view of a worker’s trust level is represented by our proposed

worker trust vector. A worker’s trust vector records the inferred trust relations

between the worker and different types of requesters in a crowdsourcing trust

network. As spam workers with untruthful transaction records always succeed

in the transactions with their accomplices, they cannot obtain good trust scores

in their trust vectors and thus are prevented from participating in tasks. The

experiments have shown that our proposed trust vector-based spam worker de-

fense model effectively outperforms three state-of-the-art models in both select-

ing trustworthy workers and filtering out spam workers with fake “trustworthy”

guises obtained from the colluding transactions.

• Furthermore, we have proposed a novel spam worker identification model that

incorporates our devised worker trust matrix and learning algorithm to proac-

tively predict a worker’s identity. A worker trust matrix consists of the trust
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indicators that measure the extents to which the worker is trusted by differen-

t requesters in different crowdsourcing trust sub-networks. In fact, a worker’s

trust matrix records the worker’s global trust features derived from the worker’s

past transaction behaviours. We have also proved that a worker’s trust matrix

contains the un-manipulable property and the usable property that are critical

for effectively identifying a worker’s identity. We have conducted extensive ex-

periments in a real dataset and three real scenarios-based synthetic datasets, the

experimental results have demonstrated the superiority of our model in identify-

ing spam workers.

• Focusing on the capable aspect of trust, we have also proposed a trust-aware

worker recommendation model. This model first helps a requester to discover

potential trustworthy allies by inferring the similarity between two requesters

who have no commonly transacted workers. By taking the suggestions of the

allies as recommendation basis, the trustworthy workers are then recommended

to a requester. The main novelty is that both the trust similarity and the dis-

trust similarity are considered in generating recommendations. Considering the

two types of similarity together can help increase the accuracy of predicting a

worker’s performance. In addition, our model has also contained the effective s-

trategies for solving the data sparsity and the cold start problems in crowdsourc-

ing environments. The experimental results have demonstrated our proposed

recommendation model significantly outperforms the conventional CF recom-

mendation model and three state-of-the-art trust-based recommendation models

in terms of both accuracy and coverage.

In this thesis, we have mainly discussed the trustworthy worker selection issue

in crowdsourcing environments. Besides, there are still some opening trust issues in

crowdsourcing environments, e.g., the accountability of crowdsourcing services and

the trustworthy maintenance of transaction data . For example, it is very difficult to

resolve a dispute between a requester and a worker because each of them may have its
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own version of logs or arguments. In a current crowdsourcing site, crowdsourcing op-

erators actually control the functions of accounting for evidence, auditing and dispute

arbitration. Thus, the result of a dispute is commonly determined by a crowdsourcing

operator who is in charge of the dispute. In addition, the trustworthiness of the transac-

tion data is mostly determined by the operator, leading the corruptions to be possible.

In fact, when a dispute arises, an operator may tend to help one of the two involved

crowdsourcing participants and thus impairs the benefits of the other one. As such,

it is critical to guarantee the fairness of the crowdsourcing operators and the truthful-

ness of the transaction data for arbitration. In our paper submitted to TSC 2017, we

have discussed the feasibility of applying block chain techniques to build a trustworthy

consensus mechanism for achieving the accountability of the crowdsourcing services.



Appendix A

The Notations in the Thesis

Table A.1: The Notations in Chapter 3
Notations Explanations

ha The number of the approval answers
hs The number of the submitted answers
hr The answer approval rate
wi The ith worker

TaTrust The task type aware trust of a worker
RaTrust The task reward amount aware trust of a worker
TCj The jth trust cube
m The number of trust cubes containing records
k The number of the same coordinates

tinf(k,i) The influence factor of the records in trust cube i with k
same coordinates

g(ha, ha(k,i),k) The independent variable of tinf(k,i)
re∗ The reward amount of an upcoming task
rei The reward amount of the task i
d The relative distance between two tasks with different re-

ward amounts
d′ The distance d based similarity
nd′ The number of the tasks in the task group with similarity d′

rinf(d′,i) The influence factor of the records in task group i with sim-
ilarity d′

zi(h̃a, h̃a(d′,i), d
′) The independent variable of rinf(d′,i)

wn The number of the workers required by a requester
aw The number of the available workers
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Table A.2: The Notations in Chapter 3 (continued)
Notations Explanations
f(X) The Multi-objective optimization function
X The feasible solution

TaTXj The average value of TaTrust of solution Xj

RaTXj The average value of RaTrust of solution Xj

WS = {Wi}Ni=1 The initial worker combination set with number N worker
combinations

SumTWi The sum of TaTrust and RaTrust of worker combination
Wi

fitWi The fitness value (non-domination level) of worker combi-
nation Wi

denWi The density-estimation of the worker combination Wi

WSoff The offspring worker combination set
σ The mutation probability
ζ The crossover probability
iter The number of iterations

itermax The maximum number of iterations
M The number of optimal objectives

Table A.3: The Notations in Chapter 4
Notations Explanations
dt(ri,wj) The direct trust between requester ri and worker wj
napv(ri,wj) the number of the approved answers submitted by worker

wj in the tasks of requester ri
nsub(ri,wj) The total number of the answers submitted by worker wj in

the tasks of requester ri
ε The threshold of the direct trust relation
R The set of all the requester nodes
W The set of all the worker nodes
te A trust edge
TE The set of all trust edges
dte A distrust edge
DTE The set of all distrust edges
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Table A.4: The Notations in Chapter 4(continued)
Notations Explanations
tpk(ri,wj) The k-hop trustworthy path that starts from requester ri and

ends at worker wj
utpk(ri,re,wj) The k-hop untrustworthy path that starts from requester ri

and ends at worker wj who is directly distrusted by re-
quester re

tphp(ri,wj) The aggregation of the direct trust values called trust
pheromone in path p(ri,wj)

lenp(ri,wj) The number of the edges in path p(ri,wj)
TP(ri,wj) The set of the trustworthy paths that start from requester ri

and end at worker wj
UTP(ri,wj) The set of the untrustworthy paths that start from requester

ri and end at worker wj
SOT(ri,wj) The strength of trust between requester ri and worker wj

n The average number of edges owned by a crowdsourcing
participant

hopmax The maximum number of the hops in a searching path
stph(ri,wj) The sum of trust pheromone from ri to wj
stphri The sum of trust pheromone from ri to all workers
σ2 The variant of the estimated value of the strength of trust in

two times of searchings
ε The threshold of σ2

DeTwi The deterministic trust value of worker wi
Raut The set of the authenticated requesters

NDeTwi The non-deterministic trust value of worker wi
Ract The set of the active requesters
DeTwi The deterministic trust value of worker wi
OTwi The ordinary trust value of worker wi
Rord The set of the randomly selected ordinary requesters
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Table A.5: The Notations in Chapter 5
Notations Explanations

U A set of workers whose identities are known
V A set of workers whose identities are unknown

positrustk(ri,wj) The positive trust indicator of worker wj in the k-hop sub-
CTN starting from requester ri

TP k(ri, wj) All the k-hop trustworthy paths between ri and wj
DT tp

k
l All the direct trust values in the trustworthy path tpkl

penaltyk(ri,wj) The trust penalty on worker wj in a k-hop sub-CTN
UTP k

(ri,wj) All the k-hop untrustworthy paths between ri and wj
DT utp

k
h All the direct trust values in untrustworthy path utpkl

penaltyk(ri,wj) The trust penalty on worker wj in a k-hop sub-CTN

dt
utpkh
e The direct trust value in the only one distrust edge in utpkh

trk(ri,wj) The trust trace of worker wj in a k-hop sub-CTN starting
from requester ri

TP k
ri

All the k-hop trustworthy paths that start from requester ri
and end at any worker

WTMwt The worker trust matrix of worker wk
pr The probability that a spam worker manipulate its WTM

to be same as that of an honest worker
d The minimum number of requesters who collude with a

worker
e The minimum number of requesters by whom an honest

worker is directly trusted
h The number of honest requesters in a crowdsourcing trust

network
c The number of colluding requesters in a crowdsourcing

trust network
g The number of requesters who collude with a spam worker
pw The probability that a worker can succeed in a shadow task
F The distribution function of the trust trace sets between a

worker and all honest requesters
G The distribution function of the trust trace sets between a

worker and all grey requesters
S The distribution function of the trust trace sets between a

worker and all spam requesters
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Table A.6: The Notations in Chapter 5 (continued)
Notations Explanations
rodmax The maximum round number of random walks
hopmax The maximum number of hops in a searching path
de The maximum degree of a node
ST A standardized layer in the learning algorithm CLnet-6
C A convolutional layer in the learning algorithm CLnet-6
S A sub-sampling layer in the learning algorithm CLnet-6
MP A multi-layer perceptron in the learning algorithm CLnet-6
WE A weight matrix in the learning algorithm CLnet-6⊗

The operators of the learning algorithm CLnet-6
b A bias vector in the learning algorithm CLnet-6

WI =
{HW,GW,SW} The worker identity set including honest worker identity

HW , grey worker identity GW , and spam worker identi-
ty SW

IDwk The vector for indicating the identity of the worker wk
η The total number of training samples
ιc The number of feature maps in a convolutional layer
τ The maximum number of epochs of training

Table A.7: The Notations in Chapter 6
Notations Explanations
simt

(ri,rj) The explicit trust similarity between requester ri and re-
quester rj

simd
(ri,rj) The explicit distrust similarity between requester ri and re-

quester rj
W t The set of common workers who have been trusted by both

requester ri and requester rj
dtr The average direct trust value between requester r and the

workers who have transacted with the requester r
W d The set of common workers who have been distrusted by

both requester ri and requester rj
pwt The proportion of the workers who are commonly trusted

by two requesters
pwd The proportion of the workers who are commonly distrusted

by two requesters
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Table A.8: The Notations in Chapter 6 (continued)
Notations Explanations
nt(ri,rj) The number of workers who are trusted by both requester ri

and requester rj
mt

(ri,rj) The number of workers who are trusted by any of requester
ri and requester rj

nd(ri,rj) The number of workers who are distrusted by both requester
ri and requester rj

md
(ri,rj) The number of workers who are distrusted by any of re-

quester ri and requester rj
τ A variant to decrease the gap among the pw between differ-

ent pairs of requesters
imsimt

(ri,rj) The implicit trust similarity between requester ri and re-
quester rj

imsimd
(ri,rj) The implicit distrust similarity between requester ri and re-

quester rj
ζ The total number of ri-centered paths
rkl The lth requester in a path
η The total number of requesters in a path
m The maximum number of iterations
n The average number of requesters with whom a requester

explicitly connects
S The set of requesters whose imsimt and imsimd are above

the average levels in a searching iteration
imsim(r∗,r) The average value of imsim between a target requester and

all the other requesters
pt(r,tt) The average performance of the workers who are directly

trusted by requester r in task type tt
pd(r,tt) The average performance of the workers who are directly

distrusted by requester r in task type tt
pt(ri,tt,w∗) The performance of worker w∗ in transacting with requester

ri who directly trusts w∗ in the tasks belonging to type tt
pd(ri,tt,w∗) The performance of worker w∗ in transacting with requester

ri who directly distrusts w∗ in the tasks belonging to type tt
pre(ri,tt,wj) The parameter that indicates it wj’s performance in the type

tt of tasks published by requester ri is predictable



Appendix B

The Acronyms in the Thesis

Table B.1: The Acronyms in All the Sections
Sections Explanations Acronyms

Chapter 1&3&4&7
Context-aware Trust Evaluation based

Crowdsourcing Worker Selection CrowdTrust
Chapter 1&4&5 Crowdsourcing Trust Network CTN
Chapter 1&4&5 Worker Trust Vector WTV

Chapter 1&3 Task Type-aware Trust TaTrust
Chapter 1&3 Reward Amount-aware Trust RaTrust

Chapter 1&4
Trust Vector-based Crowdsourcing Spam

Worker Defense
CrowdDe-

fense
Chapter 1&4 Strength of Trust SOT
Chapter 1&4 Trust Sub-Network Extraction algorithm TSE
Chapter 1&5 Worker Trust Matrix WTM

Chapter 1&6
Trust-aware Crowdsourcing Worker

Recommendation
CrowdRec

Chapter 2&6 Collaborative Filtering CF

Chapter 3
Answer Approval Rate based Random Worker

Selection
ARS

Chapter 4 Deterministic Trust DeT
Chapter 4 Non-Deterministic Trust NDeT
Chapter 4 Ordinary Trust OT
Chapter 5 Six-layer Neural Network CLnet-6
Chapter 6 Stochastic Gradient Descent SGD
Chapter 6 Mean Absolute Error MAE
Chapter 6 Root Mean Square Error RMSE
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